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Abstract

This thesis looks at the learning and teachingof mathematicsthrough the issueof
economy. Here, economyis concernedwith the personal time and effort given by a
learner to achieve somedesired learning. The study setsout to establish that the principle
of economyinforms the learning and teaching of mathematics,and to establisha list of
principles which can assistan economic approachto the teachingof mathematics.
The study is carried out within the Discipline of Noticing and is basedon the
developmentof theory from significant events building on the work carried out by Caleb
Gattegnoon the subordinationof teaching to learning. An account ofthese events are
given, followed by accounting for them, and linking the generality contained within
theseisolated events with everyday learning experiences.At times, the reader is asked to
carry out simple taskswhich assistin drawing their attention, through a personal
experience,to the points being developed.
The learning processwhich turns somethingnewly met into somethingwhich can be
done with little consciousattention, is analysedand called functionalisation. The analysis
of this processproducesthe idea of practice through progress, where the learner's
attention is placed in a task which requires the desired learning to be subordinatedto it.
Particular attention is given to the learning of young children before entering school,
since this is impressive in terms of economy. This study identifies powers children use in
their early learning, and how theselink in with root notions in mathematicscalled
mathematical essences.A list of principles of economy are developedwhich provide
guide-lines for approachesto teaching to make useof children's powers and utilise
mathematicalessences.A computer program, GRID Algebra, is developed to
demonstratehow the principles of economy can be incorporatedinto a resource.
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1 Beginnings
1.1 Introduction
The title of this thesis includes the word economywhich has financial associations.
However, I am not using the word to refer to the financesof learning and teaching
mathematics.InsteadI am concerning myself with other resources- human resources.
Theseare the resourcesof both learnersand teachers.Children in the UK spend11 years
of their life in compulsory schooling. This is a considerablecommitment of time and
thus a resourceof great potential. Time is the first of the humanresourceswhich both
teacherand learner have at their disposal. The potential of this resourceis concerned
with what can be gained in terms of learning as that period of time transforms the future
into the past. I agree with Bruner (1966, p 1) that Instruction is, after all, an effort to
assist or to shapegrowth, and thus a teacheris employed for two reasons:firstly to
influence what is learned over this period of time (shapinggrowth); and secondly, to
influence how something is learned over this period of time (assistinggrowth). It is the
secondof thesetwo roles which is of interest to me in this thesis. The influence of how
the what is taught can influence the quantity and the quality of learning over a period of
time.
It is sometimessaid that young children spendmost of their time playing. Indeed, many
activities in their early schooling could be describedas educationalplay. By the time a
child becomesan adolescent,the emphasison schooling is concernedwith vurk with
play being relegatedto lunch and break times. I have not found it helpful to contrast
work and play since learning can be taking place in both cases.As Rousseausaid in
about 1760:

Work or play are all one to him [Emile], his gamesare his work;
he knowsno difference.He brings to everythingthe cheerfulness
of interest, the charm of freedom, and he showsthe bent of his
own mind andthe extentof his knowledge.(1986,p126)
It is the amount of effort put into either work or play which is of interest to me in this
thesis. Effort is the result of a commitment of humanenergy, and this is the second
resourcewhich both teacherand learner have at their disposal. The amount of energy, in
terms of effort, is limited for both teacherand learner, and so brings the question of
what is gained, in terms of learning, by either party increasingor decreasingtheir effort,
or directing it differently.
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Bruner includeseconomyin his factors which affect a learner gaining masteryof a
domain of knowledge:
The structureof any domain of knowledge may be characterizedin
three ways, each affecting the ability of any learner to master it:
the mode of representationin which it is put, its economy,and its
effective power. (1966, p44)

With regardto economy, Bruner states:

Economy in representinga domain of knowledge relates to the
amount of information that must be held and processedto achieve
comprehension.The more items of information one must carry to
understandsomethingor deal with a problem, the more successive
stepsone must take in processing that information to achieve a
conclusion, and the less the economy. (1966, p45)

From this I understandthat Bruner is thinking mainly of economyin terms of
representations.The exampleshe goeson to give are concernedwith whethera
representationis economical,and whether that representationis powerful. Regarding
power, Bruner says:

The power of a representation can also be described as its
capacity, in the handsof a learner, to connect matters that, on the
surface, seemquite separate.(1966, p48)

His useof economyand power all relates to the idea of gaining as much productive
learning as possiblewith the least amount of personaltime and effort involved.
However, he focuseson representationswhereasI am interestedin all the dynamics
involved in the processof teaching and learning, of which representationsare one part.
For example, as well as the considerationof a particular representation,I am also
interestedin what aspectof that representationmight be stressedat any given time and
what might be ignored. Where attention is placed can also be a factor in the amount of
time and effort required to achieve some learning. Thus, I widen the use of the word
economyand shift from economy of representationto economy of personal time and
effort. Thus, the principle of economyis concernedwith the managementof the human
resourcesof time and effort, in relation to the quality and quantity of learning achieved.
I will relate this to the learning and teachingof mathematicsin particular.
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The following sectionoutlines some experienceswhich led me to an interest in the
principle of economy, and developssome of the key ideaswhich are involved in this
study. This backgroundleads up to the questionswhich I had when embarking on this
study, which I articulate in section 1.3. The questions,in their turn, drive the issueof
methodologywhich is discussedin chapter 2. It is also in this secondchapterthat the
remaining structure of the thesis is describedsince its structureis influenced by
methodologicalissues.

1.2 Background
In this section I will give the backgroundof my own experiences,influences and
thinking which led me to work at the notion of economyin the learning and teaching of
mathematics.
From 1973 to 1976 I studied mathematicsat a university. I rememberworking hard in
the first year in that I allocated a reasonableamount of time for my studiesand put in
some effort into understandingthe coursesI took. During the secondyear of the course I
beganto question the way in which I was being askedto spendmy time. Lectures lasted
one hour, and during that time it was not unusualfor the lecturer to pay little or no
attention to whether anything being written or said madeany senseto the studentswho
were present. Severallectures involved the lecturer spendingless than a minute
reminding us which lemma number we had got up to in the previous lecture, and then
proceeding to start writing on the first of nine blackboards. The writing continued for
one hour and was often accompaniedby a verbal rendering of what was being written. I
gave up any attempt to understandwhat was being written since, if I stoppedfor a while
to consider a particular statement,I would find myself severalblackboardsbehind. The
pressureon me was simply to copy down what was being written on the boardsso that I

couldwork at trying to understandit later.
If it was intended that lectures were simply a meansof passingon written notes to
students,then why not handout the notes in the first place? It seemedto me that the
lectures were a complete waste of time for both the studentsand the lecturers. This
was
the first time I can recall being aware of the fact that my time was a valuable resource
and that lectures were not a productive way of spendingmy time. I stoppedattending
lectures.
As well as becoming aware of time as a resource, I began to ask
myself questions as to
the nature of teaching. I felt that what went on in most of the lectures I attendedwas not
teaching. What might someonedo so that their actions would be appropriately described
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as teaching?I had learnedthat teachingwas somethingdifferent to passingon
information. My interest in teachingwas greatly assistedby the poor lectures I attended.
During my PGCE year in 1978-79, my tutor, Denis Crawforth, askedme whendid you
first operatemathematically?This was a questionwhich was to stay with me for a long
time. I beganto seemathematicsas somethingfar more than that which is learnedin
schools.I becamesensitiveto a wide variety of mathematicalactivity in the everyday
learningof a young child. In the first yearsof my teaching I tried to discover what
studentswere able to achievewhen presentedwith mathematicalsituationsto explore. I
learned, from the studentsI worked with, that they were able to formulate their own
mathematicalquestions,develop systemsin their approachto a question, spot patterns,
make conjecturesandjustify their statements.I learnedthat the studentswere already
operatingas mathematicians.However, I still had my questionof what someonemight
do which I would regard as teaching.
Following my PGCE course, I went to Bristol to teachand got involved in a writing
group at the Resourcesfor Learning DevelopmentUnit (RLDU). There, I met some
peoplewith whom I was to continue meetingand discussingideasover the years which
followed. The group included Laurinda Brown, Jo Waddingham, Pat Evans,John
Chatley, Eileen Billington and Christine Hopkins. We met on a regular basis, sometimes
weekly, throughout the first half of the 1980's. It was within this group that many ideas
and experiencesconcerningteachingand learning mathematicswere sharedand
discussed.This group was influential in my developmentas a teacher,through the
sharing of ideasand the mutual desire to explore and develop new approachesto
teaching.The group was also influential in my developmentas someonewho tries to
articulate reasonsfor my actionsin a classroom,through being challengedand
questionedin a supportiveatmosphereat meetings.
In November 1981, I attendeda week long seminargiven by Caleb Gattegnoat Charney
Manor in Oxfordshire. One evening, Gattegnoworked with a group of us using his
computerprogram, Infused reading in Spanish', designedto teach illiterate speakersof
Spanishto read Spanish.After 30 minutes, we were all reading Spanishout loud. We did
not understandwhat we were sayingbut then we were not Spanishspeakersto start with.
However, we could read the written words on the screenand pronouncethem with a
good Spanishaccent.Along with most other people who were in that room, I gaineda
senseof the potential of the program in helping someonegain the readingof their own
native language.Furthermore, it only needed30 minutes. In fact, this last statementis
not true, since more practice would be required to help the learning becomesomething
which would remain for life. However, this did not changehow impressedI felt about

Available for the Apple II computer from EducationalSolution, New York.
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how much had beenachievedin only 30 minutes, and further developedmy interest in
economy.
In the following years until Gattegno'sdeath in 1988, I attendeda number of Gattegno
seminarsin Bristol and London and was influencedby his work. The notion of economy
was central to much of his work, not only in mathematicsbut also in a variety of other
areasof learning, notably reading and foreign languages.I was inspired by the seminars
I attended,to explore and develop new ways of working in my own classroom. In
particular, I was attempting not only to observestudents' abilities as mathematicians,but
also to ask what actions I might take asa teacherwhich could assiststudentsusing these
abilities to gain a more substantialunderstandingand commandover a given mathematics
syllabus.Thus, my attention shifted from considerationof activities I might provide to
allow studentsto exercisetheir mathematicalabilities, to what actions I, as a teacher,
might make to encouragemore productive use of those abilities within the given
mathematicssyllabus. The shift was from preparedactivities to teacher'sactions. In
particular, I was interestedin what was the minimal contribution I could make in order
to help a studentmake a significant shift in their learning. What type of contribution
might this be? verbal? visual?...
Alongside the developmentof my teaching, came an increasingawarenessof talents that
studentshad outside the classroom. Through conversationswith studentsI learned that
many of them were involved in activities which required a high level of skill and
knowledge. At the sametime, these samestudentswere sometimesstruggling with their
work inside classrooms.I felt that we must be failing to some extent not to make more
use within the classroomof the talents studentsdisplay outsideclassrooms.
Another contrast of which I becameaware was that of the learning achievedby
young
before
learning
children
school age and the
achievedby adolescentsin mathematics
classrooms.Severalof my friends had children and as a consequenceI began to have
contactwith babies and young children. I was, and am, fascinatedby the achievements
of young children and beganconsidering how children manageto learn so much in their
early years with little explicit teaching taking place. Furthermore, I felt that, in
comparison, very little was being achieved in the learning of mathematicsby the students
in my classroom. For example, so much of what young children learn in the first five
years of their life stayswith them for the rest of their life; whereas,so much of what I
attempted to teach my studentsin the five years of their attendancein my mathematics
classroomwas being forgotten before they even left school. These contrastsmeant that I
paid as much attention to learning happeningoutside classroomsas much as inside
classrooms.
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At the time of beginningwork on this study in January1987, I was in my third school,
as a Headof Department,and I felt I had developedconsiderablyin my teaching style
sincebeginning teaching. However, I was not able to articulatea theoreticalbasis for
what I was doing in the classroom.My actions were mainly basedon years of
exploration, finding that some things worked and others did not. I continued to develop
the things that appearedto be productive and stoppeddoing the things that did not. I had,
what Elliot describesaspractical wisdom:
Practical wisdom as the form of the practitioner's professional
knowledge is not stored in the mind as sets of theoretical
propositions, but as a reflectively processedrepertoire of cases.
Theoretical understandingsare encapsulatedin such cases,but it is
the latter which are primarily utilized in attempts to understand
current circumstances. Comparisons with past cases illuminate
practically relevant featuresof the presentsituation. (1991, p53)

I wished to develop a pedagogyof the way in which I was attempting to work in the
classroom,and to articulate someof the theoretical understandingswhich my practice
was basedon. Additionally, I felt that Gattegno'swork could be built on and developed
to makemore explicit the way in which studentscould be helpedto work more
productively in their learning of mathematics.
As a practising teacher, I had classeswhich I observedon a daily basisand with whom I
could developdifferent ways of working in the classroom.I had set up within the
mathematicsdepartmenta systemwhereby we all observedeachother teach,and spent
time after the lessondiscussingwhat we had seen. This meant that I was able to observe
other people's classroomsas well as having discussionsabout my own. I developedthis
further with a group of teachersfrom a variety of disciplines within the school, where
we met on a regular basisand visited each others' classrooms.Thus, I had opportunities
to observea variety of lessonsoutside of my own classroomand subjectarea.
During the beginning of 1990,1 spenta few monthson secondmentto the RLDU in
Avon as MathematicsEditor. As part of a project I carried out, I visited a number of
mathematicsclassroomsin different parts of the county. Then, in September1990, I
becamea lecturer in mathematicseducationat the University of Birmingham. This
brought me in contactwith a variety of schoolsand mathematicsclassroomsin the area.
My interest in engagingin this study was partly to provide myself with a discipline to
continue developing my skills as a teacherof mathematics,a discipline to devote some
time and thought to a theoretical basisfor my work which would also feed into my
practice as a teacher. The other aspectwas that I felt I had somethingto sayand
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somethingto contribute to a body of knowledge on the learning and teaching of
mathematics.I wanted to devote time to develop what it was I had to say, and to be able
to sayit in a reasonablycoherent form.

1.3 Initial questions
In this sectionI begin by presentinga seriesof questionswhich were on my mind as I
approachedthe commencementof this study.
The question which drove my interest in beginning this study was how can I becomea
more ei%ctim teacher ofniathematics? Although this was a driving force for much of my
work, the question itself was not a useful one for me to work on. It was not a question
which indicated a direction for me to look, or provided a focus for my attention. I
neededsomethingwhich, if I attendedto it, could help me learn something relevant to
the original question. One direction was the considerationof time as a resource.
Gattegnotalks of the transferenceof time into experiences:
While time is given, experience is created. Hence, the most
primitive generation of wealth is the transformation of time into
experience.Time is a universal raw material out of which humans
make all the things that are "objectivations of energy" -a pot, a
novel, a hypothesis, a theorem. Time that is spent - actively
exchangedfor experience- leads to objectivations. (1986, p214)

Thus, the transferring of time into experiencescould lead to 'objectivations' within
mathematics.What sort of experiencesare helpful to learning? In considering this
question I began to consider my own experiencesand reflect on those which I thought
had beenparticularly effective in terms of my own learning. Was there anything these
experienceshave in common?
Neville talked about indirect teaching as being more powerful than direct, traditional
methods:

They [indirect teaching methods] emulate the way in which
children and adults 'pick up' information, skills and values more
or less unconsciously as they go about the business of living.
(1989, p15).
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There is so much that we do 'pick up' in the courseof our daily living. How do we
learn so much apparentlyunconsciouslyand yet forget so much that we consciously try
to remember?
The activity of young children was of particular interest since so much impressive
learning takesplacein relatively little time. How is it that children can learn so much
when they are youngand learn relatively little in mathematicsclassroomswhen they are
older? Is there a difference in the way they are being askedto learn in each
circumstance?If the impressivelearning of young children can be brought into the
mathematicsclassroom,then what sort of mathematicalexperiencescan be called upon?
Kilpatrick said that:
When a child's mind is viewed from an information-processing
perspective,one has a difficult time seeing it as anything like a
blank slate. The child comes equipped with wiring already
installed and programs already running. Whether one views these
programsas microworlds or as domains of subjective experiences,
the school-agechild is a self-programmingbeing who has already
put together many programs for dealing with intellectual tasks.
Some of theseprogramsare quite different from the programsthat
teachershave in mind. (1984, p19)

Was there a mis-matchbetweenthe 'programs' I had in mind as a teacher,and the
'programs' children are actually equippedwith?
There is so much that studentslearn when they are very young which will stay with them
for the rest of their life. In mathematicsclassrooms,there is so much that studentslearn
that they forget within a matter of a few weeks, hours, or even minutes. Why is this so?
What is it about the nature of the relative experiencessuchthat in one casetime appears
well spentand in the other, time appearsto have beenwasted?
When do I notice a lot of effort going into some work? What is gainedfrom this effort?
Does this commitment of energylead to learning or only to frustration? When does the
effort appearto be fruitful in terms of learning, and when does it not appearso?
Gattegno(1974, pvii) madea powerful statementthat
a wariness is educable.This
implies that my attention as a teacherneedsto be concernedwith awareness.In what
ways can I assistthe educationof a student'sawarenessin mathematics?
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In the end, thesequestionsrelate to teaching, which involves decisionsand actionsto be
taken. How are thesequestionsgoing to relate to the questionof how I might act in a
classroomso as to assisteconomic learning of mathematics?What might guide my
decisionsas to what I do or do not do in the classroom?What can be discoveredand
learnedby studentson their own and what needsto be provided by a teacher?Rousseau
wrote (in about 1760):
With our foolish and pedantic methods we are always preventing
children from learning what they could learn much better by
themselves,while we neglect what we alone can teach them. Can
anything be sillier than the pains taken to teach them to walk, as if
there were anyone who was unable to walk when he grows up
through his nurses neglect? How many we see walking badly all
their life becausethey were ill taught? (1986, p42)

What requires our intervention and what is best left to the studentsthemselves?
I give this flow of questionsin order to provide a flavour for the areasof interest I have
and the fact that considerationof a question leadsto severalmore questions,perhaps
more than any answers.Below, I articulate the main questionswhich have driven my
study. These will incorporate most of the above questionswithin them:

-

What abilities and powers do young children make use of in their
productive early learning?
Are thesepowers being called upon within mathematicsclassrooms?How
might they be called upon more?

-

Why is it that some learning is lost over a period of time? How can this
be prevented?

-

Are there ways of working with studentson mathematicswhich could be
describedas economic?What is significant about these ways of working
which leadsto economy?
How might I act as a teacherto enhanceeconomic learning?

What aspectsof an activity assisteconomiclearning?
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-

How can the teachingof mathematicsbe approachedin terms of the
educationof awareness?

In particular, I setout in this study to

(a) establishthat the principle of economyis one which can inform the
learningand teachingof mathematics;
(b) establisha list of principles which can assistan economic approachto the
teachingof mathematics;and
(c) demonstratethe developmentof a piece of computer software basedon

theseprinciples.
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2 Methodology
2.1 Introduction
When I began my study I knew I was interestedin the economyof learning and teaching
mathematics.The issuesI raised in the last chapter have indicated that in order to be
informed about economy I needto look at places where there are examplesof economic
learning. One obvious source is the learning of young children before they are socialised
into school learning. Another source is learning which takesplace outside classrooms,as
well as what happensinside classrooms.Thus, I needto look outside classroomsas much
as inside classrooms,and I need to pay attention to the learning of young children.
Furthermore, my interest is not confined to the learning of mathematics,since economic
learning of any kind may well offer someinformation about ways of learning which
could be applied in a mathematicsclassroom. Indeed, attemptsat learning which have
not beeneconomic are also of interest, as they can inform what not to do in a classroom.
I consider all young children to be impressive learners. Emphasiscan be placed on the
fact that some children begin walking before others, and that some children (not
necessarilythe same)can say more words in their native language,by the time they are
two years of age, than other children. There are differences betweenall children.
However, there are also some things which are the samefor all children. Unless there
are particular handicapsor accidentswhich befall them, all children do learn a language,
all children do learn to walk, and all children do learn to count. My interest is not so
much in what it is that all children learn, but in the fact that they are all successful
learners. So, if a child suffers an accidentwhich meansthey are unable to make use of
their legs in order to walk, all this meansis that their impressivelearning may be
manifestedin other ways. I recently saw a child on television who has born with severely
deformed limbs, yet this did not prevent the child finding a way to use their limbs to
move speedilyacrossa room. This child's form of movementwas different to that of
most children, but the fact that they learned to use their limbs in order to gain mobility is
the same.My interest is in powers children possessand utilise within their learning,
whateverform that learning may take. To find out about economic learning does not
require study of a particular set of people since what I am looking for is common within
all people.
Information valuable to my study is available from a variety of sources, including the
daily activities of the people I meet in the normal course of my life, both at work and
outside work. I consider that a specially constructedset of circumstancesin which to do
observationsoffers no more information relevant to my study than those circumstancesI
find myself in during the normal course of my life. Thus, it is not so much a matter of
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choosingparticular situationsto observe,or particular peopleto observe,but more a
matter of to what I might attendwithin any given situation, or any given setof people. It
is for thesereasonsthat I reject the ideaof carrying out speciallyorganisedsetsof
observations.
I am particularly interestedin the personaltime and effort involved in learning.
Objective measurementof theseare fraught with difficulties. If I consider someof my
own learningof mathematics,I have sometimesimmersedmyself in a problem and
spent, say, two hoursconsciouslyworking without achievingany resolution. Then, I
have left the problem and carried on with somedomesticor social activities. Some time
later, perhapsseveraldays, the problem suddenlycomesinto my consciousthoughts
along with a solution. Such scenariosare quite common. Each personto whom I have
describedsucha situation, hasbeenable to describesomethingsimilar from their own
experience.In one sense,the time taken from being presentedwith the problem to
achievinga solution was severaldays. However, for all but a few hours, I had been
consciouslyattendingto other matters. Yet to say that the time taken was a few hours
would not be accuratesince I appearedto needtime away from consciouslythinking
about the problem. Time and effort are linked in a personalway where someof the time
is involved in consciouslyapplying effort to the problem, whilst other time has conscious
effort withdrawn from the problem. Both periods of time are significant. The precise
measurementof time and effort is not only difficult, but doesnot provide information
which informs my study further. In the example I have given, what is of interest is the
dynamic betweentime and effort, and the fact that solutions can sometimesappearat
times when my consciouseffort is not in the problem. Whether I spendtwo or ten hours
originally working consciouslyon the problem is of little importance; whetherit is one
day or one month betweenworking on the problem and suddenlyknowing a solution is
also of little importance. The anecdotecontainspossibilities for sharedexperiencesabout
how we learn without the requirement for any objective measurements.In fact the
measurementsmight make us place our attention in somethingwhich is not of
importance in the study. For this reasonthere is no attempt to make objective
measurementswithin my study.
The data presentedhere to be worked on consistsof observationsof particular incidents
of individuals, sometimesnot in a classroomsetting, sometimesnot concernedwith
mathematics.Yet I wish theseobservationsto have someapplication to mathematics
classrooms.Thus, in making observations,I am interestedin noticing eventswhich are
representativeof behaviour beyond that particular situation. One way I can recognise
generality is to seeeventsas examplesof behaviour I have seenon other occasions.A
secondway is to recogniseeventswithin my own experience.In both cases,what is
important is analysis of the event in terms of the generality. Each particular incident is
related to other experiencesand describedin a mannerdesignedto resonatewith the
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reader's experience.Thus, generalprinciples drawn from particular incidents achieve
their generality and validity by making senseof the pastand informing the future.
If there are some general statementsto be made which apply to us all, as human beings,
drawing attention to ways in which we worked as young children and ways we may still
work as adults, then I do not have to observeparticular groups of people. If there are
things that can be said about the learning in our everyday life, in terms of economy, then
I am surroundedby potential data if only I chooseto notice. Thus, to develop a theory
concerningeconomy, I have plenty of opportunity to make the observationsrequired to
inform my theory from within my existing surroundings.
Alongside a developmentof theory is my practice of teaching mathematicsin
classrooms.The developmentof theory informs my practice as a teacherwhich in turn
producesopportunities for noticing events which, in turn, inform my theory. Thus, the
developmentof theory and practice are linked together. This study is also concernedwith
the developmentof practice informed by principles of economy.

2.2 Assumptions
The way in which I approachthis study dependsupon the way in which I view social
reality. Burrell and Morgan (1979) identified four setsof assumptionswhich lie behind
our conceptionsof the social world: (a) ontological; (b) epistemological; (c) relationships
betweenhuman beings and their environment; and (d) methodological. As Cohen and
Manion (1985, p7-8) indicated, the views held on the first three influence the
methodologyused in searchingfor greater understandingof the dynamics of the social
world (in my casea subsetof the social world: learning and teaching mathematics).
Below, I state someassumptionsI bring with me to this study so that the reader is aware
of the perspectivesI have. They are beliefs, not facts; beliefs I have held during this
study:

(a) objects have an independentexistencewhich is not dependenton people.
However, objects have no meaning in their own right. Meaning comes from a
personinteracting with that object. An example from the world of teaching and
learning is that a teacher may attempt to explain verbally an aspectof
mathematics.The words exist in terms of soundwaves. However, whether a
studentdevelops meaning for those soundwaves is dependenton the work of the
student. For knowledge to exist it has to be meaningful for someperson or
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personsand as suchis dependenton people. I view knowledge asa potential set
of relationships,not as an externalobject;
(b) knowledgecannotbe transferred in a mechanisticway. A studentcan only
receivewavesof sound,photonsof light, impacts of kinestheticenergy,
moleculesof gases,liquids or solids. Whether the studentpays attentionto these
is anothermatter. Whether the studentattemptsto relate their own experiencesto
theseis anothermatter. Thus, I perceive coming to knowas a personalactivity
which cannotbe done for the studentby a teacher. The processof coming to
know happensas a persondevelopsmeaningwith the potentiality of a set of
relationshipsbecomingactuality. The two beliefs: (i) that developingmeaningis
a personalactivity, and (ii) that coming to know is gainedthrough developing
meaning, has a consequencefor my notion of truth. The knowledgesomeone
gains through the processof coming to know, which in turn is gained through the
developmentof meaning, is also personal. Knowledge is personal. Thus, the
questionof whetherthe knowledge gainedis true is a relative question.For each
person, truth lies within internal consistencyof experiences.Someof these
experienceswill come from contactwith other people's opinions or practices, and
from this there can come a consensusamongstgroupsof peopleas to whether
somethingis consideredto be true.
(c) peoplecreate their own thoughts and make their own decisionsabout their
actions. Children surpriseteachersby their thoughtsand actions since they have
independentand creative minds which can chooseto go againstexpectationsand
social norms.

As a consequenceof theseassumptions,I do not consider that the factors affecting the
learning and teachingof mathematicsare externally measurable.Some of my
assumptionslink with a constructivist perspective.For example,the notion of truth links
with the issueof 'rightness' which von Glasersfelddiscusses:

From a constructivist point of view, it makes no senseto assume
that any powerful cognitive satisfactionsprings from simply being
told that one has done something right, as long as "rightness" is
assessedby someoneelse. To becomea sourceof real satisfaction,
"rightness" must be seen as the fit with an order one has
establishedoneself.(1987, p15)

I enteredteaching with a belief that studentsdo not come to know somethingby
passively listening to words of wisdom from their teacher. I was aware that I had to sort
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out my own understandingof the world around me and that it was the samefor my
studentsand the world of mathematics.From my first teachingjob, I beganexploring
ways of working with studentswhich are concernedwith discoveringand developing the
they already have. I am clear that it is the students'
mathematicalawarenesses
responsibility to do their own learning, whilst it is my responsibility to do my own
learning of what contributions I can make to assistand enhancethe students'learning.
Since I have beenworking in such a way with studentsfor a long time before I heard of
constructivism, many of the notions attributed to constructivism have had little impact on
me since, if anything, they seemobvious. Noddings talks of pedagogicalconstructivism,
as opposedto cognitive constructivism, as a way of teaching that acknowledgeslearners
as active knowers(1990, pl0). To this extent someoneobserving my lessonsand talking
with me might decide I am a pedagogicalconstructivist. Also, there are links between
my statedbeliefs and the following list of cognitive aspectsof constructivism which
Noddings gives as those things which constructivists generally agreeon:
1. All knowledge is constructed. Mathematical knowledge is
constructed, at least in part, through a process of reflective
abstraction.
2. There exist cognitive structures that are activated in the
processesof construction. These structures account for the
construction; that is, they explain the result of cognitive
activity in roughly the way a computer program accounts for
the output of a computer.
3. Cognitive structures are under continual development.
Purposive activity induces transformation of existing
structures.The environment pressesthe organism to adapt.
(1990, p10)

However, I do not describe my study as coming from a constructivist perspectivesince
(a) it is not a perspectivewhich offers me new insights into the dynamics of my
classroom;and (b) I find Gattegno's use of the word awarenessoffers more, in terms of
processesinvolved in learning, than the languageassociatedwith construction. So,
although I am in sympathy with many aspectsof constructivism, my study is not written
within a constructivist paradigm.

2.3 Methodologies
My studyis a qualitativeonewhich is primarily concernedwith two aspects:the
developmentof my own teaching,andthe developmentof a theorywhich addresses
the
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issueof economyin the learning and teachingof mathematics.A standardmethodology
which relates to the former is that of action research.Elliott saysthat:

The fundamental aim of action research is to improve practice
rather than to improve knowledge. The production and utilization
of knowledge is subordinate to, and conditioned by, this
fundamentalaim. (1991, p49)

This placesmy desireto develop theory as subordinateto my desireto improve practice.
In fact, although the former was an initial motivational reasonfor my interest in
economy, the study was concernedequally with both. Cohenand Manion say that:
action researchis situational - it is concernedwith diagnosing a
problem in a specific context and attempting to solve it in that
context. (1985, p208)

The context for my study is beyond my own classroom.I am interestedin how young
children, in general, manageto learn so much in sucha short spaceof time. I am
interestedin generalissuesabout why studentsin mathematicsclassroomsmight not be
learning as productively as they usedto learn as young children. I am interestedin the
role of a teacherwithin the learning process.I am interestedin what can be learnedfrom
experiencesof learning outside a classroomcontext. My theory involves much more than
the particular situationof my own classroom,although I expect it still to be relevantto
my classroom.Thus, my prime interest is not one of my immediate situation. I seemy
classroomasoffering opportunitiesto learn through noticing and experimenting.My
classroomis, in this sense,subordinateto my desireto improve my knowledgewhich in
turn would feed into a theory, which in turn would inform my practice. This is more in
line with Carr and Kemmis who saythat:

involves practitioners directly in the
... action research
reconstruction and transformation of practice through involving
them in planning, acting, observing, and reflecting on practice,
and the situation in which practice occurs. In this way, action
research helps practitioners to theorize their practice, to revise
their theories self-critically in the light of practice, and to
transform their practice into praxis (informed, committed action).
(1993, p237)

However,this bringsin the issueof the structureof actionresearch.Definite stagesare
proposedbasedroundtheideaof a cycleof planning,implementing,evaluating,revising
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plan, implementing, evaluating, revising plan, and so on. This structureis of particular
importancewhen the researchis of a collaborative nature. If severalpeople are involved
then there is a needfor a structurein order for such things as: identifying issues;
discussingproblems; co-ordinating and linking what is happeningin different
classrooms;and sharing observations.The fact that I am working on individual research
meansthat there is no organisational needto operatewithin a tight structure. Indeed, a
tight structurecan limit opportunities to carry out the important componentsof planning,
implementing and evaluatingat a time when they are most required, rather than
following mechanisticprocedures. Since teaching is an activity where every single day
there is more potential data which can inform my study, it is more appropriate for me to
remain flexible. Events which are of importance to my study can happenat any time and
not just at times when I plan to carry out careful observation, or plan particular courses
of action. Furthermore, my interests involve learning outsideof the classroomas well as
inside. Thus, events informing my study might happenat any time, at any place, and
with any group of people. It is for this reasonthat action researchdoes not offer me a
methodologicalmodel which suits my particular needs.
My study involves reflection on my practice as a teacher, and Lerman and ScottHodgetts talk of the reflective practitioner as someonewho usesreflection for more than
on the spot decision making in the classroom:

... when we use the term reflective practitioner, we are also
describing metacognitive processes of, for instance, recording
those special incidents for later evaluation and self-criticism,
leading to action research; consciously sharpening one's attention
in order to notice more incidents; finding one's experiences
resonating with others, and/or the literature, and so on. (1991,
p293-294)

They talk of thetransitionfrom a researcher-in-action
(Schon1984)to a researcher:
hasa developedcritical attention, noticing interestingand
... who
significant incidents, and turning these into researchquestions.
(1991,p294)

This raisesthe role of critical incidentswhich might inform a researchstudy,and, most
importantly,thenotion of noticingincidentssignificantto that study.The analysisof
critical incidentsassumesthe fact thata researcheralreadymanagesto noticean incident
ascritical. The fact that I might noticean incidentascritical or significantcanbe
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informative in itself as much as my analysis of that incident. Joy Davis talks of these
incidents as Teaching Moments and comments that:

Their (Teaching Moments( significance lies in the fact that they do
stand out, that they come readily to mind. (1992, p170)

In fact, analysis may well include the question of why I found events significant by
relating the event to the research questions I had at the time of observing.

2.4 The Discipline of Noticing
To notice somethingis to becomesuddenlyawareof something,to
distinguish it from its surrounding context. The word noticing has
its roots in the making of a distinction, in stressingsomeperceived
features and consequentlyignoring others, and refers to a shift in
the focus, locus, or structureof attention.
Mason with Nevile (1992, p5).

There are many things on a daily basis of which I am aware. However, my interpretation
of the above quote is that this awareness distinguishes that something from its
surrounding context. Thus, I notice something as an example of a general phenomenon,
or I link that something to other noticings I have had. Noticing requires a sensitivity not
only to my surroundings but also to my past experiences and awarenesses. For this
study, I am interested in developing ways in which I can notice events which relate to
my research interest. Thus, initially, I will consider ways in which I can develop my

sensitivity to noticing for this study.
There is potential material for my study from my job, my social life, and through
reflecting on my own learning. I cannot spendmy whole life collecting information.
There hasto be a way in which the collection of information is both manageableand
relevant. To consider this, I relate the following story:

I was in my mid-twenties when I was walking one autumn with a friend, Pat, in
Wales. She commented on how she loved autumn because of the variety of reds
and greens in the trees. This was the first time I became consciously aware of the
fact that the leaves of some trees turn red in autumn. Following this incident, I

have enjoyed the reds and greensof autumns.
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This is an example of the fact that the way I view something is related to what I am
aware of at the time. Before that autumn in Wales, I still looked at trees and the same
frequencies of light entered my retina. However, I did not notice the reds. After that
autumn, I noticed the reds. I am naturally selective about what I choose to attend to from
my environment, and this is dictated by the awarenesses I have at that time. This is no
new idea, Stuart Braham quotes Alphonse Bertillon:

Bertillon said that one can only see what one observes, and one
observes only things which are already in the mind. (1986, p171)

Laurinda Brown madereferenceto this quote when shewrote the following:
Having moved into a new house and therefore acquired a new
garden to go with it, watching the changes in vegetation was a
minor obsession.A ground-cover plant with a central silver stripe
to its leaveswas new to me and eventually I tracked it down by the
nameof ' horus' .
On a recent walk around Cliftonwood, our old haunts, I observed
a large expanse of horus and said to my companion, 'I'm
beginning to see horns now. ' We had talked many times about the
apparently strange phenomenon of learning a new word and then
suddenly seeming to read it everywhere, or meeting a new idea
and hearing it again shortly afterwards, or more mystically,
thinking of old friends and they arrive!

Shortly after 'horus' walks, the above quote literally leapt out of
the page at me. I found it interesting but carried on reading. The
next day the quote lived with me and pictures of horns and my use
of 'see'. Horns has 'always' been there, as have the dianthus and
ivies which were unremarkable to me that day and, no doubt,
other varieties of plant which may one day becomeavailable to me
when I go through a processof coming to know them. (1986, p3)

There are so many things which are part of our visual environment, but what we 'see'
has to do with what we are awareof at the time. John Berger comments that The
way we
is
things
by
know
believe.
see
affected
(1973, p8). Thus, noticing is
what we
or what we
not an objective activity, what is noticed is determinedby the personwho is doing the
noticing and of what they are aware at the time. Noticing is an individual experienceof
personally becoming awareof something.
My noticing is individual, although it is not in isolation of those around
me. My
attention can be affected by other people, through their stressingand ignoring. So,
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frequently I notice what is also significant within my culture. However, sometimes I do
not, as I had not done for so many years with the colours of leaves in Autumn. I may
notice things differently to others since my noticing is based on a unique collection of
awarenessesand experiences.
As I began my study, there were a number of questions I had on my mind. These
questions were representative of some awarenessesI had at the time. Thus, the events
which were happening around me as part of my daily encounters, were viewed from a
perspective of these awarenesses(amongst, of course, many others). An event would
become significant to me, in terms of this study, if I found myself relating to the event
with these particular awarenesses.An ability to catch this happening gave me the
opportunity to note down an account of the event. Reflecting on the dy lamics between
the event and the awarenesseswhich were involved in viewing the event, gave me the
opportunity to account for that event in terms of those awarenesses. Such a process not
only sheds some light on the event but also sheds light on the awarenessesand hence the

questionsbehind them.
Thus, my questions are developed and refined through the process of noticing. I use the
term noticing as that process where an event is viewed through a particular set of
awarenessesand is analysed in terms of those awarenesses. The process not only gives an
account of the event and an account for the event, but also informs the awarenesses. As a

consequenceof this process,the event is seenas somethingbeyond its immediate
surroundingsand thus my use of noticing fits alongsidethat of Mason's (op cit).
In order for the processof noticing to be effective, I needto be steepedin my research
questions.By this I meanthat the related awarenessesbecomesufficiently part of me that
I am able to view eventsin terms of thoseawarenesses.This is not always the case,for
example there are a numberof questionsI have heardon Gardener's QuestionTimebut I
have not becomeinvolved in those questionsand as such do not view my gardenwith
any great awarenessof what is happeningwith my plants and flowers. The more steeped
I am in my researchquestions,the more I notice eventsof interest to my study within
my daily life.
When I beganmy study, I was steepedin my questionsas a consequenceof wanting to
improve my practice as a teacher, and through a desireto articulate someprinciples
behind the way I was trying to work. Thus, the first way in which I selectedfrom my
environmentwas to becomesteepedin my researchquestionsand to allow the processof
noticing to selectthoseevents which appearedrelevantto my study. These eventsI
describeas significant events.
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As my initial questions informed my noticing, I began to develop conjectures which led
to the development of my practice. Thus, I might try a different way of approaching the
teaching of some mathematics, or a different way of responding to a question I am asked
by a student. Lessons of this nature I tape-recorded with a microphone hidden under my
jumper and a tape machine in my pocket. This was another way in which I gathered
information, although very few direct transcriptions have ended up forming part of this
thesis.
The noticings informed my awareness, which in turn modified my research questions.
The cycle of events continued with the new questions prompting awarenesseswhich
influenced the next collection of noticings,... It was in this way that my theories
developed. Mason describes such a cycle as:

Accounts pof incidents] provide data for detecting threads, and
threads detected will tend to influence the subsequent incidents
which are noticed.

Mason with Nevile (1992, pl 1)

2.5 Validity
Mason states that:

A

world of personal reflection and development supports
awareness, noticing, and resonance seeking, and is typical of the
noticing paradigm. (1992, p6)

The processI have describedinvolves a considerableamount of personalreflection, with
developmenthappeningin terms of my researchquestionsand my practice as a teacher.
As this processof developmentcontinued, I was gradually building a theory which
would articulate a number of principles of economy. Issuesof validity are connected
with the resonanceseeking that Mason talked about. There are four ways in which I
consideredissuesof validity regarding my developing theory:

(a) consistencyof theory between a number of events;
(b) resonancewith my own experiences;
(c) resonancewith others through exercisesdesignedto highlight key factors;
(d) my practice being informed by a developing theory.
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(a) The theory needs to account for a variety of incidents and not just the events from
which it stemmed. I have addressed this through the use of the same key notions and
terminology, developed in the theory, which give accounts for a variety of events
referred to in this thesis. Joy Davis talks of personal validation involving lavink the
strands of your experience alongside each other and comparing them (1992, p174). 1
view the strands of my experience as individual events, and the linking is achieved
through a theory which places each event within a common generality.
(b) Further to this, I have reflected on my own experiences to see whether the theory,
developed to give an account for certain events, also informs my own experience. This
includes both my experience of teaching other people mathematics, and my experience of
personal learning in everyday life.

(c) Mason saysthat within the Discipline of Noticing:
The essence of validation is two fold: selecting and honing
descriptions which others instantly recognise; refining tasks which
highlight fruitful skills or sensitivities.

Masonwith Nevile (1992, p25)

My undertaking of the first is through descriptions within the thesis of examples taken
from everyday experiences which others may be able to recognise within their own
experience. My undertaking of the second is through a number of exercises which are
designed as opportunities for the reader to relate their own experiences to the issues
being raised at that point in the thesis. The exercises frequently involve reflection on
simple activities involved in everyday life and as such make few assumptions about the
particularity of past experiences the reader may or may not have. On some occasions I

include reactionsothers have had to theseactivities.
(d) As I have mentionedon severaloccasions,the developmentof theory and practice
havebeen inter-connectedwithin this study. Thus, much of the way in which I have
worked with students,and to which I have madereferencein this thesis, has been
influencedby my developing theory. I have madecareful observationof the new
developmentsin my classroompractice, by the useof tape-recordingsand notes from
lessons.Such observationshave fed back into the theory. Thus, the developmentof
theory is inter-connectedwith observationsfrom practice, and the developmentof
practice is informed by my theory. In particular, I presentexamplesof my practice and a
computerprogram I developedwhich is basedon the principles developedfrom my
theory.
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As there have been things that I have noticed during my study, so I have attempted to
help the reader notice these things within their experience. Something becomes valid for
the reader if they can recognise what is being said, within their own experience, and if
the reader is led to greater sensitivity to the dynamics of learning and teaching
mathematics as a consequence. This is not something which can be guaranteed but is
dependent upon the reader as well as the content of the thesis. This is consistent with my
assumptions about truth, which I mentioned above, as lying within internal consistency
of experiences. The thesis is not written for all possible readers. For example, there are
assumptions I make about the reader being someone who has experiences of learning and
teaching mathematics, and of observing young children. I make assumptions that the
reader can reflect on their own learning experiences and is prepared to engage in
exercises of noticing (i. e. engage within the paradigm of noticing for the purpose of
reading this thesis). I make assumptions that the reader can read the thesis from the
perspective of the ontological, epistemological, and human relationship assumptions
outlined above.

2.6 Structure
This approach to my study has resulted in a particular structure to the presentation of my
thesis. I start, in chapters 3,4 and 5, with significant events which have shaped my
thinking. These events are classified under the headings of pre-classrooms (with young
children before they are old enough to enter school), inside classrooms, and outside
classrooms. Within these chapters I give an account of the event, followed by an analysis
which accounts for the event in relation to the notion of economy. This analysis also
informs my awareness of economy, and the awarenesses gained from each event are
articulated in a short statement contained in parentheses and printed in bold. These
statements will feed into the following chapters.

Chapter 6 turns attention to the learning of young children in particular, and identifies
powers they possessand make use of in their learning. I consider children's learning first
since I am following Gattegno's (1971) demand of subordinatingteaching to learning.
Thus it is thesepowersof children to which teaching is to be subordinated.I have a brief
analysis of some text books, in chapter 7, to demonstratethat few of children's powers
are called upon as studentsattempt to learn mathematicsfrom thesebooks. In contrastto
this, the next three chaptersgive examplesof practice which are designedto make good
use of children's powers. Alongside theseexamples, I continue developing my theory but
with the attention this time on the act of teaching. This producesa list of principles of
economy for the learning and teaching of mathematicswhich are included in my
conclusionsin chapter II with further questions following my study discussedin chapter
12.
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3 Significant events 1: pre-classrooms
3.1 Introduction
There have been many encounters I have had with young children, adolescents and
adults. In fact there were many encounters every day during this study. In the next three
chapters, I describe 19 events which have been particularly influential in the
development of my thinking. This is but a small number of all the encounters I had, and
have been chosen because I noticed something within the encounter which related to the
awarenessesI had at the time about my research questions. They acted as generic
examples round which I began to develop a theory. Sometimes I developed ideas whilst
the encounter was taking place and this affected the way in which I responded within the
situation. On other occasions it was not until some time after, when I was reflecting on
the encounter, that my ideas developed. However, it is interesting to note that in some
way all of these encounters affected me significantly, remaining with me so that I was
able to recall and reflect on the incidents some time after they happened. I am not always
able to re-enter every encounter I have with people, and so in some way these were
significant incidents for me whether or not I was aware of this at the time.
I will give a descriptive account of each encounter followed by my reflections after the
event. During the reflection, I will attempt to account for what happened and why I
found the incident significant. This technique of giving an account offollowed by giving
an account for is one of which I became aware from John Mason (1991) and Joy Davis.
Joy writes that:

We distinguish here between an account of the moment, by which
we mean an account free of judgement and justification, an as-faras-possibleclean account of what took place, and accounting for
the incident through explanation, justification and judgement.
(1992, p170)

I will summarisein a short sentence,or even a single word, key factors which have
pedagogicsignificance for me, which stem from my reflections. These will be put in
curly brackets - {... } - and will be picked up and explored further in later chapters. At
this stage, thesesummary statementsare mainly signalsof meaningfor me and may not
have meaning for the readeruntil they are developedin later chapters.
Thus the structure for eachencounter will be:
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anecdote (account of)
reflection (account for)
summary of key pedagogic factors - {... }

The bracketed summary statements which have been highlighted during the chapter will
feed in to later chapters. There, they will contribute to the development of theories
concerned with the powers children have, the nature of learning, and implications for
teaching. Section 3.3 will give a list of the summary statements from this chapter and
indicate exactly where each statement will be developed in later chapters.

3.2 Encounters with young children
3.2.1 Mark
In 1985, I spent Boxing Day with my brother, his wife and our respectiveparents. After
breakfast, my brother's neighbourscame to spendthe morning with us. They had a boy,
agedtwo, who I will call Mark.
I brought a BBC computer down and as I was setting it up, Mark was already sitting at
the keyboard pressing the keys. I typed a program to produce a random triangle in a
random colour whenever a key was pressed. I told him to press a key and he seemed
interested in what was happening on the screen. A minute later I found his attention was
no longer on the screen but fixed on the keyboard and he was looking delighted with
himself. He had found the Shift Lock button which made a light on the computer go on

and off. The triangles appearedto be of no further interest.
I had left Mark and was talking with the others when a loud beepinterrupted us. We
looked over and saw a hugegrin. He had found the Copy key. This becamethe centre of
attention for a while, mixed with somerepeatedpressingof the Shift Lock button. I
thought that it would be a good idea to turn the keyboardinto a noise making machine
with eachkey having its own sound. He moved over and sat quietly whilst I wrote a new
program.
After I'd finished, I told Mark to press a key again. He was very excited. The room
remained noisy for some time. The computer's buffer was getting well stocked up and
sounds kept booming out even though his fingers were not always on the keys.
Then..... silence! He had pressed the Escape key which had stopped the program
running. It didn't seem to bother Mark much, he turned his attention back to some
practice with the lights.
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I quickly added a line in the program, so that the Escape button would just make it sit
and wait for the next key to be pressed, and let Mark loose. He appeared to like certain
sounds and kept repeating them, but he could also stop them when he wanted. The
Escape key now stopped the sound. He practised this time and again, filling the buffer
by holding a key down and then deliberately pressing Escape. He also began pressing the
keys at regular intervals by waiting until one sound had finished before hitting another
key. I was impressed by how regular the rhythm of sound was, even when he included
different notes.

Reflectionson Mark
The coloured triangles appeared to be an initial attraction for Mark and I was surprised at
first that one light on the keyboard, once he had discovered it, took more of his attention
than the triangles on the screen. It seemed that the light was something he could gain
some control over, by being able to turn it on or turn it off by pressing a particular
button. The triangles may have been of interest to watch but after a while the screen
became crowded with various coloured triangles and there was less dynamic change each
time a new one appeared compared to when the first triangle came on the screen. It
seemed to me that Mark was interested when something happened as a consequence of
his actions. In this case it was initially a shape appearing on the screen, then a light on
the keyboard, and then different sounds. Through his exploration, Mark ended up
knowing the effect certain keys had.

He seemedto enjoy pressing keys at the start, but after a while, he becamemore
interestedin pressingparticular keys becauseof the effect they had. I relate this to a
baby who is exploring the soundsthey can make through their mouth; initially they may
be involved in making a number of soundsbut they might become
more interestedin
soundswhich have a particular effect such as their parents showing delight, or the
parentsrepeatingthe sound back to them. This might increasethe likelihood that the
baby repeatsthe soundjust as Mark was repeating the pressingof the buttons
which
producedan interesting effect.
Gattegnodescribessuch a possible event:
While practicing his nth sound and amalgamation of sounds, a
baby may be uttering a sequence of dadada
or mamama or
papapa... when an adult hears him and exclaims, "Listen, he is
calling his father or his mother." And the adult may even believe
it. Then all the family surrounds the baby
and asks for encores,
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uttering the sounds the baby is practicing and is therefore acutely
aware of. (1973, p77)

I have observed a number of occasions when an adult has recognised a collection of
sounds that a baby has made as one that belongs to their native language. The adult
expressesdelight and often repeats the word back to the baby. This type of response
increases the likelihood of the baby repeating those sounds.

Here, babiesexperiencereactionsof others to their own actions. Claxon said:
I
learn if I am not attentive to, or aware of the success
... cannot
or failure of my actions at some, not necessarily conscious, level.
(1984, p45)

Mark was experiencing the consequences, in terms of lights and sounds, of his actions.
This reminds me of a situation with a young boy, Idris (who is the subject of other
encounters later), who was less than two years of age. He was confident with walking
and was in a kitchen trying to reach up to some biscuits. There was a ball lying on the
floor and he went to step on it in order to reach higher. As soon as he put pressure on
the ball, it slid away from under his foot and, due to the backspin created, the ball
stopped and slowly rolled back to him. In this situation, Idris had not only found out that
this may not be the way to reach what he wanted, but he also had the opportunity to
become aware of the consequencesof pushing down on a ball with his foot. Thus, by
being informed of the consequencesof his actions, Idris can learn two things at once. He
does not need to be informed that he had not reached what he wanted because Idris can

look around and seethat this was so. He had, however, got the potential richnessof
pursuing the dynamicsof making balls spin. This appearedto becomea more relevant
challengeto him at that particular time as he turned his attention away from the biscuits
and onto the ball. Thus, it is sometimesthe casethat children switch quickly from one
activity to another, before an adult might feel a child has completedthe first activity. In
many ways, this is somethingI felt Mark had done, as his attention shifted from the
screento the lights and then to the sounds.
(Experiencing

the consequences of their actions)

Mark did not do one thing and then go straight on to the next. He continued exploring
the lights and the sounds for some time. He was pressing the key to make the light go
on, then off, on, off, on,... Why is it that adults sometimes express the fact that it can be
hard to keep a child's attention when there are times such as this when a child becomes
seemingly obsessedwith something, repeating it again and again (sometimes to the
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adult's annoyance! )? John Mason recalled to me the fact that his daughter, Lydia, at
about 9 years of age could not sit through a meal without getting up and doing a
handstand against the wall. Is it that once a child is involved in something, they wish to
stay with it until they have gained control and mastery over the situation? Gaining
control of something can be a way in which you come to know about your surroundings;
your understanding of something can be in terms of the way you can exert control over
it.

White talks of competenceas being a desired aim which motivatesmuch early learning:

It [competence] is... a suitable word to describe such things as
grasping and exploring, crawling and walking, attention and
perception, all of which promote an effective -a competent interaction with the environment... I shall argue that it is necessary
to make competence a motivational concept... The behavior that
leads to the building up of effective grasping, handling, and letting
go of objects, to take one example, is not random behavior that is
produced by an overflow of energy. It is a directed, selective, and
persistent, not because it serves primary drives, which indeed it
cannot serve until it is almost perfect, but because it satisfies an
intrinsic need to deal with the environment. (1959, p317-318)

Papousek(1969) carried out a number of experiments. He startedout by rewarding
babies with some milk if they madecertain simple movements.Another experiment
madea light appearif certain movementswere made. In both cases,he observedthat the
babies continued to make the movementsand showedapparentpleasureeven when they
were no longer hungry, and so didn't want milk, or did not pay particular attention to the
lights. Papousekconcludedthat it was not primarily the sight of lights involved in his
experiment which pleasedthe children, but rather their successin masteringa skill.
Donaldson talks of Papousek'sconclusion:

If he is right in this - and there is a considerableamount of other
confirming evidence - then we may conclude that there exists a
fundamental human urge to make senseof the world and bring it
underdeliberate control. (1986, pl. 11)

I ask whether it is more the case of making sense of the world by bringing it under
deliberate control?

{Gaining control)
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322 Uris
In 1988, I was in the back of a car with a2 year old boy, ldns. He suddenly called out
tractor. I looked around but could not see any tractor. Idris said it again, and I looked to
see where he was looking. Then I saw that in between two houses there was a small gap;
through that gap, in the distance, was a field; and in the field, you could just make out a
tractor.

Reflectionson Idris 1
I was amazed that amongst all the complexity to explore within his possible field of
vision, as the car was moving, he was able to notice something so small (due to it being
so far away). This was also true for myself as the observer of this event: of all the events
that were happening around me at that time, I was able to notice the fact that Idris had
noticed the tractor. The ability to extract is one which we are all using in our daily lives.
Borges wrote in 1942 about a fictitious person, Furies, whose perception and memory
were infallible. It was as if Furies did not extract from his surroundings, but that all
aspectsof his surroundings remained with him for the rest of his life. At the same time,
Borges portrayed the image of someone who was not very capable of thought:

To think is to forget a difference, to generalize, to abstract. In the
overly replete world of Funes there were nothing but details,
almost contiguous details. (1985, p104).

Part of the engagement I had with the story was trying to imagine what life might be like
for Furies, since I had not heard of anyone with such abilities. This highlights the fact
that people do extract from their surroundings, otherwise the character of Furies would
not be so unusual. The ability to extract is a powerful ability as it gives us the possibility
to place our attention somewhere in particular rather than keep our attention spread over
everything which is before us.
From the encounter with Idris, I realise that children, and adults, are able to turn their
attention to one part of all the information that enters their senses.This comes through
the stressing of some things and, unlike Funes, the ignoring of others.

(Extraction through stressing and ignoring)
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3.2.3 Idris 2
In October 1988, I was sitting with a2 years and 4 monthsold boy, Idris, whilst he had
a numberof toys around him on the floor.
There were a number of models of animals, people and bikes over the floor. Idris
carefully put a cow on top of a man, looked up at me, saying the cow is eating the man.
Then he took the cow off, put it on the floor, and put the man on top of it. Idris looked
up at me and said now the man's eating the cow. Later on he said the man's going to get

on the bike. And then, the man's going to get off now.

Reflectionson Idris 2
I could imagine someone describing this situation as 'Idris playing with his models'. It
seemed to me that Idris was also playing with language and using the models as a means
by which to carry out this language exploration and practice. I had been with Idris on a
number of occasions before and watched him gain control over saying many English
words. I had also watched him master putting one thing on top of another, and pushing
something along the floor. On this day, these were all being subordinated to a new
situation. In the first pair of sentences, Idris created a situation with the models such that
the subject had become the object and vice versa. This has implications in terms of the
language used to describe the situation, and a transformation is required within the
descriptive sentence. To become competent at the grammar of a language requires
practice. Although Idris's attention appeared to be with the models, I felt he was
working at his language ability which he was using in order to describe the situation.

Idris looked at me each time he said a sentence.At the time I felt this was becausehe
wantedto get me involved in his playing and that this was a social desire. This is one
aspect,but also I realised that by looking at me, he could observemy reaction to his
sentence.This was a way to test whether what he said was acceptableto someonewhom
he perceivesas having commandover this world of languagehe was exploring. If I
reacted negatively, by frowning for example, he might learn that there would have to be
somechangesmadeto the way he was saying his sentence.If I appearedto accept what
he said, he may repeatsuch structuresin his sentencesin the future.
The second pair of sentencesinvolve a change in the verb tense to those sentences he
said before. He did state each sentence before carrying out the action. Thus, a change in
the order within time (action-then-sentence to sentence-then-action) also requires a
change in the content of the sentence. The ability to make transformations in sentences is
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one which is continually used as children engage with the learning of a language.
Gattegno says:

have to acknowledge that children have the power to make
... we
transformations, for to learn to speak is to use transliºrmatu ns
constantly. In every verbal situation in which someone is trying to
tell us something, the words are to be used by us as they are by the
others. The words cannot simply be repeated.
If someone says to me, "This is my pen, " and I repeated it, I
would be wrong; and if we were children we might quarrel. Then
perhaps I would see that I have to say something else to be at
peace with the other person, and I might learn very quickly. In
any case, I will learn to say, "That is your pen. "
Again, if I look at one person, a woman, and I talk to her, I will
use the word "you. " But if I look at her and talk of a third person,
a man, I must say, "he. " Such transformations go on all the time.
(1971, p9-10)

(Children performing transformations within language)
It seemed that Idris was working hard at quite high level challenges whilst he was
'playing' with his models. I was also struck by the fact that adults might perceive his
attention to be with the toys (as indeed I did initially) and yet a development of his
learning was taking place within the language. Thus, there may be times when what is
learned is different to the apparent external focus of attention.

{Learning is not always taking place where the observable attention is}
As mentionedpreviously, I had watchedIdris acquire many physical skills which were
now being used in the placing of one thing on top of another. In this way, old skills were
now being subordinatedto engagein the acquisitionof new skills. There is a senseof
progressionhere: having learnedthe skills requiredto placeone object on top of another,
Idris can practise that by becominginvolved in a new languagechallenge.Learning and
practice come together. Practisethe old whilst learning the new.

(Subordinate the old to engagein the new)
{Practise the old whilst learning the new}

Watching Idris, I recalled a weekendI had spent learning Spanishin September1988.
The weekendwas run by Laura Guajardo and was taught TheSilent Way(a method
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developed by Gattegno, see Gattegno (1972)). On the Sunday, I was creating situations
with some resources that were available (books, cuisenaire rods, people,... ) in order to
test whether I was able to make a statement about the situation. I realised that, although I
only had a small vocabulary, I was still able to explore, within that vocabulary, many
aspects of the structure of the language. When I watched Idris a month later, I felt that I
was watching myself on the Sunday of the Spanish weekend.
Reflecting back on my development throughout the weekend, I realised that the
challenges I was engaged in on the Sunday (those primarily of structure and grammar)
were unknown to me when I began on the Friday night. At that time, I was involved
purely in making sounds which form the basis of the Spanish language. With the sounds
came the possibility of combining them to make words. At this time, I did not know
whether the words I was saying were part of the language or whether they were simply a
combination of sounds. With the combining of sounds, I was aware that there is choice
over the emphasis placed on certain sounds rather than others. Intonation needed to be
worked on and practised for each word. Knowing some words, and knowing that they
were obtained by a process of combining sounds, leads to the possibility of combining
words. Thus sentences were formed, and again the dynamic of stress worked on for each
one of those.
Once I was able to say a particular sentence, I was told to point at someone whilst
looking at someone else, and then say the sentence. For the first time the challenge was
now concerned with meaning. From the situations in which I and my fellow students
were placed whilst certain sentences were said, I began to develop possible meanings for
the sentence, or more appropriately, other situations in which I might be able to say the
same sentence. I could test this out and see whether it was acceptable, as I perceived
Idris to have done. I was in a position where I had to develop my own meaning.

(It is the learner who develops meaning}
Within similar situations, I noticed that the sentencessome people were told to say had
similarities and differencesto sentencesothers were told to say. In this way, I became
aware of how certain words changedaccording to whether there were one or many,
masculineor feminine, or concernedwith me, you or others. I found myself engagedin
the structure of the languageand ended up using the limited vocabulary that I had in
order to explore situationswhere I could test and develop my skill and understanding.
Reflecting on this experience,along with my observation of Idris, I realised that
although I may have begun to gain control over a current challenge, I did not feel as if I
had masteredit until I was able to subordinateit successfullyin gaining control of a
subsequent,higher order challenge.
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{Control/mastery comes only when it is subordinated to higher order challenges}
I felt that the understanding and abilities I had accrued were part of me and available to
be used rather than memorised. Thus I was not concerned with forgetting because I had
not made a particular effort to remember.

{Learning without the need to remember}

3.2.4 Robert
On 7th December 1991, my nephew, Robert, was two years and two weeks old. As I
went into the spare bedroom, Chris, my brother, had Robert on his lap. In front of them
was a computer. Robert switched it on. He pressed the n key which was required in
order to progress with the booting up of the machine. He leaned over and got the mouse,
moving it until the arrow on the screen was pointing at the appropriate place. Robert
proceeded to get into the program solitaire which was a version of the card game of
patience. This had involved a double-click on the mouse, an impressive demonstration of
his manual dexterity. Then, I was amazed to see him beginning the game.
Robert still needed some help in playing the game and I became fascinated with the way
in which Chris helped him. At times Chris placed his hand on top of Robert's hand
which, in turn, was holding the mouse. In this way, Chris would guide the mouse so that
the arrow was in the appropriate place on the screen. Whilst this guiding was going on I
noticed Robert's attention appeared to be with the screen rather than the mouse. Because
Robert's hand was over the mouse, he was experiencing the movements required to
obtain such a resultant movement on the screen. Chris helped in this way quite rarely;
most of the time Robert was moving the mouse on his own.

Robert had learnedto click on the pack of cards to reveal a card which then can be used
in the game. A card can be placed on anotherif it is one lower in value and is of a
different colour. Chris helped him with this aspectof the gameby saying such things as
the red sewn will go on the black eight, accompanyingit with a finger pointing at the
appropriateplaceson the screen.Robert respondedby moving the mouseover to where
Chris had first pointed, clicking the mousebutton and holding it down. Then, moving
the mouseso that the card was draggedacrossthe screenon top of the secondcard Chris
had pointed to, and releasingthe button to drop the card.
At one point an ace appearedand Robert quickly did a double-click on the mousewhich
sentthe ace to the top of the screenand startedone of the four piles that correspondto
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the four suits. The object of the game is to build up the four piles from the ace to the
king. Robert had clearly recognised the ace as a significant card. A while later, I noticed
Robert had moved one card on top of the other when Chris had said the black five can go
on the red six and not pointed. Later, I learned that Robert was able to press the
appropriate number on the keyboard if I told him a particular number from one to nine.
The next day we were downstairs with a pack of cards and I asked him to give me a six.
He searched through the pack and gave me the first six that appeared. At this point in
time, Robert did not seem to know red and black, however I felt it would not be long
before he did.

Reflectionson Robert
As I watched, I recalled an ex-teacher of physical education, Jean Lyttle,
who described
to me how she helped someone develop their skill of hitting a rounders ball. She used to
put her arms round the student and hold their hands whilst they held the rounders bat. As
the ball was thrown, she made sure the student experienced the movements required for a
successful hit of the ball. As time passed, the student began to make the necessary
movements themself and she gradually began to allow her own hands to take a passive
role by going along with the student's movements.
This contrasts with a teaching style I was encouraged to use when I went on a training
course to coach squash. I was told to describe in words how the racket should be held
and a particular shot played. This was to be followed with a demonstration of playing the
shot. Then the students were to have a go themselves with you encouraging them for
what they do right and telling them where they went wrong. This is a crude description
which does not mention the subtleties of the coaching, however, it was based on
explanation and demonstration with verbal encouragement and correction. With such a
style, the learner is in a position of having to translate what they see, or hear, into their
own muscular movements. With Jean's example, and that of Chris's, the learner has the
opportunity of directly experiencing the physical movements and observing the
successful consequencesof them. No translation is involved. What is required is for the
learner to use their muscles in a way which keeps them in harmony
with the movements
made. This appears an easier task than having to create those movements in the first
place. Once harmony is achieved, the teacher can begin to withdraw their dominance and
allow the learner to take control.

{Reduce the need for a learner to translate from
one medium to another}
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Jean and Chris's style also contrasts with that of simply allowing the learner to practise
and find their own way of achieving success. Jean could have thrown the rounders ball to
the learner a hundred times, giving them a collection of experiences to learn from. In
such a case, the learner would be encouraged to develop their own strategies of how they
might hold and swing the hat in order to hit the ball successfully. However, she decided
to be more interventionist.
A statement, such as the red seven will go on the black eight, requires considerable
interpretation and understanding if it is to be translated successfully into the required
physical action of the mouse. This is particularly so for someone who has only turned
two and can only say a few words of their first language. The pointing, that ('hns did,
provided more for Robert to work with. However, a finger pointing in one position and
moving to point to another, still requires considerable interpretation. Since Robert was
able to move the card successfully from one place to the other, this demonstrates that
some learning had already taken place. I found out later that Chris used to hold Robert's
hand on top of the mouse, as mentioned above, and do the necessary pressing of the
button and moving. Sufficient learning had taken place by this time as Chris had been
able to withdraw his hand completely.
Initially I was not convinced Robert had learned more than being able to move a card
from one place to another as indicated by Chris's finger pointing. However when he was
able to move cards without Chris's pointing, I was sure more learning had taken place.
Robert seemed confident with numbers from one to ten, even though he was unable to
say any of the associated words. This, along with the physical skills demonstrated by his
use of the mouse, was an impressive piece of learning.
Robert did not know all the rules of the game, yet he was playing it and was involved.
When Robert began playing, he knew none of the rules. This contrasts with a pedagogy
that says someone can only begin doing something after a teacher has explained what it is
they have to do. I have observed so many lessons (including many of my own) where the
teacher has begun a lesson with an explanation of what they want the students to do. This
may, for example, be the rules of a game, or it may be a method to change an amount of
money from one currency to another. This is often followed by a demonstration, as in
my training for squash coaching. In classrooms the demonstration is often called an
example. The problem remains for the learners to translate these explanations and
demonstrations into their own personal mental operations. Often, if a learner has
difficulty with making a successful translation, the teacher offers further examples which
still require the same translation to be made. The learner is treated as someone who
needs to be told. Yet nobody is going to explain to Robert the changes he needs to make
in the movement of his tongue in order to say uncle as others do in the English language.
Nobody is going to explain to him that you have to add ed at the end of a verb to change
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it from the presentto the past tense.However, despitenot being told, Robert will do
thesethings. He will do them becausehe operatesintelligently and is required to do so in
a world where he is engagedand is still trying to find out and apply rules.
{Begin, then discover rules through what is accepted and what is not}
{No explanations}
I have statedthat Robert will be able to do these things as indeedyou have beenable to
do them. How did you learn to do them?

How do you moveyour tongue whenyou say the word
'uncle'?

You may be able to move your tongue in an appropriate way to say uncle but are you
aware which way that is? There is an issue here about knowing. In one sense I can say
you must be aware because otherwise you would not be able to do it. In another sense,
you are not aware of everything you become able to do. People say at times that they
found themselves doing it. This indicates they began doing something and became aware
of it afterwards. Thus, our knowledge consists of more than that which we might be able
to articulate.

{Our knowledge consists of more than that which we might be able to
articulate)
Vygotsky refers to this difference between what someonecan do and what someone
knows they can do, when discussinga child's processof detachingmeaning from an
object, or a word from an object:

before a child has acquired grammatical and written language,
...
he knows how to do things but does not know that he knows. He
does not master these activities voluntarily. In
play a child
spontaneouslymakes use of his ability to separatemeaning from
an object without knowing he is doing it, just as he does not know
he is speaking in prose but talks without paying attention to the
words. (1978, p99)

I suggestthat, immediately before reading this chapter, you were not
aware of how you
moved your tongue in order to say uncle even though you have moved your tongue in
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such a way on many occasions during your life. Yet I can force2 this awareness on you
by asking you to put your attention in the movement of your tongue whilst saying uncle a
number of times. I feel confident you will gain this awareness because I have asked you
to do nothing else but attend to something you can already do. Trying to explain this to
Robert, or trying to explain how you play a boast shot in squash to a beginner, is asking
them to attend to something they cannot do at present. As Vygotsky states, being able to
do something often comes before a conscious awarenessof that something:

late stage in the
... consciousness and control appear only at a
development of a function, after it has been used and practiced
unconsciously and spontaneously. In order to subject a function to
intellectual and volitional control, we must first possess it. (1962,
p90)

{Forcing awarenessby affecting attention}
{Pay attention to what you can do rather than what you cannot do}
I observe Robert participating in a computer activity he as yet knows nothing about, but
his teacher, Chris, does. There is no prerequisite that Robert understands. Understanding
comes through participating. Chris ensures that Robert experiences the playing of the
game rather than having it demonstrated or explained. This requires Robert to place a
level of trust in Chris. Robert does not know, at the outset, what he is required to do yet
he is prepared to put trust in his father and allow himself to be taken on a journey into
the unknown. Not all learners demonstrate this trust and, as a consequence, they may not
allow themselves to be taken on such a journey. Their energies may go on wanting to be
told what is to come, thus diverting their attention from being with what is happening at
present. In this way, they may fail to participate in the activity since this requires their
attention in the present.

{Attention is in the present and not in the unknown future}
Robert learns some abilities, which might be referred to as content in an educational
syllabus, as a by-product of wanting to participate successfully in the activity. His
attention is with the activity and not with the content itself. Indeed, Robert may not be
aware that he has learned anything. It may require a separate, reflective, activity for him
to become aware of what he has been doing for some time. Indeed, Vygotsky talks of a
child having a pseudo-concept when their action is consistent with the action of someone
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say more about the phrase forcing awarenessin section 5.2.3.
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who has a certain concept, yet the child's actions are guided by perceptuallikenesses
rather than coming from a knowledge of the concept itself.

begins to operatewith concepts,to practice conceptual
... the child
thinking, before he is clearly aware of the nature of these
operations. This particular genetic situation is not limited to the
attainmentof concepts; it is the rule rather than an exception in the
intellectual developmentof the child. (1962, p69)

By being able to successfully carry out actions consistent with a certain concept, a child
has the opportunity of reflecting on those actions and articulating for themselves what
might lay behind the consistency of those actions.

{Successfully do, followed by reflecting on that doing)

3.2.5 Helen and Mark
On 8th April 1990 my nephew, Robert, who was 4 months old, was christened.
Afterwards, a number of people came back for food and drink. Several children were
there and one of them, who I will call Helen (aged 3), was playing with a line of plastic

peopleattachedto Robert's chair:

Figure 1: Drawing of attachment to Robert's chair.

Helen startedcounting as she touchedeach of the people. My brother, Chris, joined in
and counted with her, taking turns in saying the numbers. I felt this was a nice activity
that offered the potential to gain experienceof odd and even.
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Later, I found myself nearby Robert's chair and touched the first person, saying one. I
waited and Helen said two, hitting the second. We continued taking turns until we
reached the end of the line with Helen saying six. We repeated this a few times,
sometimes with me starting and sometimes with her starting. Then, after Helen had said
six, I hit the first one again and said seven. After I kept doing this a few times, Helen
went along with me and continued by saying eight. She confidently counted up to the
mid -teens and then, equally confidently, said a variety of numbers beyond, although not
in numerical order.
This toy seemed to offer potential as a focus whilst saying numbers, so I decided to
explore other word activities. On the next game, I started by saying twenty- quietly
before saying one. Helen replied two. I said twenty-three. At this point she came back
with twenty-four. The twenty was said tentatively but as we continued counting it was
said with growing confidence. We played this game, starting with twenty-one, fifty-one,
thirty-one,... At one time, we got to thirty-nine, Helen hesitated and then started again
at thirty-one. There seemed to be a natural feeling that the sequencewas fine up to ... nine but she was not sure what to say after. Sometimes Helen might say ... -ten. If so, I
would not continue at this point.
Helen revealed to me that she understood the activity perfectly well by starting another
game with touching the first person and saying twenty-yellow. I continued with twentyred... This indicates to me that Helen was aware that all you have to do is say the word
twenty- beforehand. Children who can say the numbers from one up to nine are also
perfectly capable of saying another word in front of each of these. Thus, if they can
count from one to nine, then they can also count from twenty-one to twenty-nine, or
seventy-one to seventy-nine. There is no need to fully comprehend how these sequences
fit together before being in a position to be able to say each sequencesomething-one,
something-two,.. .
Mark, who I mentioned earlier and who was now 6, joined us and I continued this word
game with him. I asked him to say four hundred and twenty-, which he did successfully.
So I started four hundred and twenty-one. He continued four hundred and twenty-two...
We continued by starting with thousands and millions and so on.

Mark's mother came down the stairs and commentedthat Mark hasn't donenumbers
above twv hundredyet.

Reflectionson Helen and Mark
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There seemsto be a belief that the namesof numbersare to be learned in numerical
order and that the higher they are, the more difficult they are. Walkerdine quotesa
teacherof 6 and 7 year olds who discussedthe importance of keeping the children to
small numbers:
You see (the headmistress) is very keen on - er - if a child can't,
um, sort of analyse mentally beyond six and hasn't much concept
of what numbers beyond six are - you know, how they break up
and so on - that everything as far as you can should be limited to
that - so that they're not trying to grasp hundreds of grammes
which - they can't understand what a hundred is if they are only
able to grasp, say, six. (1990, pl44)

I would not say that I understand what a billion is in terms of being able to picture a
billion of something. However, this does not prevent me from using billion in my
conversations and to know it as a word I say along with other words such as million and
thousand. Should I not have access to the word because I cannot picture that number of
something? The experiences with Helen and Mark have shown me that being able to say
eighty-one or ninety-one is no more difficult than saying ten or eleven. Learning eightyand ninety- give you another 18 numbers you can say, whereas ten and eleven give you
just two. It seems that knowing the numbers from one to nine can open up a whole
world of numbers at little extra effort. Why stay with the exceptions within the English
language of ten, eleven,... which produce small reward for the effort of learning them?

For a mathematician,an answerto the question What comesalter nine? may be ten, but
for a pedagogueI suggestthe answer is certainly not ten. If a child knows the numbernamesfrom one to nine, then the next word I would consider introducing is not an
irregular one such as ten. In appendix 1,1 give an account of introducing ty but another
possibility could equally well be hundred. Both theseallow a child to gain accessto a
variety of other numbers, whereas ten only enables'10' to be said. Thus, although '200'
may be viewed as a big number, it is only one word away from T. .I will argue that
learning to say number-namessuch as two hundred or sixty-four before ten makessense
for pedagogicaland economical reasons.
{Rules first, exceptions later}
This observation can be extended to situations where the mathematics curriculum is
placed within a hierarchical situation, such as the National Curriculum (NC) in England
and Wales. It appears to me that there has been an attempt to place statements of content
and processes in levels with the implication that a student achieving something in level 8
is in some way a better mathematician than someone who has
only achieved something in
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level 6. However, the hierarchy is sometimes based on the idea that if something
involves larger numbers, then it is more difficult, or that carrying out some symbolic
manipulation of an algebraic expression containing letters is harder than if there were
only numbers present (see chapters 9 and 10 for discussion of the introduction of
algebraic symbols). Although in both cases it may be true that the mathematics is more
sophisticated, this does not imply that the mathematics is harder to learn. Bruner quotes
an experienced teacher of elementary mathematics, David Page, as saying:

It is appropriate that we warn ourselves to be careful of assigning
an absolute level of difficulty to any particular topic. When I tell
mathematicians that fourth-grade students can go a long way, into
'set theory' a few of them reply: 'Of course. ' Most of them are
startled. The latter ones are completely wrong in assuming that 'set
theory' is intrinsically difficult. Of course it may be that nothing is
intrinsically difficult. We just have to wait until the proper point of
view and corresponding language for presenting it are revealed.
Given particular subject matter or a particular concept, it is easy to
ask trivial questions or to lead the child to ask trivial questions. It
is also easy to ask impossibly difficult questions. The trick is to
find the medium questions that can be answered and that take you
somewhere.

Bruner (1960, p40)

As I have mentioned above, the number-name twv hundred is just as easy to learn as ten,
and it makes more pedagogic senseto learn sixty-four before twelve. In chapter 10, I will
argue that manipulation of algebraic expressions can be just as easy, or difficult, whether
or not they contain letters. Thus, there seems a confusion in the hierarchy of the

mathematicsNational Curriculum as to whetherit is a hierarchy of mathematical
sophisticationor a hierarchy of difficulty to learn. The main thrust of my thesis is that
the latter is dependentupon pedagogicaldecisionswhich each teachermakes,along with
the individual variety of experienceseachstudentbrings to the mathematicsclassroom.
There are economicalways of approachingsomecontent which enable studentsto learn
quickly and effectively, and there are uneconomicapproacheswhich require considerable
work on the part of studentsfor them to learn relatively little. Thus, to attempt to statea
national hierarchy basedon this is an impossibility. As to a structurebasedon
mathematicalsophistication,this may be of academicinterest but does not relate to the
easeor difficulty someone might have in learning that mathematics. Thus, such a
hierarchy is of little use to a teacher.
An additional observation is that in order to learn the number-name twv hundred or sixtyfour, it is not necessary to have already learned to say all the numbers less than that
number. Applying this to the National Curriculum, it is not necessary to have learned all
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the content leading up to level 6 in order to learn something which is classified as level
6. In fact it may not be necessary to know any of the content in the earlier levels. I will
argue that using the powers that students have may mean that some mathematical content
can be approached without the need to know other content. If so, there is no natural
order in learning mathematics, some mathematical content can be approached at any
stage of a student's mathematical development in school, even though it may be
considered sophisticated mathematics. This might add support to Bruner's hypothesis:

We begin with the hypothesis that any subject can be taught
effectively in some intellectually honest form to any child at any
stage of development. It is a bold hypothesis and an essential one
in thinking about the nature of the curriculum. No evidenceexists
to contradict it; considerable evidence is being amassed that
supportsit. (1960, p33)

Bruner talks about the spirit behind this bold hypothesis in the preface to the 1977
edition of the same book:

One matched the problem to the learner's capacities or found some
aspect of the problem that could be so matched. That was the spirit
behind the dictum. It has sometimes been gravely misinterpreted,
as when I am asked, "Do you really think the calculus can be
taught to six-year-olds? " That is surely not the point. One can
certainly get across the idea of limits to the six-year-old, and that
is an honest step en route to grasping a basic idea in the calculus.
(1977, px)

My interest is to explore how particular mathematicalcontent can be madeaccessibleto
studentsof all sorts of agesand with all sorts of experiences,by using approacheswhich
assumelittle in terms of previously taught mathematicalknowledge. An example of how
mathematicalstatementscan be developed, such as

sin 30 = sin (360n +30) = sin (360n + 180- 30)
from very little prior knowledge of mathematical
content, seeHewitt (1989a).
{Approach mathematics through powers used in early learning
rather than previous
mathematical content)
{Mathematical sophistication does not imply learning difficulty)
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{Without

attending to the powers of children, we may be seduced into basing the

order, approach and progression of our teaching on mathematical sophistication}

3.3 Backwards and forwards
The significance of the events contained in this chapter are crystalised in the statements
in parentheses. There are many such statements and I give below a summary of what the
statements are in this chapter. These statementswill feed into the continuing
development of a theory of economy of learning and teaching mathematics which
continues in later chapters. The number after each statement indicates the chapter and
section which continues to develop the ideas behind the statement. For some statements
there is more than one place where the idea is developed. Other statements are not
explicitly considered, however I include them because they add to the overall sense of
what economy is concerned with.

3.2.1 Mark
{Experiencing

the consequences of their actions} - 10.3
{Gaining control}
10.3
-

3.2.2 Idris 1
(Extraction through stressing and ignoring) 6.4.1
3.2.3 Idris 2
(Children performing transformations within language) 6.3
{Learning is not always taking place where the observable attention is) 6.2;
9.3
{Subordinate the old to engagein the new) 6.2
{Practise the old whilst learning the new) - 6.2
(It is the learner who develops meaning) 10.3
{ControUmastery comesonly when it is subordinated to higher order
challenges} - 6.2
{Learning without the need to remember} 10.3
3.2.4 Robert
{Reduce the need for a learner to translate from one medium to
another} 8.3
{Begin, then discover rules through what is accepted and what is not}
{No explanations) 10.3
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{Our knowledge consists of more than that
which we might be able to
articulate) - 9.2

{Forcing awarenessby affecting attention)
{Pay attention to what you can do rather than what you cannot do) 8.3
{Attention is in the present and not in the
future)
unknown
{Successfully do, followed by reflecting on that doing)
- 9.2; 9.3

3.2.5 Helen and Mark
{Rules first, exceptions later} 6.3; 10.3
(Approach mathematics through powers used in early learning
rather than
previous mathematical content) - 8.3
{Mathematical sophistication does not imply learning difficulty}
- 8.3
{Without attending to the powers of children, we may be seduced into basing
the order, approach and progression of our teaching on mathematical
sophistication) - 8.3
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4 Significant events 2: inside classrooms
4.1 Introduction
I continue describing events which have been particularly influential to my study, this
time events which occurred inside classrooms - sometimes my own and sometimes other
people's. I maintain the structure of giving a descriptive account of each encounter
followed by my reflections after the event. As in the previous chapter, I summarise in a
short sentence, or even a single word, key factors which have pedagogic significance for
{... } and
me, which stem from my reflections. These are written in curly brackets will be picked up and explored further in later chapters. Section 4.3 will give a list of the
summary statements from this chapter and indicate exactly where each statement will be
developed in later chapters.

4.2 Inside classrooms
4.2.1 Richard
I was observing a studentteacher, who I will call Richard, teaching my year 9 class.
This was a class which I had taught for nearly two years and who were usedto exploring
mathematicalsituations.
Richard was using a computer program on one computer with the whole class. The
studentswere attentive and looking at the screen.Several of them were making
commentswhich expressedideasthey had as to what was happeningon the screenor
were making suggestionsas to what could be enteredon the computer next. My
observationat this time was that the class were actively involved and being creative. The
studentswere doing most of the talking in the room and I noticed that severalof them
were leaning forward in their chairs. Their attention appearedto be on what was
happeningon the computer screen. Richard was doing little talking and was mainly
listening and observing the class. He looked relaxed and took a standingposition which
was behind the computer and slightly to one side.
Then, one of the students asked Richard why something had happened on the screen.
Richard hesitated initially and then replied with a short sentence of explanation. Someone
else in the class was not quite clear and said so. Richard elaborated a little. Within this
elaboration, there was something Richard said which another person in the class was
unclear about. Richard began explaining that.
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This continued for some time. After a while, Richard became frustrated that his
explanations were not clear enough or not sufficient. He was working very hard at trying
to make things as clear as possible. He was becoming flustered, slightly red in the face
and his voice was gradually getting louder. I looked at the students and I noticed that
their posture had now changed. Many were now leaning back in their chairs, no-one was
leaning forward. Their attention no longer appeared to be with the computer screen but
was directed at Richard. The only comments they made were questions directed at

Richard. Most of the studentswere silent.

Reflections on Richard
I was aware of a shift having taken place. At the beginning, the students were active and
leaning forward, with Richard passive and standing back. After a while the students were
passive and leaning back, with Richard active and standing forward. The students had
been doing most of the mathematical work in the room, whereas Richard ended up doing
most of the work. The beginning seemed to be about going forward with developing
understanding of what mathematics was happening on the screen. After a while, most of
the talk was about the same mathematical point with a feeling of standing still
mathematically. In the beginning, the students seemed to take the main responsibility of
finding out about the mathematics. Later, it appeared that the responsibility had been
shifted onto Richard.
I felt the atmosphere in the room had become uncomfortable and negative, with the class
giving Richard a hard time. I was surprised at this since the students were usually good
at exploring mathematics on their own. The change was a gradual one, and initially I
could not understand how this shift had happened. On running through the lesson in my
mind, and talking with Richard after, the key moment seemed to be his decision to reply
to a request for some explanation. Once he had accepted his role as an explainer of the
mathematics, then the students appeared to allow him to do all the work. They were no
longer in a position to explore, since it would be explained instead. The students shifted
from actively working to passively listening.

I call this the explanationtrap. It is quite easyto fall into, after all it is perfectly
reasonablefor a teacherto respondto a polite requestfor explanationabout an aspectof
mathematicsin a mathematicsclassroom. If a teacherknows why somethingis so, it is
tempting to tell this to one of their studentswhen they ask.
It is not easy to get out of the explanation trap since understanding cannot be given to
students. Thus, there is always the likelihood that at least one student will have further
questions to ask. The explanations which follow this new enquiry are also likely to
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contain something which at least one student is not clear about. So the process of further
and further explanations continues. Each time, the teacher and students are going further
away from the original mathematics.
{The explanation trap)

4.2.2 An area activity
There is an area activity (Hewitt (1980)) 1 have used with 11-12 year olds on a number
of occasions.Studentsare asked to work in groups of four. One student is given a sheet
of 1cm squaredpaper with four curved shapesdrawn on. Their first task is to work out
the areaof each shape.Meanwhile, another student has a sheetof 1cm isometric dot
paper with four shapesdrawn on. Another has four more on 1cm hexagonalgrid paper
and finally a fourth has plain paper with four shapeson. After each hasdecided the area
of their shapes,the group task is to find out which, of all sixteen shapes,has the greatest
area.

An issuearisesof how the group are going to compare areason the different grids. A
variety of methodshave been adopted by different groups. On a number of occasions,a
group has assumedthat two adjoining equilateral triangles, forming a rhombus with sides
of 1cm (see Figure 2), have the same area as a 1cm square. They justify this by saying
that both the squareand the rhombus have sidesof length l cm.
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Figure 2: Rhombus drawn on isometric dotty paper.

On severalof theseoccasions,I have produced a rhombus made from four geostripsof
the samelength. I ask the studentsto look at the area inside the rhombus and to keep
looking as I change the anglesat the corners (see Figure 3):
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Figure 3: Two positions of a rhombus madefrom geostnps.

On every occasion I have done this, the students have realised that the area does not
remain the same. I ask when the area is greatest as I continue to change the angles. They
have replied that the area is greatest when it is a square.

Reflections on An Area Activity
I was faced, as a teacher, with a situation where a group of students were holding a
misconception and I felt a desire to provide some input. If I had not done so, I felt they
might not have encountered a problem which might have caused them to reconsider their
assumption. One option I had was to explain to them that the area of the rhombus was
not the same as that of the square. What I chose to do was an alternative to explanation,
one where I provided an input which had been carefully chosen to be relevant to their
current situation and which offered them an opportunity to gain a new awareness. The
students only needed to use their attention and their senseof vision. I am convinced that
there are very few students who would say that the area remains the same when they are
watching the area disappear and re-appear before their eyes. Thus, there are few
requirements in terms of mathematical knowledge for a student to gain this new

awareness.
I could have chosen to explain why the two areas are not the same by calculating the
height of the rhombus, made from the two equilateral triangles, and seeing that the area
cames out to be a number less than one. Thus, with the square having an area of one, the
areas would be different. This explanation would have required the students to know
about angles inside an equilateral triangle, trigonometry and how to calculate the area of
a rectangle.
This is an example of how one mathematical awareness can become known either by an
approach which is quick, requires little prior knowledge, and little to be said or shown;
or one which takes longer, requires quite sophisticated prior mathematical knowledge,
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and an amountof explanationfrom the teacherwith understandingfrom the learner.
Thus, the former approachis economic in terms of the time taken and the amount of
effort required from the teacherand the learner.
{Economy is concerned with the time and effort spent for the learning gained}
This example is also illustrative of the impossibility of placing a mathematicalawareness
within a hierarchical structureof 'difficulty', as mentionedin section3.2.5.
I am intrigued by how obvious the difference in area appeared to the students when I
moved the geostrips, and how much they felt sure the areas were the same when they
looked at the static drawings. I considered why this might be so. One possibility was that
the students' idea of samenessmight not be concerned with the areas of the two shapes
but about some other similar feature. The students' attention may have been on this
feature even though the conversation was about area. However, even if their attention
was on the area, there is little noticeable difference between the two areas in the static
drawings. With the geostrips there is the opportunity to observe a movement where the
area is changing from its maximum to its minimum, and to be aware of where each of
the original shapes are placed within this dynamic. Where is the square in this dynamic?
Where is the rhombus? With the static drawings, there is only about a 10% difference in
both the height and the area of one to the other. This may be difficult to perceive. The
movement goes from one extremity to another and so provides an obvious change in the
area. Thus, a dynamic which includes extremities and all possibilities allows properties
to be noticed which may not be clear within a few examples. In addition, the movement
allows the examples to be placed within these noted properties.

{Movement allows all possibilities to be considered and properties noted which
might otherwise be difficult within a few particular examples}
{The given examples can be positioned within the noted properties}

4.2.3 Telephone numbers
I have given classesa list of telephonenumbers to remember:

3412
5210
8432
6636
51

9545

After some time, they close their books and I ask if they can finish off the number that

starts84..

,

34.

., etc.

There is a limited amount of success. I add further numbers to the list:

3721
9218
4520

As I add more, I get complaints from the students that there are too many to remember.
However, I observe them concentrating and trying to memorise the numbers. As I add
more numbers, I give them some time and then test them.
Suddenly someone says they can remember them all. The class tests this person by
starting off a number, 52..,
and are amazed when all the replies are correct. The list
may now include 10 or 15 such numbers. The students cannot understand how someone
is able to do this when they are having so much difficulty in remembering them.

Reflectionson Telephonenumbers
The successcomes when there is no longer a relianceon memory:

3x4=

12

5x2=

10

Given the first two numbers,there is no needto rememberthe remaining ones, there is
now just a calculation required. The difference in the amountof effort required was very
noticeablein the students.I observedthem concentratinghard and becoming frustrated
with the enormity of the task. The fact that they complained about the quantity of
numbersI was adding to the list, indicated the amount of effort they felt it would take to
memorisethe list. The fact that they complainedwhen I said I was going to test them
indicatesthat they neededmore time in order to memorisethem. The
amount of time
and effort required to be successfulwas considerable.
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This was in stark contrastwith the person who was able to rememberthem all. They
looked relaxed, seemedto be making little or no effort, even when more numberswere
addedto the list. The amount of time and effort required to be successfulwas minimal.
I learn from this that using memory is expensive. Furthermore, the students are aware of
this on one level since otherwise they would not have sought other ways of being
successful at the task I set them.
I explored this idea further and devised the following activities described in Figures 4
and 5.

Look at the table below for three
minutes. After that time, you will be
tested. In the test, you will be told two
numbers and asked to find the answer
after they are combined as indicated in
the table. Thus:

5#2=
2#5=

26
35
14

3#4=
etc

F6

_

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

0

12

16

12

30

30

2

11

20

23

18

35

34

3

12

22

20

14

30

28

4

3

14

13

0

15

12

5

14

26

26

14

20

16

5

18

19

8

15

0

Figure 4: Instructions and table of information for Table Group.
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Look at the instructions below for three minutes. After that time,
you will be tested. In the test, you will be told two numbers and
asked to find the answer:

Given two numbers, e.g. 2 and 5, they are combined as follows:

2#5

(How many are prime?) x 10

(differencebetweenthem) x
second number
3x5=15

2x10=20

add them together

20 + 15 = 35

So2#5

= 35

Figure 5: Instructions with information for Rule Group.

Test 2
1)

1#4

4)

3#65)3#2

7)

6#4

10)

2)

8)

4#6

5#4

3)

2#3

6)

2#

2

9)

1#

2

6#6

Figure 6: Test for both groups.

On 4th February 1991, I askeda group of sevenMEd students(all practising teachersor
advisory teachers)to carry out this activity. To three of them, who I will call Andy, Jane
and Julie, I gave the table to learn from (seeFigure 4). To three others, who I will call
Bob, Sally, and Stephen,I gave the rule to learn from (seeFigure 5). They were told
that they had three minutes to learn from the sheets.After this time, they would be tested
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(see Figure 6). To another, who I will call Anne, I gave a sheet asking her to observe the
others throughout the activity.

Following a test of 10 questions,the results were:

(Table group)
Andy -0
Jane-0
Julie -4
(Rule group)
Bob -9
Sally -7
Stephen

-8

(Observer)
Anne -1 (she was guessinganswers!)

There are a number of points that came out of this simple activity. Ignoring Anne for the
moment, I gave all six of the teachers the same test. The desired outcome was for each
person to be able to perform such operations. There was a marked difference in the
performance of the two groups, with the Table group having less success. This group
commented after the activity that the sheet had appeared daunting when they first looked
at it and remained so at the end of the three minutes. They said the numbers in the table
appeared quite arbitrary and this made it difficult for them to remember. Essentially,
they were being asked to memorise arbitrary facts.

The Rule group were relatively successful.They commentedthat they did not find the
sheetparticularly daunting but they did needto have some prior knowledge as to what a
prime was. Essentially, they were being askedto memorisean arbitrary rule.
Both groups were being asked to memorise, but the Rule group had to memorise
relatively little compared to the Table group. The Rule group had acquired a rule they
could apply to a number of different situations. They could answer 8#9 just as easily as
2#3. The Table group, however, could only tell the answersfrom t#I to 6#6. They
could not apply their knowledge to other situations. It also appearedmore difficult for
them to acquire that knowledge. Anne's observationsseemto bear this out:
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In the Table group, Anne said that Julie appeared to get fed up after the first minute.
Jane appeared to be working intensely and was looking quite awkward after the three
minutes. Andy was starring at his sheet throughout the three minutes.
In the Rule group, Anne observed Bob giving the appearance of having finished after one
minute. Sally appeared to have finished after two minutes and was taking down notes of

the activity. Stephenappearedto be working throughout.
Memory is an expensive way to ask people to learn. If the underlying structure can be
made explicit, then a learner can be creative within that structure and generate their
knowledge rather than being asked to memorise it.

{Memory is expensive)
{Generate knowledge rather than memorise it}
We have successfully remembered so many things that we can sometimes forget the fact
that we have forgotten so many more things. Along with the request that someone
remembers something, comes the opportunity for them to forget it. To help enter into
what is required in order to remember something which is arbitrary, try the following

exercise:

Remember the word pimolitel

That's it, just read it once. Now remember it. Notice the relatively large amount of
energy you use repeating it to yourself, trying to picture it,... Have you looked back
yet? How long will you remember it for? Will you still be able to recall it tonight? Next
week? In a year's time? How many times have you looked back already? Try not to look
back from now on. Observe over (a) the next few minutes, (b) the rest of the day, (c)
the following day, how much effort you put into trying to remember it and how
successful you are. This is only one single word. I have helped you a little by providing
a visual image of the word contained within a box, and using an italic type-face to stress
it. I could have simply included the word within a normal sentence of text. Yet, still
observe how much effort it is taking to try to remember it. Using memory is expensive
in terms of our personal effort and time. It is also questionable as to how successful it is.
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There is nothing else to do but use memory in order to know the above word. It is an
arbitrary word and, although everyone is perfectly capable of generating new words, the
chances that you would generate this particular word is minute. Thus, if it were
desirable that you know this word, then memory is the only vehicle through which it can
be achieved.

Gattegnostates:
We can further see that memory should be relegated to a limited
area in education - that it should be used only for that which we
cannotinvent. (1986, p126)

It seemssensible,given the cost of memory, to relegate the use of it. However, I would
prefer to substitutethe last sentencewith that it should be usedonly for that which is
arbitrary.
The telephone numbers consisted of the first two digits which were arbitrary, and the
remaining digits which were not. This is why I gave the students what was arbitrary, and
asked them to complete the number. They discovered that it was more economic not to
use memory in order to know the last part of each number.

{Provide that which is arbitrary}
If I had not given them the start of the number but asked them to tell me which
telephone number was fifth in the list, for example, then it would have been arbitrary as
to which number was fifth in the list. Thus, memory would have been required.

{The arbitrary requires memory in order for it to be known)

4.2.4 The Ent
In 1989,1 read the following extract from Tolkien's lord of the Rings to a class of 12
year olds:

"The wind's changing," said Merry. "It's turned east again. It
feels cool up here."
"Yes, " said Pippin; "I'm afraid this is only a passing gleam, and it
will all go grey again. What a pity! This shaggy old forest looked
so different in the sunlight. 1 almost felt I liked the place. "
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"Almost

felt

you liked the Forest! That's good! That's
kind
uncommonly
of you, " said a strange voice. "Turn round and
let me have a look at your faces. I almost feel that I dislike you
both, but do not let us be hasty. Turn round! " A large knobknuckled hand was laid on each of their shoulders, and they were
twisted round, gently but irresistibly; then two great arms lifted
them up.
They found that they were looking at a most extraordinary face. It
belonged to a large Man-like, almost Troll-like, figure, at least
fourteen foot high, very sturdy, with a tall head, and hardly any
neck. Whether it was clad in stuff like green and grey bark, or
whether that was its hide, was difficult to say. At any rate the
arms, at a short distance from the trunk, were not wrinkled, but
covered with a brown smooth skin. The large feet have seven toes
on each. The lower part of the long face was covered with a
sweeping grey beard, bushy, almost twiggy at the roots, thin and
mossy at the ends. But at the moment the hobbits noticed little but
the eyes. These deep eyes were now surveying them, slow and
solemn, but very penetrating. They were brown, shot with a green
light. Often afterwards Pippin tried to describe his first impression
of them.
"One felt as if there was an enormous well behind them, filling up
with ages of memory and long, slow, steady thinking; but their
surface was sparkling with the present: like sun shimmering on the
outer leaves of a vast tree, or on the ripples of a very deep lake. I
don't know, but it felt as if something that grew in the ground
asleep, you might say, or just feeling itself as something between
roof-tip and leaf-tip, between deep earth and sky had suddenly
waked up, and was considering you with the same slow care that it
had given its own inside affairs for endless years. "...

Pippin, though still amazed, no longer felt afraid. Under those
eyes he felt a curious suspense,but not fear. "Please," he said,
"who are you? And what are you?" (1972, p484-485)

This is the story of the hobbits' first encounterwith an Ent. I askedthe studentsto draw
a picture of this Ent. Someof the drawings I receivedare shownin Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Students' drawings of an Ent.

Reflections on The Ent
When I work with images, I am working with people. Their imagesare unique to them
as their previous experiencesare brought to bear in creating their image. Their previous
experienceshave not beenthe sameas mine or yours or anyoneelse's. They are unique,
as no-one has led the same life as anyone else. In this description, Tolkien did not
mention skateboards,earrings, bones, cigarettesor punk hair styleswhich appearedin
someof the drawings.
{Images are unique}
These drawings are not the sameas each other, even thougheach studentheard the same
story and description of the Ent. The studentswere creative in that they acted on their
own initiative to introduce ideas and images from their pastexperienceand combine
them with the images gained from listening to the story. The way in which they were
combined was of their own choosing. Thus, I am aware that studentsare creative. This
is not something which has to be taught to them, merely encouraged.
{Students are already creative}
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The fact that these experiences or images were used in their drawings indicates that the
images each student has are available to be used by them. None of this group of 12 year
olds physically went and looked during the lesson at a cigarette or earrings or all the
other items that were involved in their drawings, so the images must have already been
available to them. They had not memorised these images, in the sense of consciously
deciding to commit them to memory. I suggest that no-one says I must remember what a
cigarette looks like, but that images such as these are retained rather than memorised.
Gattegno says that Children are retaining systems, not memorizing tapes (1973, p 127).
The difference between my use of memorising and retaining is to do with whether there
is a conscious effort used at the time in order to hope that something will be available
later. A personal price in terms of effort is not required to be used for images to be
available. That is not to say that all images you have in your life are available to you
(although a surprising amount might be), but that the ones that are have not required any
conscious effort on your part to remember them.
A friend of mine, Steve, was at his girl friend, Gail's, house when he wanted to make a
telephone call. It was to someone whom he telephoned quite regularly, yet he could not
remember the number. He realised it was due to the fact that Gail's telephone had a dial
on it whereas Steve was used to using a push-button phone. Whilst Steve was trying to
remember, Gail drew the buttons, in their correct position for a push-button phone, on a
piece of paper and stuck the drawing on the wall next to her telephone. Steve

immediatelypressedhis finger on the appropriate'buttons' as if he was telephoninghis
friend. Then, he observedwhich 'buttons' his fingers had pressedand madenote of the
numbers.
There is more than one way to gain accessto a particular piece of information. One way
requires the useof memory and the ability to remember,and anotherway, the use of
imagesand the ability to recall. As far as Stevewas concerned,even though he
telephonedthis numberregularly, he knew there was no needfor him to rememberthe
number, the image was available to him to recall wheneverhe required it. Having
recalled the movementshis hand made, both Gail and Stevehad an associationwith the
relativeposition of his finger and the numbersfrom 0 to 9.
{Images are retained and recalled, rather than memorised and remembered)
The use of images was more economical for Steve. I can make this statement since he
did not have the image before the number. When he was first informed of his friend's
number, he knew it as a number and not as a movement of his hand. Thus knowledge of
the number came first. I argue that he would not choose to forget the number and learn
the image of the movement if it was more difficult for him and required more effort.
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Quite the contrary, he chose not to put the effort into remembering the number since it
required less effort to stay with the image which was formed without conscious effort
through the practice of frequent telephone calls. I do not claim that this choice was made
at a conscious level, nevertheless, I claim it was a choice in that he ended up doing one
thing rather than another and that it was not arbitrary. As humans we are economical
about the time and effort required to do many things in our life. We choose to keep the
toothpaste in the bathroom and not in a cupboard in the lounge. If we began doing the
latter, we would soon change once we became aware of the relatively large amount of
time and effort needed to brush our teeth each day compared to keeping the toothbrush
in the bathroom.

Imagesare powerful in the sensethat they are effective (henceyour ability to recall) and
efficient in terms of the little effort required from you to recall them (this effort being so
minimal that you might say they came to me).

Imagine walking from your house to the nearest
shop. If you are like me, with a shop across the
road from your house, you may take this walk
slowly; if your shop is some distance away, then
you may speed it up. As you make your walk, look
either side of you and consider what you see, both
in the foreground and in the background.

Unlessyou havepowers of which I am not aware, you did not know, prior to reading
the above, I was going to ask this and so prepare by making this walk and committing it
to memory. Theseare imagesyou have retained and are now available to you.
Imagesdo not have to conform to the laws of physics, or be confined only to those
things which you have seenbefore. You can combine different imagesyou have seento
produce somethingyou have never seen:
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Imagine odd plants that have never existed.
Imagine taking someone's nose, pulling it until it is
very long, and then twisting it round like a
corkscrew.
Imagine floating up from where you are at this
moment, looking down on your surroundings.
e doing some aerobatics.

Images do not have to be visual:

Without moving: Stroke a cat's fur... taste some
chocolate... smell fresh coffee... listen to a close
friend of yours talk.

All this is available to you without any conscious effort on your part to remember.

{Images are available from all senses)
{Images require minimal effort}

4

Demonstration lesson

In 1984,1 gavea demonstrationlessonto some studentswith a numberof teachers
watching. In my attemptto explain what I wantedthe studentsto do, I becamequite
flustered. The teachersobserving reportedlater that they were quite confused. However,
to my surprise, the studentshad begun work. As I wanderedround, I found that each
group knew exactly what they were doing, yet no group was doing the sameas any
other, and nonewas doing what I had intended.

Reflectionson Demonstrationlesson

frequently not
... the questions the children were answering were
the questionsthe experimenterhad asked.
Margaret Donaldson (1986, p49)
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There were words I was saying, actions I was doing. There was a blackboard which had
writing and diagrams on. All these things were part of my contribution to the start of
this lesson. I had intentions, ideas, desires,.. some of which I wanted to convey to the
students. Obviously, I was spectacularly unsuccessful at achieving this. I couldn't
directly give the students what I wanted, in the sense of opening up the top of their
heads and placing that information inside. I had to go through the mediums of words,
writings, drawings and actions.
The students could not open the top of my head and take out the information they needed
in order to start work. The only things available to gain information from were the
words, writings, drawings and actions I offered. These were on offer for all the
students, so why did they not all do the same? There must be some other dynamic
involved in order for different students to make different decisions about what they were
to do. Just because the same material was available to all, this does not mean that any of
it was 'received'. In fact the notion of something being 'received' in this way does not
seem appropriate. The students may all have 'received' similar rays of light and waves
of sound (allowing for their different positions in the room and the different angles that
their eyes and ears were pointing). However, giving meaning to these is clearly not a
passive activity, and so the notion of 'receiving' seems inappropriate when considering
meaning.

As von Glasersfeldhas commented:

Educators share the goal of generating knowledge in their students.
However, from the epistemological perspective I have outlined, it
appears that knowledge is not a transferable commodity and
communication not a conveyance. (1987, p16)

There are different things that each student can chooseto attend to. Attention is an active
activity. Consider the following exercise:

Close your eyes.
Listen.
Becomeaware of three soundsfrom different
sourceswhich you were not aware of before.
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These sounds, or some of them, may have been available for you to 'hear' for some
time. Yet you had your attention elsewhere and so had not become aware of them, even
though you were receiving the waves of sound.
Thus, what each student attends to will be particular to that student. Furthermore, the
meaning they give to what they are aware of, is dependent upon the personal experiences
and meanings they have already developed in their life. Giving meaning to something is
also a personal and active act.
The words, writings, drawings and actions in themselves are hollow. There is no
meaning that comes with them. Gattegno has described words as hollow in a number of
his seminars and von Glasersfeld states that the idea of words as containing meaning is
misguided:

This notion of words as containersin which the writer or speaker
"conveys" meaningto readersor listeners is extraordinarily strong
and seemsso natural that we are reluctant to question it. Yet, it is
a misguidednotion. (1987, p6)

Also, St. Augustinewas clear about the fact that words do not convey any meaning, and
wrote the following in the 4th Century:

do not learn anything by means of the signs called words.
... we
For, as I have said, we learn the meaning of the word that is, the
signification that is hidden in the sound - only after the reality
itself which is signified has been recognized, rather than perceive
that reality by means of such signification. (1950, p174)

In order to develop somemeaningwith what I have offered, each studentwill have to be
active with the material which is on offer.
I describe this situation in terms of a 1lteutral Zone -a zone in which I have placed a
number of sounds and images to which each student can then choose to attend. It is a
zone in which offerings are placed. The material with which each person can potentially
work is a subset of the offerings in the zone, and is dependent upon the attention of that
person in time. Some offerings may be available over a period of time, such as the
visual sentences and drawings on a blackboard. Others are available in time, such as
speech.
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Thus, my image of the Neutral Zone is one in which the dynamic of how everyone
relates to it is indicated by an arrow from each person to the Neutral Zone, and there are
no arrows going the other way. The arrows represent human attention rather than
physical entities such as photons of light or sound waves. So the arrows have a direction
away from each person whether they be a listener or a speaker; watcher or a
demonstrator. It is an image for what is personally involved for communication to take
place.
The direction of the arrows has implications for the way in which some things are
described:

Thisquote brings to mind...
It brought about...
It summoned in me...

This causedme to think that...
This is whatprompted me to...

These imply an arrow flowing to me. However, I am proposing that all arrows go a way
from each person. This consolidates my feeling that the image of the Neutral Zone is
worth pursuing as it offers a different perspective to that which has shaped parts of the
English language.

{Offerings}
{Material}
{Neutral Zone}

4.2.6 Aircraft.
Between1982and 1987,1 taught in a school where my classroomoverlooked pleasant
fields with rolling hills in the distance. I was not the only one
who enjoyed this area: the
did
The
force
military
as well.
air
consideredit ideal territory to practise low-level
flying. I becameusedto having a class quite involved in their
work when there would be
a shriek of sound, closely followed by the somewhatless deafeningclatter of falling
chairs as some of the class rushed to the window. I could not complain becausemy nose
was usually the first to be squashedagainstthe glass.
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Reflections on Aircraft
Before, we were involved inside the classroom; after, some were involved with what
was outside the classroom. This means that for some, their attention changed from one
thing to an event that was not caused by them. Both before and after, the students were
learning, but the focus shifted from one thing to another. So I learn that it is possible to
cause some disturbance whereby some students may shift the focus of their attention.

{Affecting attention is possible}
The language here is difficult, due to the dynamic of the Neutral Zone; the noise of the
aircraft is an offering placed into the Neutral Zone, and some students choose to attend
to that offering. In writing this paragraph, I have been tempted to write sentences such
as the noise caused a shift in attention. However, the noise did not physically get hold of
childrens' heads and make them turn in the direction of the window. It was the students
themselves who activated the muscles necessary to make such movements. A shift in
attention can never be guaranteed. Not everyone got up out of their chair to look at the
planes, some stayed and showed no visible signs of having even heard the noise. The
students still had control of where they chose to put their attention. I cannot insist that
someone shifts their attention, all I can do is offer the possibility. For some students,
although they gave the outward appearance of being involved, their work may not have
been a relevant challenge for them, consequently the noise of the
planes offered
potentially richer opportunities for their involvement. Others may have been so engaged
in a challenge that it was worthwhile to remain with it, the planes being
a possible
distraction.

Justbecausea studentis looking at somewriting on a blackboard, doesnot meanthat
their attention is being put into what that writing meansfor them. A teachermight have
drawn a diagram that they feel clearly illustrates a point they wish to make, and say to a
student:can't you see?Of coursethey can see.They might seelines, angles,letters...
but there are so many aspectsof the drawing the studentcould be attending to even if
their attention is indeedin their sight at the time. They might seethat one line is thicker
than the others, or that three of the lines are almost horizontal, that
or
someof the lines
form
letter
to
the
F,
if
seem
or that you turn it round it looks a bit like a dog.... Of
coursethey can see,but of what they are aware is another matter. What aspectof this
drawing is to be stressedand what is to be ignored?
(Affecting

attention cannot be guaranteed}
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4.2.7 Andy and Kimberley
On 22nd May 1986, I was working with a low ability year 9 class on an activity which
involved taking three numbers, such as four, two and seven, and imagine walking four
units forward, turning left 90 degrees, walking two units forward, turning left 90

degrees,walking sevenunits forward, turning left 90 degrees,then returning to the four
again, repeatingthe progress. We had done this for a while in the playground and now
the class were exploring what would happen with different setsof three numberson
paper.
One student, who I will call Andy, was exploring five, one and six and feels he was
getting it wrong. I asked him to draw it whilst I watched. He drew it perfectly; the
drawing being such that he returned to the beginning where the pattern would repeat
itself. However, Andy did not stop at this point and continued to draw another line of
length five even though it was directly on top of the first line he drew. In fact, he kept
going on and on, continuing to draw lines with careful measurement even though he was
repeating the pattern already drawn. This carried on for several minutes with no sign of
him stopping. He appeared completely absorbed in the activity. Then he turned right
instead of left which meant a departure from the established drawing which he had gone
over approximately ten times now. I pointed out the fact that he had turned right. He
looked and agreed with me but continued with his drawing from this incorrect position.
On 13th November 1992, I observed a girl, who I will call Kimberley, in a year 7 class
as she was doing an activity from an SMP booklet. The task was to work out 54 divided
by 2, using objects to represent the numbers of tens and units involved. She was using
pens to represent a ten and a small piece of paper for a unit. I asked her how she was
tackling this question. She explained that she had got five pens and four pieces of paper
and divided them into two. She found that she had one pen left over so swopped it for
ten units (pieces of paper) and shared those out. I asked her what her answer was and
she said 66. I looked down and saw that there were some pieces of paper in the same
pile as some pens.

I watched her do the next question, which was 54 divided by 3. She got out five pens
and four piecesof paper. She split the pens up into three lots of one and said she would
swop the two remaining pens for units. She did not have enough piecesof paper and so
had to tear off some more piecesfrom a sheet.There was some difficulty in counting
them due to the smallnessof each piece and the lack of spaceon her desk. Eventually,
thesewere added to the pile with the original four piecesof paper.
Then she started sharing out the piecesby putting one in turn next to each the three
of
The
in
pens.
order which she went to the pens did not remain the same. There were
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times when Kimberley had to make sure some pieces stayed where they were because
occasionally they would get stuck to her finger. When she finished she found that she
had one piece of paper left over.
Kimberley seemed to think that this should not happen and so began counting how many
there were in each pile. The first had seven and the next two had eight, so she took one
away from each of the last two. She now had three remaining and gave one to each pile.
Then Kimberley told me the answer was 18.

Reflectionson Andy and Kimberley
I recall feeling surprised that Andy continued drawing over the same lines again and
again. I kept thinking that he must stop soon but he kept on carefully measuring and
drawing. In fact it was the care he was taking which indicated that the task of drawing
was taking up most of his attention. In fact, so much of his attention was taken up with
the mechanics of drawing that he appeared not to notice that he was drawing over the
same lines, he appeared to be drawing as if there were no lines on the paper. A number
of people in the same class had turned to the right rather than the left. This was not
surprising since a turn to the right can appear to be a turn to the left unless the exercise
book is rotated as turns are made. The fact that Andy had not made such a mistake for
such a long time was indicative of the thought and care he was putting into his drawing.
When he did make such an error, he was not aware that he had until I pointed it out to
him, despite the fact that it meant drawing a line for the first time away from the pattern
he had established in his book. This indicates to me that his attention was not with the

pattern he was drawing over but with the technicalitiesof drawing the next line.
It could be that the task of drawing in itself was demandingfor Andy; that it took up so
much of his attention that there was none left for him to reflect on the resultsof his
drawing at the sametime. This indicatesthat the of amount of energy available to us in
the form of attention is limited and finite. Ginsburg talks of whether studentsmight
abstractthe notion of commutativity from performing severalcalculationsover a period
of time:

Over the years, they work 6+7,7+6,7x6,6x7,7=6,6=7.
At
first, the very act of calculation may be so difficult that they focus
attention only on individual problems. They concentrateon getting
the correct sum for say 6+7 and so they cannot notice that 7+6
yields the same result. Or it is so hard for them to do 7=6 that
they cannot seethat 6=7 gives a different answer. (1977, p164)
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If a task is sufficiently difficult that it takesup most of a student'sattention, then that
attention is not available for the student to reflect on what is happeningwhilst they are
still involved in the task.

{The amount of attention available to us is limited and finite}
Kimberley may have been in a similar situation in the sense that her activity involved the
mechanics of dealing with small pieces of paper which took up a considerable amount of
her time and attention. She could articulate well what she was doing and on listening to
her explanation of the first problem of 52 divided by two, I was surprised to hear her
finish by giving me an answer of 66. Her description of what she was doing and why
she was doing it gave me the impression that this was someone who knew what they
were doing. However, when i looked down at the piles she had on the table, I felt I
knew what might have happened. She had swopped one pen for some pieces of paper
and shared them out between the pile of pens and the pile of paper. This had changed
two pens and two pieces of paper into six of each. Presumably, she had also mis-counted
the number of pieces of paper she had swopped for the pen - counting eight instead of
ten.
Even though Kimberley appeared to know what to do, the mechanics of doing it was
difficult as I believe my description of the events indicates well. There is a danger that
so much attention is taken up with the mechanics of a task that there is none left
available to make any abstractions from the activity which might lead to mathematical
awarenesses.One reason I had asked my year 9 class to do the activity they did was for
the possible conjecturing and reasoning which might follow such drawings. With Andy,
I realised that his challenge was not with this but was concerned with whether he could
draw accurately what was asked of him. Kimberley was so caught up with the counting
and sorting of several small pieces of paper that her attention was not with a desired
mathematical structure where the pens and the pieces of paper are kept in separate
columns. Attention could become available by stopping the activity and reflecting back,
since attention would no longer be required to carry out the task itself. This would relate
to 3.2.4 where I talked of doing first, followed by reflecting on that doing. With both
Andy and Kimberley, I felt that they were still intensely involved in wanting to gain
some mastery over the doing and so wanted to continue with the doing. Andy's
response, to my comment that he had turned right instead of left, appeared to be
sufficiently minimal and appeasing so that he would be able to continue with the
drawing. The problem for me was that I felt at the time that there was nothing
intrinsically important about the ability to draw lines on paper and keep turning left.
Thus, I felt that the activity I presented Andy failed in the desired aim of being a tool to
work on some mathematical activity of conjecturing and reasoning. Of course, it may

well have satisfied more important needsfor Andy.
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Since the amount of attention a learner has is finite, it might make a considerable
difference where a teacher asks someone to place their attention. Some materials may be
designed to assist a learner in dealing with some mathematical task. However, there are
times when the mechanics of dealing with those materials can take up so much of the
learner's attention that there is none left for them to consider the mathematics which the

materialswere offered to help with.
{Where attention is placed is crucial to what learning may take place}
The materials are subordinate to the desired mathematics. Thus, Kimberley's attention
was placed at a level below that of the mathematics involved in the question and the
desired area of learning. I suggest that if someone's attention is placed at a level which
is subordinate to a desired area of learning, then there will be little progress made in that
desired area. Kimberley will continue to learn about counting small pieces of paper and
putting them into piles, she will not develop her ability to deal with such divisions
mentally or by a written algorithm; Andy will continue to learn about drawing accurate
straight lines and turning left, he will not develop his ability to conjecture and reason.
I will develop this theme of levels of subordination in section 5.2.4.

4.2.8 Placing the point
On 12th September1986, in a low ability year 8 class,the digits '427051' were written
on the blackboard.We were engagedin an activity of putting a decimal point in a
particular position in order to meetcertain requirements:just less than fifty; a bit more
than three hundred;... I askedthat the decimal point should be placed so that the digit
'1' should be worth one. A girl, who I will call Clare, thought that the point should go
before the ' l' and wrote '42705.1'. I askedher to say the number in words. Finding that
she was able to do this, I askedher to sayit again:

Clare: Forty two thousand,sevenhundred and five point one.
DH: Say the words again but don't sayanything before the 'five'.
Clare: Five point one.
DH:

Now don't say the five.

Clare: Point one.

DH: Is that the sameasone?
Clare: No, it's less than one.
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Reflections on Placing the point
When Clare placed the decimal point to have '42705.1', 1 did not know what to do. The
answer was wrong but there was little to be gained by me saying so. I wanted to find a
way for her to become aware that it was not correct. I was not sure whether she would
be able to say the number but, having discovered that she could, I realised that there was
the possibility of an awareness coming through the language of how the number was
said.
I wanted Clare to attend to the fact that she had said point one and not one. Thus I
wanted her to become aware of what she had just said. A possible obstacle was that there
were a number of other words said in the number-name which were not relevant to this
awareness. Thus, I invited her not to say certain parts, which in turn leaves the part I
wanted her attention to be with.

Acting as an editor is one way in which I can attempt to affect someone'sattention. If I
presentto you the alphabet:

abcdefghijk1mnopgrstuvwxyz

And attempt to shift your attention onto some specific letters then I might do this by
stressingthem:

Ab

cd

Ef

ghIjkI

mit

Op

qrst

Uv

wx

yz

Alternatively I might ignore the others:

aei0u

Both of these are techniquesfor attempting to shift attention and are thus tools for a
teacherto use. Stressingand ignoring offer the metaphorof teacheras amplifier and
teacheras editor.
{Teacher as amplifier}
{Teacher as editor}
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4.2.9 Tyson
During a lesson with a group of 13 year olds, a student who I call Tyson, suddenly said
to me why is it that there is only one decimal point in numbers? It was unexpected in the
sensethat decimals did not seem to be particularly relevant to the work we were doing,
but, more significantly, I found myself in a situation where I was not sure what to do or
what to say. I replied to Tyson that it was a very nice question and continued by giving
some of the stories I had for myself. I wanted to see if he could experience some of the
ambiguities that might exist and so secretly wrote on a piece of paper the following:

13.495.2

I covered up part of it so all that could be seen was:

495.2

I askedTyson to say the numberto me. He replied four nine five point two. Since I
knew what I was going to do later, I askedhim to say the number as I would. After a
little hesitation,he said four hundredand ninety-fivepoint two.

DH:

Say that one (pointing to '9').

Tyson: Nine.
DH: Say the whole numberagain.
Tyson: Four hundredand ninety-fivepoint two.
DH: Say it again but don't say thesethree (pointing at 4,5 and 2).
Tyson: Ninety.

I askedabout the other digits. Then I coveredup a different part so that he could only
see:

13.495

I askedhim to say what eachof thesedigits were. Finally, I revealedall the digits and
asked what now?
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Tyson agreedthat there was a problem about this but I felt as though his original
questionstill remainedfor him.

Reflections on Tyson
Tyson's question has remained with me also. I have found myself re-considering the way
in which we interpret our structure for writing numbers. My initial (unsaid) response to
Tyson's question was When have you ever seen a number with more than one decimal
point? However, I recall images of signs at petrol stations, when prices were for gallons,
of:

1.63.9

I think of watches that show the time as:

13:25:04

Dates are written as:

24.11.92

On a trip to France, I seeprices marked as:

2.357,90

And telephonenumberswritten as:

48.95.26.46

The presentsection of this thesis is:

4.2.9
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I begin to seea 'decimal point' as a separator,along with other possible symbols which
might be usedto separatedigits.

Say the following out loud:
£2.85

When I have askedpeople to saythis, they have replied something similar to two
pounds, eighty five. I have never heard anyone say something similar to two pounds,
eight five. The fact that two is said as it is, and not two hundred or twenty or two
thousandimplies a decimal point where it is seen, immediately after the T. However,
the fact the '85' is said as eighty five implies a decimal point after the '5'. Thus, within
'£2.85', we have two decimal points - one seenand the other implied.
There are two aspectsof this discussionI wish to comment on. The first is that I found
myself questioning my understandingof an area of mathematicsdue to an event which
took place in my classroom. I will say more about this questioning after I have explored
my secondpoint. This is that I have not considered'place value' as such, but considered
the way in which certain numbers are said. I have not found a single referenceto 'place
value' in Gattegno's books (1971,1974,1988) which deal with the developmentof
number. Tahta says, of Gattegno's treatmentof the teaching of number, In this
treatment, 'place value' becomesa totally unnecessaryconcept as far as teaching is
concerned; (1991, p236). I also question the notion that understandingthe written
numerals requires ideas of 'place value'. It may be more appropriate to approachan
understandingof the written numerals through language.
I am awarethat the re-questioning of mathematicsI have done is as someonewho is not
so much a mathematicianas a pedagogue.Thus, I look for the roots of an area of
mathematics- pedagogicalroots - by considering what is at the heart of learning this
mathematics,and consequentlywhat is at the heart of teaching it.

{Questioningmy understanding of an area of mathematicsas a pedagogueand not
as a mathematician}
{What are the pedagogicalroots of a pieceof mathematics?}
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4.3 Backwards and forwards
The significance of the events contained in this chapter are crystalised in the statements
in parentheses.There are many such statementsand I give below a summary of what the
statementsare in this chapter. These statementswill feed into the continuing
developmentof a theory of economy of learning and teaching mathematics which
continues in later chapters. The number after each statement indicates the chapter and
section which continues to develop the ideas behind the statement. For some statements
there is more than one place where the idea is developed. Other statementsare not
explicitly considered, however I include them because they add to the overall senseof
what economy is concernedwith.

4.2.1 Richard
{The explanation trap} - 10.3
4.2.2

An area activity
{Economy is concerned with time and effort spent for the learning gained}
11.3
{Movement allows all possibilities to be considered and properties noted
which might otherwise be difficult within a few particular examples} - 6.3;
8.2

{The given examplescan be positioned within the noted properties} 8.2
4.2.3 Telephone numbers

{Memory is expensive} - 6.3; 6.4.2; 10.3
(Generate knowledge rather than memorise it} 8.2
{Provide that which is arbitrary} 9.3; 10.3
-

{The arbitrary requires memory in order for it to be known}
- 6.3; 6.4.2

4.2.4 The Ent

{Images are unique}
(Students are already creative} 6.3
-

{Images are retained and recalled, rather than memorised and remembered}
- 6.4.2
{Images are available from all senses} 6.3
{Images require minimal effort}
6.3
4.2.5 Demonstration lesson

{Offerings} - 8.3; 9.2
{Material} 8.3; 9.2
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{Neutral Zone} - 8.3; 10.3
4.2.6

Aircraft

{Affecting attention is possible} 8.3; 9.3
(Affecting attention cannot be guaranteed)
9.3
-

4.2.7 Andy and Kimberley
{The amount of attention available to us is limited and finite) 6.4.1
{Where attention is placed is crucial to what learning may take place} 9.3
4.2.8 Placing the point
{Teacher as amplifier} - 8.3; 9.2
{Teacher as editor} 8.3; 9.2
4.2.9

Tyson
{Questioning my understanding of an area of mathematics as a pedagogue
and not as a mathematician} - 8.3

{What are the pedagogical roots of a piece of mathematics?} - 8.3
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5 Significant events 3: outside classrooms
5.1 Introduction
I continue describing events which have been particularly influential to my study.

Observationswhich contribute to pedagogyneed not be basedin classrooms. Learning is
somethingwe do as part of our daily lives as Holt has stated:
learners all our lives. Living is learning. It is
... we are already
impossible to be alive and conscious (and some would say
unconscious) without constantly learning things. (1991a, p157)

In this chapter I consider events outside classrooms. I maintain the structure of giving a
descriptive account of each encounter followed by my reflections after the event. As in
the previous two chapters, I summarise in a short sentence, or even a single word, key
factors which have pedagogic significance for me, which stem from my reflections.
These are written in curly brackets - {... } - and will be picked up and explored further in
later chapters. Section 5.3 will give a list of the summary statements from this chapter
and indicate exactly where each statement will be developed in later chapters.

5.2 Outside classrooms
5.2.1 John Lennon
When I heard of John Lennon's death, I was living in a small bedsit in Bristol, lying in
bed waking up to the radio. I can picture the room clearly from the perspectiveof lying
in bed and recall the shock and disbelief of the news.

Reflection on John Lennon

L
-w

Whenever someonetalks of John Lennon's death, I recall the imagesI have of my small
bedsit. It seemsthat with one thing comes another. A number of people talk of the shock
they experiencedwith the news of John F. Kennedy's death, and describe exactly where
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they were when they heard the news. We have an ability of associating one thing with
another, so that the existence of one thing can trigger recall of the other.

FETA
There are many examplesof associationswe have formed in our lives, including:

-

pieces of music and certain memories;

-

certain clothes with particular sports;

-

smells with particular foods;
written symbols with particular sounds(e.g. this very sentence!).

{Association}

ý-ý

A common threadamongstmany of theseis the fact that two things occur
simultaneously:

-I
-

-

heard the music at the same time as the memory i recalled;
clothes are worn whilst the sport is being played;

smellsexist whilst I seeand eat food;
as a young child, I notice someonepointing to symbolswhilst making
particular sounds.

ti -II

Thus, if it is desirable for one thing to become associated with another, then whether
they occur at the same time may be a significant factor in whether the association is
formed successfully or not. Simultaneity in time can provide a link between two things
which may be concerned with different senses. For example, taste and smell. When I eat
something, the act of bringing it to my mouth also brings it close to my nose, thus I
experience the two sensations, with two different senses, at the same time. It is unlikely
that someone who smells bacon, will think of the taste of strawberries. However, I
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had the sametaste of
suggestthat if a new breed strawberries were produced which
strawberriesbut had a smell of bacon, then such an associationmay becomecommon.

t9-w

One day, a friend of mine, Tom, invited a number of people round for tea. To our
blue. A
surprise, he had coloured the tea so that it was green, and the milk was coloured
drink our tea, and that it didn't
number of us talked afterwards of feeling reluctant to
seem to taste 'usual'. This was so even though we accepted that the colourings would
have made no noticeable change in the taste of the tea. This indicates to me that we
established a strong association between the colour and taste of tea. This was strong
enough for us to have difficulty in perceiving the taste staying the same whilst the colour
had changed.
Without time providing the link between senses, additional work would be required from
in
someone who is trying to establish an association between a sensation one sense with a
sensation in another. When considering the notion of economy in establishing such

associations,this extra effort on the part of the learner can be avoided by using
simultaneity.
The principle of simultaneity within time can be applied to associationsformed within
the samesense.

Look at the box below:

O
Take a few secondsbefore continuing to catch what
else you have pictured as well as the box.

As you looked at the box, did you consider symbols inside it? An association has been
forming between the box and symbols which appear within it. You have been developing
this association whilst you have been reading this section of writing. This association
may not be fully established at this juncture, however, a partial establishment is likely to
have taken place with you picturing something within the box, the number of symbols
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inside and/or their vague shape. You have begun to establish this association without the
need for me to explicitly ask you to form one.

{Simultaneity}

5.2.2 Gern
One night I was in a pub with a friend, Gerry. At one point we were talking about our
respective jobs and he asked me how I might teach trigonometry. I described the image
of a dot moving anti-clockwise round the circumference of a circle and asked him to
attend to the height of the dot. I said that the dot will always start on the extreme right
point on the circumference, where its height is 0. As the dot moves round, at its highest
point the height is 1, and at its lowest, it is -1. I asked through what angle the dot would
turn from its starting position to reach a height of 0.5. He replied 45 degrees.
I asked him to imagine the triangle made from the radius going to the dot, the horizontal
diameter and the vertical from the dot to this horizontal. When asked about the angles,
he said they were 45,90 and 45 degrees; and the length of the sides, he said the radius
was 1 (this had come out earlier), the height 0.5 (as I had asked) and the horizontal was
0.5. Then, I gave him 4 matchsticks, saying each one was of length 0.5, and asked him
to make that triangle (see Figure 8).

/

/

Figure 8: Gerry's attempt at making a matchstickright-angled triangle with sides 1,0.5,
and 0.5.

After a while he commentedthat such a triangle was not possible. I pushedhim further
and said that we know the radius is of length l and that the height must be 0.5, so could
he ensurethat this was so. He found himself pushing the radius back clockwise and as he
did so statedthat the angle must be less than 45 degrees(seeFigure 9).

//
Figure 9: Modification of Gerry's triangle.

Reflections on Gerry
Initially, Gerry saw no problem with the angle being 45 degrees. The matches gave him
the opportunity to see the consequences of his decision of having 45 degrees. It was only
when he was able to see these consequences that he was in a position of re-evaluating
that decision in the light of what he could see now. Seeing the consequences of his
decisions is an extension of the point already made in 3.2.1 (Seeing the consequencesof

their actions).
{Seeing the consequencesof their decisions}
From my perspective, as taking on the role of a teacher, I was only in a position to
suggest the use of matches in the way I did because of what I perceived to he Gerry's
image of the triangle. If Gerry had not informed me of the lengths and angles of his
triangle, then I would not have been in a position to know whether the matches were
appropriate. Thus, I need to find out what my student is thinking and of what they are
aware. I was working with my awarenesses of Gerry's awarenesses.

{A teacher is in a position to make pedagogic decisions when they become aware of
what their student is aware of)
{Working with awareness}

5.2.3 Xor
One afternoon Laurinda Brown introduced me to a computer program called Xor3 The
.
basis of the program is moving a shield round a maze collecting masks as you go. The
situation becomes rapidly complex with the introduction of waves, dots, fish, chickens,
bombs, dolls and others, all having certain properties that can prevent you reaching a
mask. The precise details of the program I will not describe here; what is relevant is that
in order to be successful I must know how a fish, for example, behaves, since initially it
is stationary and I do not know how it will behave or how I might he able to use it.
3 Publishedby Logotron Ltd, Ryman House, 59 Markham
street, LA)ndon.
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As I began a maze, I was faced with the situation shown in Figure 10. All I controlled
lion one and
I
was the movement of the shields, up, down, left or right. started with the
into the fish, which fell to the bottom
moved to collect two masks. Then I pushed
(Figure 11). From this, I learned that this is the way the fish behaved.
I ater, I moved the striped shield into the chicken and found out that chickens drift to the
left when they are not blocked (Figure 12). This information was necessary as I
progressed through the game in order to collect further masks.
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Figure 10: Starting position in Xor maze.

Figure 11: Xor mazeafter fish has fallen.
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Figure 12: Xor maze after chicken has drifted to the left.

Reflection on Xor
The situation had been carefully created so that, if I was prepared to engage in this
activity, I had no choice but to learn what fishes do. After collecting the first two masks,
there was nowhere else I could move my shield except into the fish. Thus, the situation
was such that I was forced into doing this. I had no idea what might come of this but I
had no alternative. As a consequence, I learned how fish behaved. Likewise, when
operating the striped shield, I was offered no other choice but to push the chicken down.
From this I learned how chickens behaved in this game. Thus my awareness of the
behaviour of fish and chickens was forced through the structure of the game. I described
this process as Forcing Awareness in Hewitt (1989b) using the phrase from Gattegno.

Gattegno gives two meanings to this phrase:

Awareness is neither automatic nor constant. If (sic) fact, most
people go through life only aware of a very small fraction of what
could have struck them had they been uniformly and constantly
watchful.
There are, therefore, two meanings to "forcing awareness. " One is
concerned with what we do to ourselves, and the other with what
can he done to us so that we become aware of what has escaped
us, or might escape us. This, in turn, can become a matter of
doing it to others, in particular if we become
educators. (1997,
p210)

{Forcing awareness}
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It is the second of these meanings which I refer to in describing Xor. The devisor of the
software was the person who made decisions which meant that I was forced to become
aware of how fish and chickens behave. Gattegno (1987) gives examples of forcing
awarenessby text and with reference to some computer software, but he does not expand
on the pedagogic techniques involved in forcing awareness in others. I will expand on
one such technique.
The software guaranteed that I learned about fish and chickens quickly. If I had had
wider choice, I might not have discovered these properties for some time. I still had
control over the situation, I was the one who moved the shield and I was the one who
decided to push the fish. Therefore, what I learned was a consequence of my own
actions not someone else's. Control was never taken away from me, it was only the
limits within which I was able to explore that had been imposed. The end effect is a
subtle difference in how I become informed about fish and chickens. The attempt was
not to try to do my learning for me, by telling me, but by providing a situation in which
I would definitely encounter their behaviour in an activity which I had full control over.
The behaviour of fish and chickens in this game was arbitrary, thus I needed to be
informed. If I had been informed by being told, via an explanation on the screen for
example, I would have been a passive recipient of some knowledge which I would then
have to remember. As it turned out, I was an active participant that experienced the

sameknowledgein the courseof my own actions.
{Experiencing knowledge of the arbitrary

in the course of my actions}

There is a difference in where my attention lay in eachcase:in the former my attention
would havebeenwith the piece of knowledgeto be learnedand taken away from the
game for that period of time; with the latter it was not, I was attending to the mazeand
trying to make my shield explore other parts of it. Thus, I gained knowledge of the
arbitrary without the needto take my attentionaway from the game.
(Attention remains with the activity rather than the need to remember arbitrary
knowledge)
After gaining the experience of a fish falling, I carried on through the maze and
encountered a room where there was a mask for me to collect. However, this time there
were fish around. Now I had to use my existing knowledge, along with my recent
experience of fish, in order to be successful at obtaining the mask. I was practising what
I knew about fish, but the practice was not practice for its own sake, it was required in
order to achieve something else, in this case collecting a particular mask. I did not learn
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how they behaved, I learned because I was
about fishes because I had one experience of
continually having to make use of this knowledge in achieving higher order tasks
higher
working out how I can collect particular masks. My attention was with these
have
I
order tasks, not the practising of knowing about fishes. As a consequence, may
learned without realising that I had, because my attention had been elsewhere.

{I am not always aware of the learning taking place within me)
My past experience (of fish) was being integrated in the present by a task where my
attention was concerned with a desired future (that of gaining a particular mask).
Gattegno talks of integration as the process by which the future affects that which already
in the sense
exists (1973, p50). My experience of fish already exists and this is affected
that it does not remain a past memory, but becomes knowledge used in the present, only
because my attention is concerned with a future which requires the subordination of this
experience of fish. Thus, integration of something is linked to the need for that
something to be subordinated to another challenge. Gattegno talks of the law of
integration and subordination, saying: It produces a functioning past ready to yield to the
descent of the future (1987, p221).
Let me consider some crude models of how I might integrate some knowledge. Suppose
I have understanding of something which I will call A and wish to learn about B, then
one way is to have someone explain B to me and give me practice at this, in order that I
might integrate B through practising it. My attention during this time will be with B.

A ---------------------------------Receive Explanation

>B
Practice

This model will require me to receive knowledge and use memory in order to learn,
aided with practice. This is, of course, a frequently used teaching style.
Another model might make use of an investigation where I use what I already know (A)
which might lead me to discover B myself. An argument here is that, in exploring, I
have becomefamiliar with the area in which B is containedand, consequently, make B
my own, since I have discovered it through my own hard work and investigation. Here,
my attention is with the area round B.

A ---------------------------------Investigate

>B
Discover
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Here, routine practice of B might not be as common since the emphasis is on discovering
B rather than using it. This is a teaching style increasingly used, particularly in the wake
of GCSE coursework. Yet the model I have described through the example of Xor is
quite different to either of these. In this case, I start work on C, which is a clear task
understandable from A but needs me to use B, so that awareness is forced.

A --- B ------------------------------

>C

Made

Work at C

Gain some

aware of

using A and B

success

My knowledge of C may or may not be sound at the end of this activity. It may be that I
am still struggling with gaining reasonable command, have a clear understanding now
but might forget in the future without practice, or have total mastery. However, in each
of these cases, I am likely to have integrated B. My attention remains with C
throughout, by being concerned with the future: the desire to gain some control over C.
This future drives my use of B as it is required in order for me to achieve my desired
control over C. In fact, my integration of B will be a partial consequence of the fact that
my attention is not with B, but with C. Thus, with this model of forcing awareness, my
attention is not where the real learning (integration) is taking place. It is at a higher level
in the sense that B is subordinated to work at C, so I describe C to be at a higher level
than B on this occasion. It may be possible with a different activity, to subordinate C
whilst working at B. As I have mentioned in 3.2.5, a pedagogic hierarchy will depend
upon approaches taken.

{Attention is placed at a higher level to that which is to be learned)

52.4 S iýung
During August 1987, whilst on holiday, I decided to take an hour's sailing lesson in a
small boat. The man who was my teacher slowly introduced me to some of the dynamics
involved in sailing. At one point I recall feeling as though there were too many aspects
to consider and, as a consequence, no longer felt in control. At that moment, I was told
to look at the sail. I was to concentrate on keeping it at such an angle that it only just did
not flap. After a period of time, I noticed I was successfully steering the boat with less
effort expended on my part than before my teacher had asked me to shift my attention
onto the sail.

Reflections on Sailing
Before this shift of attention, I was concentrating on manipulating the rudder, ropes and
my body position. These I considered as separate in the sense that I attended to one and
then another. I was not confident with the effects each had on the overall steering of the
boat, consequently, my attention was fully taken up with attending to just one of them. I
felt as if I could not consider more than one at a time. This was when I no longer felt in

control.
The shift in attention to the sail, brought my attention to something which was affected
by eachof the separatefactors of rudder, ropes and body position. In this sense,my
attention was with something which I will refer to as of a higher order, in that the others
are subordinateto it.

SQI
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RUDDER ROPES BODY POSITION

Figure 13: Diagram representingsomedynamics of subordination in sailing.

I could not directly affect the sail; I had no direct physical contact with the sail.
However, the ropes were attached to the boom which affected the plane the sail was in
relative to the direction of the boat; the rudder affected the direction of the boat and
consequently the angle in the horizontal plane the sail was in relative to the direction of
the wind; and my body position affected the angle which the boat was leaning in the
water and consequently the vertical plane the sail was in relative to the direction of the
wind.

The shift in my attention, onto the sail, meant I was attending to the consequencesof my
actions in the lower level (of the rudder, ropes and body position), rather than the
individual activities themselves.Thus the higher level contains the consequencesof
actionsin the lower level. For the reasonthat one level is subordinateto the demandsof
the next level, I will call these levels Subordinate levels.

{Subordinate levels}
The shift in attention meant I was no longer attempting to attend to three dynamics
which had little effect on each other. Now, I was attending to just one - the dynamic of
the wind in the sail. This helped me feel less frantic and, as a consequence,I used less
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personal energy. At the same time, I was handling a number of different skills
simultaneously which had previously caused me difficulty in their isolation.
I am not saying that my attention was never with the rudder from then on, but my main
focus was with the sail. I began to feel as if I was directly moving the angle of the sail
although, in reality, I was moving the rudder which, in turn, moved the angle of the sail
relative to the wind. However, I began not to be aware that it was the rudder I was
moving. The action at this subordinate level became subordinate to my desire for a
certain change in the higher subordinate level. This was equally true of the use of ropes
and my body position. My attention was with the desired effect rather than the tools I
was using to achieve that effect. This is in contrast to the two casesin 4.2.7 where both
Andy's and Kimberley's attention was placed at a lower subordinate level to a desired
area of learning.

Write down thecorrect sllin

of suboardinat

The task I have set you asks you to place your attention in the spelling of a word and to
write that down. I suggest that your attention was not with the physical movements
required to achieve the writing of that word. You did not attend to the fact that, in order
to write down the letter 'b', your pen needs to start relatively high and come down
before doing a loop to the bottom right of this line. (You can change the instructions
accordingly, if you write your 'b' a different way. ) Furthermore, you did not consider
the various muscles which needed to be activated in order to achieve these movements.
In fact the more skilled you are at something, the less aware you are of the tasks which
are subordinate to its achievement.
The difference between this example and my sailing story is that, I was not skilled at
manipulating the angle of the sail. I was in a learning situation. I was attempting to gain
control over steering a boat, which involved my skill of using the rudder, ropes and
altering my body position. My skill in these areas improved considerably when my
attention was raised to a higher subordinate level. Thus, learning took place in an
subordinate level below the level where my attention was placed. This is a re-wording of

someof my commentsin 5.2.3 above.
{Attention at a higher subordinate level can drive learning at the levels below}
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5.2.5 Computer games
Whilst I was at The Grange School, students were allowed to play games on the
computers in the mathematics department after 5pm. I observed them playing on several
occasions. One 16 year old, who I will call Shaun, was playing a racing car game.
When he began playing, he was struggling to stay on the track and drove slowly in order
to do so. When he began to be able to stay on the track, he tried continually to go round
a particular corner at full throttle in fifth gear, coming off the track each time. Going
round the rest of the track appeared to be of little interest to him.
Another 16 year old, who I will call David, was involved in a game where a number of
spacecraft had to be shot down. As is usual with such games, the complexity increased
as time went on. There was one particular type of large craft that caused difficulty.
When it was shot, it would split up into several smaller craft which began heading
straight towards the craft David was controlling. If any of these craft reached him, then
his craft would be destroyed. David resolved this difficulty by using a bomb
immediately after he had hit the original large craft. If he hesitated too long, the craft
would have split up into the smaller craft. Whenever he played this game, he would be
ready to use the bomb at this crucial moment. Over a number of these game sessions,
David became very good at this game, achieving scores far higher than anyone else.
One evening, I noticed that he was no longer using the bomb but was attempting to shoot
down each of the smaller craft which had been created. This increased the complexity
immensely. After a few days, David began shooting all of the larger craft, one after the
other, which meant that he had about twenty of the smaller craft coming from various
directions trying to get him. Now, he appeared to play the game purely to get in this
position. He had developed manoeuvring techniques that made these smaller craft form a
chain following him, then he would suddenly turn round and be able to shoot several at

once. As a consequenceof making these choices, one of the smaller craft usually
destroyedDavid's craft and so his scoreswere considerably lower than before.

Reflections on Computer games
I had my perceptionsof what the object of each of these
gameswas. The racing game
was about getting round the track as fast as possible and beating the other cars in a race.
The spacecraftgame was about shooting other craft without having your craft destroyed,
and collecting as many points as possible. Both Shaunand David appearedto start out
attempting to succeedin these objectives. However, there came a point in time when
they both becameinvolved in attempting to do something which ensuredthey failed in
theseobjectives. With Shaun, his attemptsat going round a corner in fifth gear meant he
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always crashed. With David, his decision not to use a bomb at a crucial moment meant
the complexity increased to such an extend that his craft was destroyed and his scores
became lower than they had previously been.
As a consequence, I stopped viewing these games as activities with particular objectives,
but as worlds in which people can define their own challenges.

{Challenges}
For a while, there had been a competitive environment in the room with people talking
about the scores they got. Such talk failed to inform me or others about any of the detail
of what was happening in the games. From the talk, I would not know what each game
was concerned with, only that there was a related score. However, after they became
more familiar with each game, talk became less concerned with scores and more
concerned with the detail of each game. For example, it became a topic of conversation
whether it was possible to go round this particular corner with full throttle in fifth gear.
These conversations included discussions about how you might go into the previous
corner and what angle you come out and approach the next. David developed
manoeuvring techniques in his game which others became interested in and attempted to
develop similar techniques. These conversations and challenges were directly concerned
with detailed and precise skills. The atmosphere became less competitive and more one
of sharing and assisting others to develop their skills.

{Personal, rather than competitive, development}
I relate this to an experience(seeHewitt (1987a)) I had when I beganteachingat Priory
school in January1987. My year l1 class were working towards an examinationrelated
to an individual learning scheme.Whenevera studenttalked to me about what they were
doing, they referred to the numbersor namesof the bookletsthey worked from. I would
have no idea, from what was said, about what mathematicsthat student had been
involved in. The studentstalked to eachother about which card they were on rather than
the mathematicswhich might be involved in working on the card. To someextent, the
studentshad an opinion of their ability in mathematics,relative to the rest of the class,
by which card they were on. The desireof many studentswas to get on to the next card
rather than becomeskilful within the mathematicsinvolved in a particular card. The way
in which the schemewas assessedassistedwith this desire.
The bookletswere prescriptive in the sensethat the studentswere told what to do, the
questionswere closedin the sensethat there was a preciseanswerexpected.The amount
of choice for the studentwas limited. The computer gamesoffered a situation for
someoneto explore; the possiblevariations in what might happenwere infinite; at all

stages the student was making choices within the restrictions of the game. The students
were able, due to them having choices, to re-define what the object of their activity will
be. Thus, they could choose to attend to a particular part of the game and ignore the
score. This may not be so likely to happen with someone using booklets with limited
choice and an external pressure of assessmentwhich places emphasis on particular
answers and how many booklets have been completed 'correctly'.
With both Shaun and David, they appeared to define their new challenge at a time when
they were beginning to gain control over their previous challenge: Shaun was beginning
to be able to get round the track without going off; David was able to play his game
successfully and achieve very high scores. Neither appeared content with just continuing
to practise the skill they had developed. Rather than continue to practise something they
could do, they both created a new challenge that they could not do. There appeared to be
a desire for a challenge rather than contentment with practising what they could already
do.
Their new challenges were at a higher subordinate level: Shaun's challenge to get round
a particular corner at high speed subordinated the skills of steering he was becoming
successful at; David's ability to avoid having his craft destroyed and his ability to shoot
other craft were subordinated to the new complexity he created. As I continue to watch
people playing computer games I am struck by the speed of their learning and skill
within the game, and the fact that they continually choose new challenges which are on a

subordinatelevel above that which they are presently operating on.
{Deliberate creation of challenges on a higher subordinate level, rather than
successfulpractice of what can already be done}

5.3 Backwards and forwards
The significanceof the eventscontained in this chapter are crystalised in the statements
in parentheses.There are many such statementsand I give below a summary of what the
statementsare in this chapter. These statementswill feed into the continuing
developmentof a theory of economy of learning and teaching mathematicswhich
continuesin the coming chapters. The number after each statementindicates the chapter
and sectionwhich continues to develop the ideasbehind the statement.For some
statementsthere is more than one place where the idea is developed. Other statementsare
not explicitly considered,however I include them becausethey add to the overall sense
of what economy is concernedwith.
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5.2.1

John Lennon

{Association} - 6.3; 6.4.1; 9.3
{Simultaneity} - 9.3
5.2.2 Gerry
{Seeing the consequencesof their decisions) 10.3
{A teacher is in a position to make pedagogic decisionswhen they become
aware of what their student is aware of) - 8.3; 9.2
{Working

with awareness) - 9.2

5.2.3 Xor
{Forcing awareness) - 9.3
{Experiencing knowledge of the arbitrary in the course of my actions)
10.2.11
{Attention

remains with the activity rather than the need to remember
knowledge} - 10.3

arbitrary
{I am not always aware of the learning taking place within me)
(Attention is placed at a higher level to that which is to be learned)
- 9.2
5.2.4

Sailing

{Subordinate levels} - 6.2
{Attention at a higher subordinate level can drive learning at the levels
below) - 6.2
5.2.5 Computer games
{Challenges}
{Personal, rather than competitive, development)
{Deliberate creation of challenges on a higher subordinate level, rather than
successfulpractice of what can already be done) - 6.2

6 Powers of children

6.1 Introduction
In this chapter I will consider the powers and abilities of which children make use whilst
they go about their impressive learning as young children. Reference will be made to
several of the summary statements of the previous three chapters and these will help
develop a picture of what powers children use in their early learning. When I refer to the
statements, they will appear as footnotes with the reference of the section from which
they came.
Dewey comments:

The teacher is a guide and director; he steers the boat, but the
energy that propels it must come from those who are learning. The
more the teacher is aware of the past experiences of students, of
their hopes, desires, chief interests, the better will he understand
the forces at work that need to be directed and utilized for the
formation of reflective habits. The number and quality of these
factors vary from person to person. They cannot therefore be
categorically enumerated in a book. But there are some tendencies
and forces that operate in every normal individual, forces that
must be appealed to and utilized if the best methods for the
development of good habits of thought are to be employed. (1933,
p36)

Whilst being aware of the individuality of eachchild with respectto the experiencesthey
gain in their life and their learning, I agree with Dewey that there are commonalities
acrossall individuals, and it is those commonalities of powers employed in early learning
that i seekto identify within this chapter. Gattegno called for a similar use of children's
strengths:

In any effort to educate, we need to be aware of the skills and
capacities of the learners. What we offer to be learned should be
fitted to these skills and capacities. It perhaps is fair to say that no
educational system has yet grasped the strengths that all young
peoplebring with them to the classroom. (1986, p124)
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After identifying some of children's skills and capacities in this chapter, I will see how
our teaching can be fitted to them by developing some principles which can assist a
teacher to 'appeal to and utilize' children's powers within mathematics classrooms.
I start with a section recognising the achievements of children and identifying the way in
which they have gained these achievements. I continue by considering the powers
Gattegno (1971) identified in his book What We Owe Children. The Subordination of
Teaching to learning. Following this, I select my own list of powers of children, which
are used in everyday activity as a human being rather than being powers especially
related to mathematical activity, and present a structure of how they relate to each other.
The next section describes the link between the powers of children and fundamental
notions of mathematics called essences.This chapter finishes with a summary which also
indicates how the next chapter analyses sections of some text books in terms of children's

powers.

6.2 The achievementsof children
When babies are born, there are certain things they can do: they can move their limbs;
they can make sounds; they can open and close their eye lids; their heart beats;... For
the first time since conception, the baby meets a new external world that contains new
demands and offers new possibilities and opportunities. There are immediate demands,
for example, breathing. There are immediate possibilities, for example, increased space
for the movement of limbs.

The changesbrought about at birth are not always positive. Babieslose their connection
with their mother - the umbilical chord. They no longer havethe blood and nourishment
that that brought. This loss has the consequencethat, if nourishmentis to be brought into
their body, other meansare required.
I was in this situation. So were you. Yet neither of us are able to recall this and describe
how we dealt with theseproblems. All we can say is that we were successful;our proof
being that we are alive today. Someday, we will meet new problems, and if we do not
succeedin averting or solving them, we will die. Although we may not be able to reenter into our early years, there are still someconclusionswe can come to by making
simple observations.
We can marvel at what new born babiescan do. For the moment I will attend to someof
the things they cannotdo. New born babiescannot:
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talk in an established language;
walk;
control their bowels;
focus their eyes;
count;

If you disagree with any item on my list, then I will be happy to cross it out. Perhaps
in its place. New born babies are unable to do
you would be able to substitute something
babies will be able to do all of the things I
so many things. Yet, within three years, most
have mentioned.
I asked two people to do the following exercise:

If you have been privileged to observe babies and
young children, then write down five other things
that children of three can do that newly born babies

cannot do.

Their lists included:

-

tell which direction a soundis coming from;
press 'shift and break' on a BBC computer;
feed themselves;
hold objects;

-

build things;

-

-

manipulate people;
be reasoned with;

-

recount stories.

-

If a number of people do this exercise and their lists are combined, we can begin to
appreciate the number of achievements made in three years. I can know these as
achievements of a three year old even though I may not have known them since their
birth. If this particular child was able to do these things at birth, then the daily press
would have announced the fact to the world. In this way, I can observe two different
people, one new born and the other three years old, and make assumptions about the
achievements of that three year old by comparing the two.
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Many of these achievements are learned so well that they will never have to he learned
again. Such achievements Gattegno has called the functionings of children:

What are the functionings of children? They could all become
known to us because we all have been children. We have used
these functionings, we have them in us, and we did with each such
a good job, mastering it so successfully, that we do not have to do
it again (except in an extreme situation, as with an accident that
takes, say, half of one's brain, after which one has to learn to use
the other half for the functionings involved with the missing half).
On the whole, for example, we learned so well to sit that we do
not have to learn to do it ever again. Sitting is one of the
functionings of children. (1971, p7)

Considerthe list, I wrote above, of what children
of three can do which newly born babiescannotdo.
Which of them havebecomefunctionings of
children?
Which are likely to be forgotten?

I will take one item from this list which is a functioning of children: walking. Up to one
point in time, a child has never walked. Then, they walk. Having walked once does not
mean that they can always walk; the next time they try, they may fall down after the
first step. Practice is required. Through this practice, there may come a time when they
are in a position to be able to walk whenever they wish. It is only at this point that I
would say that walking has been learned. It is not necessarily true that walking has
become a functioning at this point. Although a child, at a point in time, may be able to
walk whenever they wish, it is another matter for walking to be so much part of them
that they will never forget. It is one thing for something to be learned so that it can be
activated in the short term. It is another thing for that learning to become learned for the
rest of one's life. I call the process of something becoming a functioning
functionalisation, where learning is learning for life.
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How does a child become so good at walking that it is learned for life? I notice that
just walking. They want to
children, having learned to walk, are not content to continue
walk on walls, walk on kerbs, walk up and down stairs, they want to run4 . The practice
of walking is done by subordinating it to a challenge at a higher subordinate levels .
Rousseau said in about 1760 that Before you can practise an art you must first get your
tools; (1986, p90). However, I suggest that In order to practise your art, you will
acquire your tools. The acquiring of the 'tool' of walking is acquired through engaging
in the art of walking - walking up stairs, walking backwards, walking quickly. Bruner
said of young children learning to talk:

Children learn to use a language initially (or its prelinguistic
precursors) to get what they want, to play games, to stay
connected with those on whom they are dependent... The engine
that drives the enterprise is not language acquisition per se, but the
needto get on with the demandsof the culture. (1983, p103)

The acquisition of language is driven by the fact that it is continually being subordinated
to the tasks of trying to get someone to do what you want, to participate in games, etc.
Practice and progress are fundamentally linked, with both happening simultaneously at
their respective subordinate levels. For example, practice at walking happens

simultaneouslywith progresstowards running; practice of languagehappens
simultaneouslywith progressin participating in and controlling the surrounding
environment. It is this practice through progress that turns learning into learning for life.
This type of practice has some similarities with what Wittmann (1985) calls implicit
practice. He describes problems being given to students where skills are required to be
practised but at the same time the problems are such that they require decisions,
evaluations and deliberations to be continuously made. He goes on to say:

Thus a great deal of the students' attention is drawn to the solution
of the overall problem. The students cannot concentrate on the
practice of a certain skill. Therefore I would like to call this form
of practice implicit practice. (1985, p15)

A similarity between practice through progressand implicit practice is in the fact that
attention is not always on the practising of the skill itself. However, a difference is that
with implicit practice, attention can be on the skill itself for periods of time but that
4 {Deliberate
creation of challenges on a higher subordinate level, rather than successful practice of what can already be
done) - 5.2.5
5 (Subordinate levels) 5.2.4, {Attention
at a higher subordinate level can drive learning at the levels below} 5.2.4
-
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concentration on that skill is not possible since higher order decisions are having to be
made as well. Thus, I picture attention changing between the practising of skills and the
higher order decision making. With practice through progress, attention is kept on a
higher order task whilst going through the skill to get to that task. Attention is not
swopped between one and the other, it remains with the higher order task. As a
consequence the practice is always being subordinated with conscious attention
elsewhere. It is this which helps the skill become a functioning. So, I make a difference
between applying a skill to a problem solving situation, and subordinating that skill to a
task at a higher subordinate level.
Gattegno describes traditional text books breaking up knowledge into little bits and
presenting them piecemeal where Chapter 1 of the first textbook resembles Chapter n of
the last.

In this approach,there is no concernwith one of the things that all
of us know - that all of us go through - and that is, that practice
gives one the capacity to undertakebigger tasks, to be involved in
greater challenges. Is this not so? Is it not something that
everybody knows, that practice provides us with the capacity to
attack bigger tasks?
In my own case, I learned this as an adolescent when I lifted
weights. Lifting weights teaches one a lot if one can learn more
than lifting weights. I recognized that lifting weights made me
have muscles that allowed me to lift bigger weights, and that when
I lifted bigger weights, I got bigger muscles which allowed me to
lift bigger weights.

But this is not the approach that we have embedded in the
curriculum. Instead we work in the same way throughout the
entire curriculum and do not take into accountthat there is a law the law of the cumulative effect of learning - which can be
describedby saying once you have learned something, once you
have masteredsomething, then you can attack a bigger task. The
curriculum should be like a fan, opening up to more and more
things, to bigger and bigger things. (1971, p15-16)

Let me consider how this law of the cumulative effect of learning relates to my
subordinate levels and the notion of practice through progress. Suppose there are a
number of challenges which I will label with letters of the alphabet. Suppose I have just
learned A and am subordinating it to a challenge, B, which is on a higher subordinate

level. Thus, A is practisedthrough progressat B, I representthis as:
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(A)B

I highlight B because that is where my attention is. Although I am learning B, I am
practising A which is helping to turn A into something I can do so well that I do not
need to think much about it. It is here where I can gain mastery over something I have
learned6

.

At some point in time, I become good enough at B in order for me to subordinate it to a
new challenge, C, which is at a new higher order subordinate level. I can represent this
in a similar way as (B)C. However, what about A? A is subordinated to B which is now
subordinated to C. Thus A is also being subordinated to C, from two subordinate levels
below. My attention is with C. If I am asked what I am using to work at C, I may be
able to reflect on what I am doing and mention B. However, A is beginning to be at a
subordinate level so far below C, that I may not think of mentioning it, or I may assume
this within my statement of having used B. It is for this reason that I do not include it

within the brackets:

A(B)C

This process continues with C being subordinated to D, again at a higher subordinate
level:

aB(C)D

There comes a time when A has been subordinatedat so many levels (at this stageit is
three subordinatelevels below the current challenge) that I manageto do A without even
being awarethat I am doing it. It is at this stagethat 1 consider A to have becomea
functioning, something that has becomea part of me, something which I can do with
such little effort that I might not even be conscious of doing it. This is when A has been
learnedfor life. To indicate this, I have turned it from a capital letter to a small letter.
As this processcontinues, the chain may develop as follows:

abcD(E)F

6 (Learning is
not always taking place where the observable attention is) 3.2.3; (Subordinate the old to engage in the new)
3.2.3; (Practise the old whilst learning the new) 3.2.3; (Cootrol/mastery - comes
only when it is subordinated to higher order
3.2.3
challenges} -
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Or, perhaps:

abCD(E)F

In reality, one progression is likely to involve another progression with several such
chains inter-linking. However, the principle remains the same, practice is carried out
through progress onto challenges at higher subordinate levels. The metaphor Gattegno
used of weights relates to the challenges, and that bigger weights relate to challenges at a
higher subordinate level. Thus the law of the cumulative effect of learning is that a
learner does not remain with the same abilities and awarenessesas they progress,
meeting one chapter of a text book in the same way as they meet another chapter; they
can be fundamentally changed by the gaining of new functionings as a consequence of
practice through progress.
Halmos, in the introduction to his book on Naive Set Theory, talks of the desirability to
make the mathematics become operational at an unconscious level:

The student's task in learning set theory is to steep himself in
unfamiliar but essentially shallow generalities till they become so
familiar that they can be used with almost no conscious effort. In
other words, general set theory is pretty trivial stuff really, but, if
you want to be a mathematician, you need some, and here it is;
read it, absorb it, and forget it. (1960, pvi)

Halmos's closing remark of forget it is an invitation to absorbset theory so thoroughly
that it becomessomethingwhich no longer requiresconsciousattention. It no longer
requires to be remembered.It is available to be usedunconsciouslyinstead.
Whiteheadsaid Civilisation advancesby extendingthe number of important operations
which we can perform without thinking about them(1969, p42). Pimm, in referring to
this quote, said:

To this extent, calculators and computers are liberating devices,
freeing the mind of the technical intricacies of computational
algorithms, thereby permitting the addressing of more serious
strategic problems,... (1987, p174)
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The mind can also be freed from the need to think about operations by making these
operations become functionings. Bruner considered the talk of young children and

commentedthat:
One is led to conclude that as the infant mastersthe routines of one
level, enough processingcapacity is freed for him to manage the
next step forward. (1983, p85)

Practice through progress can force operations, which used to require time and thought,
into things which can be done with such little effort that a person may not even be aware
they are doing them. This frees the mind to attend to the higher order tasks, which
become possible due to the fact that the operations at lower subordinate levels are now
integrated and have become functionings. The main difference between my description
of practice through progress and Bruner's comment above, is that it is the progress at the
higher subordinate level which drives the operations at the lower level into becoming
routine. Hence, work on the next step forward needs to begin before the lower levels
have been fully mastered. Indeed it is that advancement which creates mastery. I have
heard many parents talk of the fact that their young children are often trying to do things
that they do not have the necessary skills in order to be successful. However, the drive
to engage in a higher order task will drive the skills into becoming functionings through

their required subordination to the task.

What have you been doing in the last five minutes
which (to stay with my analogy above) was once a
bold capital letter at one point in your life, and is
now a small letter?

When you were a baby, you were making noiseswhich were not part of an established
language.Now you are able to discussyour thoughts and ideaswith others. Below, I
outline one possible chain of challenges which can take you from the former to the latter
situation. The chain is such that each challenge becomessubordinatedto a new challenge
at a higher subordinatelevel. The chain is offered to help gain a sensein which practice
through progresscan lead to learning for life, where the challengesin the lower
subordinatelevels (here written first in the list) can becomefunctionings through the
continual progressof higher order challenges. The chain is not consideredto be unique
or complete. You may like to consider additional challenges and/or alternative chains.

-

What noisescan I make with my lungs, mouth, throat, tongue, lips,..?

-

Can I make a combination of noises (a word)?
Can I repeat particular words on command?
Can I say words which sound similar to the words I hear adults say?
What words are associated with particular objects or actions?

How are words joined together(a sentence)?
-

How are words and sentencestransformed according to time and context?
Can I express my thoughts and feelings in accepted sentences?

The achievements of children are impressive, not only due to the number of things they
have managed to learn in a relatively short period of time, but also because these
achievements remain with them for the rest of their lives without the need for relearning.

6.3 Consideration of Gattegno's powers of children
Children are born into a world which is complex and in which so much is unknown at
the outset. Yet, most children successfully engage in the challenges involved in gaining
some control over their surroundings and achieving the impressive achievements

mentionedin the last section. How they engageand what powers they make useof
whilst engagingin thosechallenges,is the subjectof this section.
Gattegno (1971) lists a number of powers children have and I will consider each in turn.

What do we learn about the mental powers of children from the
fact that the ability to make words becomes one of their
functionings? We learn first of all that children are equipped we
are all equipped - with the power of extraction, which obviously is
very competent since it can find what is common among so large a
range of variations. (1971, p9)

Gattegno appears to use the word extraction to refer to the ability to take one thing out
from many. So, for example, from a list of sounds made by an adult (a
sentence), a
child manages to take out a particular subset of sounds (a word). A friend of mine, Jo,
told me something her son, Robert, did as he was learning to talk. He would choose a
word, seemingly at random, from a sentence Jo said, and try to repeat it. Thus, Robert
demonstrated his power to extract. However, to develop meaning for this word requires
further work, since at present it is known only as some sounds. If the
word is chair, then
to gain a meaning for chair requires the child to separate some essencefrom a number of
examples. This Gattegno refers to as abstraction, another power of children:
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has learned to speak has demonstrated an
... everyone who
enormous competence in handling abstractions, for no particular
word has an exclusive meaning of its own.
Words are signs, arbitrary signs, since each object, for example,
can have as many names as there are languages. Not only do
children have to extract from the full packages represented by the
voices they hear, they must also attach meaning to the words...
Children must learn to make their proper abstractions so as to give
to words their particular agreed upon meaning, and they do learn.
(1971, plo)

Richard Skemp had the following definition:

Abstracting

is an activity by which we become aware of
similarities (in the everyday, not the mathematical, sense) among
our experiences... An abstraction is some kind of lasting mental
change, the result of abstracting, which enables us to look at new
experiences as having the similarities of an already formed class.
(1987, p21)

Abstraction is concerned with the development of meaning which is consistent across
experiences. Freudenthal (1980, p170) talks of comprehension (generalisation from
numerous examples) and apprehension (grasping the general situation directly from one
example). His use of comprehension seems similar to that of Gattegno's and Skemp's
use of abstraction, and I argue that apprehension is also an example of abstraction. When
someone meets something new, if they try to relate to it, they do so with the experiences
they already have. They can be said to be looking for similarities with already formed
classes, as Skemp describes. This produces the effect of the person attempting to
generalise immediately from the first experience of something new. A generalisation
may be made from the one example, but whether it stays the same, adapted, or
abandoned will depend upon the consistency of that generalisation with experiences of
further examples.

In 1983I becameawareof the word fickle for the first time. A friend, Laura, had used it
in relation to a cat we were watching. In Hewitt (1988) 1 described my experiment to
develop a meaningfor this word, as a young child might have to do, without receiving
explanation or definition from a dictionary or another person. I had extracted the word
from the collection of soundsLaura madein saying her sentence,
and knew it as a word
I had no prior meaning for. At that time, I was aware of developing meaning straight
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away. I noticed that Laura had said the word as the cat was walking away from her
towards someone else who has trying to stroke it, and so I considered that the word
might have something to do with seeking out what was advantageous or desirable. I
chose not to inform Laura of my ignorance but waited for other occasions when the
word was said, so that I could abstract something common from the different examples
of its use. It took several years for me to encounter sufficient examples before I felt
brave enough to use the word myself and see whether my usage was accepted by others.
Thus, I developed some meaning by generalising from this one example. The
generalisation was through seeking similarities between the cat's actions and behaviour I
already had meaning for within my previous experiences. However, the meaning
changed when I met other examples of the word usage, and it took several examples
before I felt that I had developed a meaning which was consistent with those within my
social environment.
Both extraction and abstraction require the ability to stress some things and ignore
others. Gattegno goes on to state that stressing and ignoring is abstraction:

There is one universal functioning without which nothing is
noticed. This is the stressing and ignoring process.
Without stressing and ignoring, we can not see anything. We could
not operate at all. And what is stressing and ignoring if not
abstraction? We come with this power and use it all the time... To
stress and ignore is the power of abstraction that we as children
use all the time, spontaneously and not on demand, though in its
future uses we may learn to call it forth by demand. (1971, pl 112)

I chooseto consider them as closely related but not the same,as abstractionrequiresa
particular collection of stressingand ignoring. I consider abstractionto be on a higher
subordinatelevel as it makesuseof stressingand ignoring.
All of the powers mentioned so far are functionings, as they are used by all of us every
day of our lives yet rarely are we aware that we are using them. Thus, the powers I am
listing in this section can be viewed as basic functionings which are
used fundamentally
in our learning throughout our life.
There are many examples of abstraction being used by children learning their first
language. It is often when children say something which does not conform to the
language that we can become aware of the work they are doing. On occasions when
children say, for example, I läcked the ball yesterday, we may not show surprise or
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I
ball yesterday, we
notice what a child is doing. However, if the child says, throwed the
have the opportunity of becoming aware that the child has learned a rule about adding ed
This is another example of
at the end of a verb when they are talking in the past tense.
before concerning themselves with
children working at general rules they abstract
known for some time. Rousseau
exceptions to those riles' . Such observations have been
wrote in about 1760:

To begin with, they have, so to say, a grammar of their own,
if you
whose rules and syntax are more general than our own;
attend carefully you will be surprised to find how exactly they
follow certain analogies, very much mistaken if you like, but very
regular; these forms are only objectionable because of their
harshness or because they are not recognised by custom. I have
just heard a child severely scolded by his father for saying, "Mon
pere, irai-je-t-y? " Now we see that this child was following the
analogy more closely than our grammarians, for as they say to
him, "Vas-y, " why should he not say, "Irai-je-t-y? " Notice too the
skilful way in which he avoids the hiatus in irai-je-y or y-irai-je? Is
it the poor child's fault that we have so unskilfully deprived the
phrase of this determinative adverb "y, " because we did not know
what to do with it? It is an intolerable piece of pedantry and most
superfluous attention to detail to make a point of correcting all
children's little sins against the customary expression, for they
always cure themselves with time. Always speak correctly before
them, let them never be so happy with any one as with you, and
be sure that their speech will be imperceptibly modelled upon
yours without any correction on your part. (1986, p37)

There is a recognition here that children use abstractionto find rules from their
surroundingsand work on the application of thesebefore dealing with exceptions.
Ginsburg comments:

Young children's errors of speech are quite similar to their
counting errors. One example of speech errors that every parent
encounters involves the four-year-old who says, "1 goed to the
store" or "He bringed the book. " Psychologists who have
investigated early language point out that mistakes of this type
teach us several interesting things. First, children's language is
based on rules. Children never hear "goed" or "bringed" and
hence cannot just be mimicking use of these words. Instead, the
words must be the product of a rule to the effect that past tense is
indicated by adding "-ed" to the stem. Of course children are not
aware of this rule, just as adult speakers are not aware of many
language rules. Nevertheless, rules govern speech.
(Rules first, exceptions later) - 3.2. S
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Second, children's rules are derived in sensible ways from their
experience. Children have frequently heard "-ed" used quite
correctly to indicate past tense - for example, "helped" or
"waited. " So their rule is a sensible one, based on real experience.
It is not a figment of their imagination. The main mistake children
make is in applying it too widely - to all verbs. They need to learn
the exceptions, like "went" and "brought, " so that they can avoid
overgeneralization. Children's mistakes frequently hate a rational
basis.
Third, the mistakes children make are the result of a search for
meaning. In learning a language, children do not aim merely to
imitate what they have heard. Instead, they look for the underlying
structure, for what is really going on. They do not simply repeat
strings of words; they try instead to construct rules at a deeper
level. Sometimes they are wrong, but their mistakes indicate that
they are digging below the surface.
As we shall see, the same holds true in children's mathematics.
Their counting mistakes result from an overgeneralized application
of rules; the rules reflect children's experiences; and they are
constructed as a result of an attempt to understand. In language as
in number, children's intellectual learning is in part a creative,
intelligent process. Rote "mechanical" factors play a secondary
role. (1977, p8)

Children use abstractionas a way of getting to the rules and structureswhich exist in
their first language.If they had to learn their first languagewithout attendingto the
structure, it would indeedbe a daunting prospectas they would have to memorise, not
only the different tensesof verbs as if they were new verbs, but also memorisethe order
words are placedwithin a sentencefor each possiblesentence!Without the drive at
abstractstructure, the task of learning a languagewould be overwhelming. Thus, the
abstractionof structureis a meansto economisethe effort required to learn a language.
The structurecontainsa numberof transformations, either of the samewords within a
sentence:

You are reading this sentence.
Are you reading this sentence?

Or of different words substitutedwithin parts of a sentencedue to a changein the
context:
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He is sitting down.
She is sitting down.

The way verbs transform according to their tense is another example. The ability to use
transformations8 is another power that Gattegno mentions. However, transforming uses
the fact of keeping some aspects the same whilst making other aspects different. Hence,
transforming makes use of sameness/difference which I am not choosing to label as a

power of children, and will consider in more detail in section6.5.
In 6.2, I talked of the mind being freed from the need to think of everything involved in
a task, by the fact that several aspects involved can become functionings by practice
through progress. Gattegno talks of these functionings as know-howl.

What reader of this book literally remembers his native language?
Not one. None of us remembers it, we function in it, we have at
our disposal the "know-how" to do it. This is what it means to
have a functioning.
The know-how leads to skill, the know-how is what we have
within us that does not require conscious recall. It is just there. If I
had to remember my speech, I would never be able to talk.
Anyone observing himself will see that to have an intention to
speak is sufficient for all of one's verbal elements to be available
and for finding them adequate for one's intention. An individual
need not call in these elements one by one; they come, the
intention brings the appropriate words in and excludes the others.

Further - and here we move to another point and another power of
children - when the words come out, it is the will that acts upon
the speechorgan for the words to be spoken in the way that the
languageexpectsthem to sound. (1971, p12)

Here, there is the notion of the will as the controlling element which activates the other
powers. Thus, it is the will which drives the requirement to extract, abstract,... It is
through the will that we have attention, that there is something of which we become
conscious. If we place our attention in something which is some distanceaway, and our
will is placed in the desire to be near to it quickly, then the know-hows we possessin the
functionings of activating muscles, moving our legs, balancing,... (which
all are
subordinate to the know-how of running) are all called into action. Rousseau

commented:
8 {Children
performing transformations within language} 3.2.3
-
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I want to move my arm and I move it without any other immediate
cause of the movement but my own will... In a word, no motion
which is not caused by another motion can take place, except by a
spontaneous, voluntary action; inanimate bodies have no action but
motion, and there is no real action without will. This is my first
principle. I believe, therefore, that there is a will which sets the
universe in motion and gives life to nature. (1986, p234-236)

To see how your will is involved in quite basic functionings, carry out the following
exercise which I first introduced to a seminar at the ATM conference in Lancaster in
1989 (it is best done in a darkened room lit only by one light):
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Take a sheet of A4 paper with writing on one side
and nothing on the other.
Have a light in the room.

Hold the sheetof paper betweenyour eyes,
perpendicular to your face, so that the paper comes
from your nose dividing your eyes. I will
differentiate between your eyes by considering
which eye is on the writing side, and which eye is
on the blank side of the paper.
Hold up a finger on the blank side so that it can
only be seen by one eye.
Have a light in the room such that it lights up the
writing on the paper but does not light up the
finger. Thus, the writing is in the light and the
finger is in the dark.

Focus on your finger with both eyes and from now
on do not move your eyes or eyelids.
See your finger with the one eye which is able to.

Use your will to move your attention to the other
eye and see the writing (without refocussing).
Put sufficient attention in this eye so that the finger

Since your eyesdid not move and your eyelids did not block off or change the light
coming into your eyes, the effect must have beendue to work you did internally with the
received photons. You have two setsof photons coming from your left and right eyes.
The power of your will can force attention from one set of photons to the other, or seea
mixture of the two. One consequenceof your will at work is attention, which produces
the power of stressingand ignoring as a consequence.You can stressthe imagesof the
photons from one eye and ignore the photons from the other. Vygotsky indicated a
difference between apesand children in this respect:
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The ape must see his stick in order to pay attention to it; the child
may pay attention in order to see. (1978, p36)

In 4.2.4,1 mentioned the power of images9 This is where the will is able to provoke
.
sensations similar to those we might receive from an outside source via our senses.
Gattegno says:

The eye, instead of receiving photons now from outside, is made
the judge (somatically) of the energy alterations that are produced
by the will pouring energy into the cells to affect them in ways
comparable with the effects caused by the input of photons from
the environment. (1973, p37)

This is also possible with the other senseswe have10 Thus images are another power
.
children possessand, as Gattegno points out, is one which can offer possibilities of
achieving much learning:

Because images are dependent on our will, once we begin
deliberately to employ them, we can very soon obtain an
awarenessthat indeed imagery is a power of the mind, and it can
yield in a short time vast amounts of insights into fields that
becomealmost sterile when the dynamics are removed from them.
(1971, p27-28)

Here, Gattegno considers the fact that images offer the opportunity of changing
dynamically in time. Additionally, due to the fact that the images can be controlled by
the will, the person concerned can control the way in which the images change. Thus,
through images a number of areas of mathematics can be explored by considering the
dynamics involved in a particular situation. The use of movement I have indicated as one
which can provide the opportunity to notice properties which would otherwise be
difficult to note' I. Examples of possible situations for teachers to work with students'
images can be found in the ATM publication Geometric Images (Beeney, et al (1982)),

for example.
Gattegnomentionsother powers:

9 {Images
require minimal effort} - 4.2.4
10 {Images are available from all
senses}- 4.2.4
11 {Movement allows all possibilities to be considered
and properties noted which might otherwise be difficult within a few
particular examples} - 4.2.2
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law of cumulative effect of learning;
differences and similarities;
know-hows.

Each of these I either do not consider to be appropriately described as powers, or feel as
if they have been included in the ones considered so far. The law of cumulative effect of
learning I do not consider to be a power children use but a description of the

of them using their powers effectively in the learning process.The ability
consequences
to notice differencesand similarities is a particular use of stressingand ignoring. As I
have indicated, I will talk more about this in section 6.5. Know-hows I have already
mentionedin this section and I consider to be the accumulationof functionings gained by
the productive processof practice through progress.
In addition to considering those Gattegnohas identified as powers, I include that of
association12, creativity13and memorisation. Although I have statedthat using memory
is sometimesan inefficient way to make somethingknown, it remains a processchildren
use to hold information14.
Thus, I am choosing to identify the following:

will;
attention;
stressing and ignoring;
imagery;

extraction;
abstraction;
association;
creativity;

memorisation.

Not all of these do I consider to be of the same type. The discussion
of this and the
describe
I
choice of which
as powers of children follows in the next section.

12 {Association}

- 5.2.1
13 {Students are already
creative} - 4.2.4
14 {Memory is
expensive} - 4.2.3; (The arbitrary requires memory in order for it to be known) 4.2.3
-

6.4 Powers and information.
6.4.1 Working with information
I wish to identify the powers children possess, and have used extensively in their early
learning, which can, in turn, be called upon by a teacher of older children in
mathematics classrooms. These powers are used as part of everyday activity as a human
being rather than being concerned with mathematics in particular. Gattegno produced a
number of labels that he described as powers of children and, in the previous section, I
have decided to attend to a subset of these along with my additions. I have already
mentioned that I do not consider these to be all of the same type, for example the will
acts as a control to activate other powers. Thus, the will can be viewed as of a different
nature to abstraction, for example. Since these are all not of the same type, I consider
that a structure containing them will be of some use.
If the will is viewed as an activator, then what it can activate is some personal energy
which is manifested by the person paying attention to something. Dewey said The
exercise of will is manifest in the direction of attention (1975, p8). If you engaged with
the last exercise in the previous section, you may have become aware of the fact that
your will was required in order to 'see' through one eye and not the other. Furthermore,
it required some effort on your part. People I have given this exercise to have
commented that, although they were successful, it was hard work to achieve success.
Thus, the fact that people have felt tired at the end of this exercise indicates that some
personal energy was required in order for them to place their attention in one eye and not
the other. Thus, to achieve attention requires some use of personal energy and the will
can be viewed as activating that energy.
Once I am attending to something, that implies that I am not attending to something else
since the amount of attention available is limited15. Attention means that all things are
not equal at that point in time. Thus, with attention comes the fact that some things are
stressed and other things are ignored. So, stressing and ignoring can be seen as the
consequence of attention.

Will

----(activates

energy)----

>

attention

----(which

produces)----

>

stressing and ignoring

The will, as an activator, is involved in producing images, memorising, extracting
something from complexity, abstracting something common from a selection of events,
and associating things with one another. However, there is more involved. With the
15 (The

amount of attention available to us is limited and finite) - 4.2.7
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production of images, for example, there are an infinite number of possible images
which someone might produce. So, there is an element of choice.

Close your eyes and spend a few moments involved
in producing some visual images.

The ability to make choices is concerned with creativity, along with awareness that
choices can be made. Thus, you have been involved in a creative act in producing the
images you did. No one else was making the decisions you made or selecting the images
you had. The will and creativity combine to produce images.

Although we may be able to create images, the meaningswe give to them is another
matter. Gattegnotalks of a senseof truth guiding us:

... acknowledge the existenceof a senseof truth which guides us
all and is the basis of all our knowing...
For a tiger, a carrot has no nutritional value. Not so for a donkey.
Our optical eye may produce an optical image on our retina or our
brain, but its significance does not necessarily follow. Something
else is required to give it significance; in animals, we call it
instinct, in man sense... This is our sense of truth, which functions
well and independently at the beginning of life and less well in the
instances when we have no immediate access to areas under
investigation and we are made to lose our independence
- the
in
the
traditional
(1971,
situation
classroom.
p56-57)

Along with will and creativity, we can consider a sense of truth which acts as a guide.
St. Augustine commented in the 4th Century:

Regarding...

all those things which we understand, it is not a
speaker who utters sounds exteriorly whom we consult, but it is
truth that presides within, over the mind itself; though it may have
been words that prompted us to make such
consultation. (1950,
p177)

All three of will, creativity and a senseof truth, can be involved in the placement
of
Now,
I
will consider what can come of attention being placed somewhereand,
attention.
as a consequence,certain things being stressedand ignored.
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As I mentioned in 6.3, there is a need to stress some things and ignore others in order to
extract something from the complexity of its environment. Similarly, in order to abstract
something from a collection of instances, it is necessary to stress and ignore.
Association can also be formed through a will of stressing some things and ignoring
others. Such associations can be consciously employed in order to aid memorising. For
example, on meeting someone new, I sometimes try to associate an aspect of their
appearance with someone I already know who has the same name. In this way, I may be
able to remember the person's name through the association with someone whose name I
have already succeeded in remembering. On other occasions an association may have
been formed without such conscious consideration (as indeed is most of the extraction
and abstraction we do). An example is the association between some traumatic news and
the surroundings in which the news was heard, as with John Lennon16in 5.2.1.1 have
noticed further examples when I have played a game with other people where a short
extract of music is played and one task is to guess the year when the extract was in the
pop charts. Several people have commented that they recall the situations they were in at
the time and then try to work out which year they were in those situations. Thus,
associations have been formed between the music and the physical situations they were in
at the time. I notice that not all songs provide a clear association with a place. On many
occasions when there has been an association formed, emotions were recalled as well.
The association between music and place can be achieved by stressing the emotion that
was present at the same time. Other associations can be accessed by stressing other
things, for instance the relative treble and bass balance which can indicate a period or
style of the music production, particularly with pop music. Thus, associations are still
dependent upon some stressing and ignoring.
Extraction, abstraction, and association can be viewed as manifestations of different uses
of stressing and ignoring'7. Thus, a structure develops, as represented in Figure 14.

16 {Association}

- 5.2.1
17 {Extraction through
stressing and ignoring} - 3.2.2
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WILL

A SENSE OF TRUTH

CREATIVITY

ATTENTION
STRESSING AND IGNORING
EXTRACTION

ABSTRACTION

ASSOCIATION

Figure 14: Diagram representing a structure of how one uses oneself when working with
information.

This diagram describesa way in which we work with information. I will chooseto
describeextraction, abstractionand associationas powers of children.

6.4.2 Holding information
In addition to working with information, we are able to hold information. There is more
than one way in which children can hold information. I have discussed the use of
memory and found it to be a relatively expensive way of holding information in terms of
the personal energy required to achieve the memorisation of an arbitrary fact"'.
However, I also indicated that there are times when memorisation is required as, for
example, in the learning of an arbitrary name19. Memorisation is one method for holding
information - it is relatively expensive in terms of personal effort and requires practice.
I have indicated that images are another way in which we hold information. Their nature
is quite different to that of memorisation. With images, there is often no conscious
attempt to remember at the time, images being received through one or more of the
senses. The fact that there was little noticeable effort required for them to become held
indicates the difference in nature with the activity of memorising. It is for this
reason
images
that I say that
are not remembered at a later date but recalled20. Both memory
and imagery have the potential for long term holding of information but neither of them
are guaranteed to be successful. Memory sometimes requires considerable effort at the
time the information is to be held, images do not require this effort but do, along
with
memory, require some mechanism to access them at a later date. Such mechanisms may
involve some of the items listed in the previous section, for
example association.

18 {Memory is
expensive} - 4.2.3
19 {The arbitrary
requires memory in order for it to be known} - 4.2.3
20 {Images
are retained and recalled, rather than memorised and remembered}
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- 4.2.4

The short term holding of information can involve memory or imagery. I may give
sufficient effort to remember someone's name for a limited period of time but, if I do
not have sufficient practice with using their name, it may be that I will not he able to
remember it after a while. With imagery, it is possible for me to recall something that I
have just received in my sensesand 'play it back'. For example, you may be able to
recall times when your attention has been elsewhere when someone was talking to you;
you apologise and ask them to repeat what they said, but before they do this, you
suddenly recall what they had said. The other person may say that you were listening
after all. In fact, you were not listening in the sense that your attention was not with
what they were saying. However, their words were still entering your ears as sound
waves and it is possible to use your will to 'replay' them, using imagery, and put your
attention in them this time.
A third way of holding information is through functionalisation - the generation of
functionings, as mentioned in 6.2. This differs from both memorisation and imagery in
that it requires a particular type of practice - practice through progress. Additionally,
there is no problem about accessto the information, in the sense that it has become part
of your functionings and as such is available on command. Once something has become
a functioning, it is learned for life, in that there is minimal practice required to keep it
available for future access.
Thus, I have identified three ways in which information can be held:

MEMORISATION

IMAGERY

FUNCTIONALISATION

6.5 Powers and mathematical essences
The powers of children that have been identified in the section 6.4.1 are human in the
sense that they are involved as children go about their life as a human being. There is
nothing special to mathematics as such. However, when children use these powers in
certain ways, they can enter the world that is labelled mathematics. The use of
abstraction, for example, can lead to the notion of sameness. In order for a child to gain
an understanding of what a chair is, they need to use their power of abstraction (which in
turn uses stressing and ignoring) to identify what is the same in the collection of times
when people use the word chair.
Samenessis also at the heart of much mathematics. Mathematical properties are
concerned with what stays the same whilst other things are changing. The mathematical
equation:
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3+2=5

is saying that there is something which is the same about the expressions '3 + 2' and
'5'. In many, if not all, areas of mathematics the notion of samenessis fundamental.
The idea of such fundamental notions in mathematics was discussed amongst colleagues
in Bristol in the early 1980's, notably Laurinda Brown and John Chatley. In 1984,1
devised an exercise for teachers to discover other fundamental notions, such as sameness,
which appear to form the root of much of the mathematics curriculum. This was first
used in an in-service training course I jointly ran in July 1984, and has been written
about in Brown, Hewitt, Mason (1994) where the fundamental notions are called
essences:

Stage 1:

Choose something in mathematicswhich
you consider to be essential for students to
learn. You can decide the age of the
students you have in mind and the level of
the mathematics.

Stage 2:

Suppose someone has a poor understanding
of what you have chosen. Write down
three aspects of mathematics you could

work on in order to help them improve
their understandingof this.
Stage 3:

Decide on one of theseand commit
yourself to it. You cannot changeyour
mind later on.
Go to stage2.

At each stage, something is being split up, and three more fundamental things
considered. As you repeat this process, you may find it hard to keep splitting up each
thing you choose. However, it is surprising what relatively fundamental things can be
split, so do not give up easily. The task continues until you have arrived at some

unsplittables, those things which you feel cannot be broken down any more. It is these
unsplittablesthat I refer to as essences.
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An example of what one person produced within a group when they had chosen the
starting point of Pythagoras was:

Pythagoras:
Squares and roots
Addition
Areas

Squares and roots:
Area
Calculators
Multiplication
Area:
Multiplication
Measuring
Counting
Multiplication:
Numbers
Tables
Multiple adding
Numbers:
Names
Order
Patterns

Order:
Value
Greater/smaller
More/less

Greater/smaller:
same/different

These mathematicalessencesform the basisof much of the mathematicscurriculum. In
fact the contentof the curriculum can be viewed as a collection of different
manifestationsof essences.It may be that a different starting point and different routes
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still lead to the sameessences.It is my view that the whole mathematicscurriculum is
basedon remarkably few essences.For example, same/dit Brentis involved in:

classifying and naming;
equivalent fractions;

factorising and multiplying out brackets;
arithmetic;
manipulation of algebraic expressions;
spotting patterns;
conjecturing;
links between decimals, fractions and percentages;
properties of shapes;

Since same/different is based on the use of abstraction, which is a power that children
have used in their early development, it is not surprising to find that same/different is
something which children have had experience of throughout their life in doing activities
such as:

developing meaning for words in their first language;
establishing verb endings in their first language;
recognising particular people even though they might be wearing different
clothes;

naming things and people;

Thus, if I, asa teacher, make use of these essencesin designing activities for lessons,
then I am asking children to make use of the powers they are familiar with, and have
usedsince being a young child. Additionally, since a root mathematicalessencesuch as
samenessis involved in so much of the mathematicscurriculum, it will help establish
links betweenareaswhich might otherwise have appeareddisparate.
As I mentioned earlier, it is my belief that there are remarkably few root mathematical
essencesand listed below are the ones that I personally consider to be of this nature:

sameness/difference;
inverse;
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order.

As with sameness/difference, the others are different manifestations of the use of powers
identified earlier, and used frequently in children's early learning. With inverse, I have
observed a young child looking at me and then turning their head to the right to look at
something else. When they wish to look at me again, they activate different muscles so
that their head turns to the left. In order to know which way to turn, they have to have
held an image of me along with associations with link me with other items which were or
are in their view. When the child turns their head back, the amount of turning remains

the same,but the direction is changedto the 'opposite'. Likewise, when I think of
changing:

14x+3=9
to
14x=9-3

the amount, '3', stays the same but the operation is changed to the 'opposite'. Thus
inverse, as a root mathematical essence, is also known to children as something they

have usedin their early learning.
Inverse, as a mathematicalessence,is involved in:

addition - subtraction;
multiplication - division;

squanng- squareroots;
powers - logarithms;
manipulationof equations;

And inverse, asa use of the powers of children, is involved in:

putting on, and taking off, clothes;
openingand closing doors;
turning a tap on and off;

looking from one part of the room to another, and back again;
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Order also has its roots in the early experiences of children. Vygotsky talks of children
developing a time field:

In addition to recognizing the visual-spatial field, the child, with
the help of speech, creates a time field that is just as perceptible
and real to him as the visual one. The speaking child has the
ability to direct his attention in a dynamic way. He can view
changes in his immediate situation from the point of view of past
activities, and he can act in the present from the viewpoint of the

future. (1978, p36)

The establishment of a time field, and of children involving themselves in speech, means
that there comes an inherent order, an order created by time. When something is said, it
is not said at the same time, only one sound can be made at a time. Hence, with a

collection of different sounds, there is always one that is said before another. Particular
orders are established(as with the number names, or the soundsthat make up the word
mummy)by an associationbetween the finishing of one word or sound and the beginning
of another. To notice such associations,read the words in the box below as quickly as
possible:

one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, nine, eight,
ten

When I have askedpeople to do this they talk of finding themselves
stopping in mid-flow
having
to think carefully about what they are saying. The first seriesof words are
and
said quite fast, with the last few said much slower. The order of the number nameshave
becomea functioning and no longer needto be consciously thought
about. The
associationsare strong - after one comes two,... However, there is not such a strong
associationbetween finishing sevenand saying nine. This is even though the individual
words themselvesare functionings.
Order, as a mathematicalessence,is involved in:

counting;
operations;
notation;
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functions;
size;

Order, as a power, is involved with:

the sounds which make up a word;
the words which make up a sentence;
putting on clothes;
tying a shoelace;

6.6 Backwards and forwards
By looking at the achievements of young children, I have identified that much of their
learning is learned for life. Skills and ideas that they did not have at one point in their
life become functionings and are available for the rest of their life. The process by which
this occurs is practice through progress, continually subordinating something to a task at
a higher subordinate level. This leads to information (skills, ideas,... ) being held as a
functioning. Consequently, I have called this process functionalisation. Other ways of
holding information are through memorisation and imagery.

The powersthat children use in much of their productive early learning are basedaround
the useof attention and consequently,stressingand ignoring. The particular powers I
havechosento identify are extraction, abstractionand association. One aspectof the use
of thesepowersis the developmentof fundamentalmathematicalnotionscalled essences.
The onesI have chosento identify are sameness/diference, inverseand order. These
essencesare developedand usedextensively in early childhood.
Freudenthal says that
theory of teaching should be the complement ofa theory of
... a
learning (1980, p78) and Gattegno (1971, p14) talks about the subordination of teaching
to learning. Here, I have attempted to identify some of the dynamics employed by
children as they go about the productive learning they do in their early childhood.
Gattegno's call is for us to pay attention to this and to adapt our teaching accordingly.
My claim is that teaching approaches which call upon the tools children have at their
disposal, and have used so successfully in their early learning, can result in older
children learning school mathematics faster and more thoroughly than with traditional
approaches. In this sense I say that these approaches pay attention to the notion of
economy in the learning and teaching of mathematics. It may well be the case that
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different labels could have been chosen to describe the abilities children have and equally
productive teaching approaches based on those. My claim is not to do with uniqueness, it
is that it is possible to create teaching approaches which are based on the powers young
children demonstrate, and that these approaches can produce learning which is faster and
more thorough than traditional methods.
The next chapter will consider ways in which students are being asked to work by the
authors of some text books which are currently used in many UK schools. In particular, i
will look at what powers are being called upon to work at some of the mathematics
presented in the books.
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7 Analysis of some text books in terms of the use of children's
powers
7.1 Introduction
Holt commented:

In short, children have a style of learning that fits their condition,
and which they use naturally and well until we train them out of it.
We like to say that we send children to school to teach them to
think. What we do, all too often, is to teach them to think badly,
to give up a natural and powerful way of thinking in favor of a
method that does not work well for them and that we rarely use
ourselves. (1991b, pvii)

The learning which students achieve in classrooms is not as impressive as the learning
they achieve as young children. Holt lays part of the blame on the way in which schools
ask students to think. Having identified powers which students use so productively in
their early learning, I now turn to some ways students are asked to work in mathematics
classrooms when lessons are based on some written materials.

I will look at someexamples from three text books. I select theseas an exercise to
consider how much the powers of children are called upon to be usedby studentsas they
engagein their mathematicswork. I have chosensome text books which are widely used
in schoolsin the UK at this moment in time. I have chosenpageswhich I consider to be
representativeof some ways in which mathematicsis presentedand, although there were
a number of possible pagesI could have chosen from each book, I do not wish to imply
that thesepagesare representativeof each book.

7.2 Somepagestaken from three text books
The first is taken from ST(P) Mathematics 3A (Rostock, et al (1985, p216-217)) (see
Figure 15).
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Figure 15: ST(P) Mathematics 3A, p216-217.
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The section begins by asking a student to remember how algebraic expressions with
An exercise is given for
single brackets, such as 'S(x+ 1)' and '4x(y+z)', are expanded.
them to practise this, as it is to be made use of in the following section. Thus, there
appears to be an assumption made that students need to be able to perform one piece of
mathematical content (multiplying out a single bracket) in order to progress onto the next
brackets,
piece of content (the product of two brackets). Concerning the product of two
The order is
students are given a list of instructions as to what to do and in which order.
emphasised by the inclusion of Always in the statement Always multiply the brackets
together in the following order. This order may be a convention but it is not offered as
such in passing but it is made an object of attention, thus asking the student to memorise
the order as well as the way of combining the two brackets. There is no encouragement
for students to explore possible orders of the multiplication, thus no creativity is being
asked for. An image is offered with lines drawn to connect the relevant terms to be
multiplied. Although I say multiplied, I note that there is no need for me to consider
multiplication in this case, since I could consider this to be a way in which letters are
placed next to each other. This image is offered as an aid to memory. The example
is
given in the box has some differences to the previous image in that a student asked to
view '2y' as one term and to consider 'x' multiplied with '2y' to be written as '2xy' and
not as ' x2y' . Also '2y' multiplied with '2y' has been written as ' 4y2' and not as ' 2y2y' .
Students are asked to do the same as they have been told in the text and are given an
exercise of examples to repeat the process. For a student to be successful at this, they
will need to stress some things (such as the form of two brackets each consisting of two
terms) and ignore others (such as the fact that there needs to be those particular letters in
the expression). The practice which is offered appears to be at the same subordinate

level as the required learning of how to multiply two brackets together. Thus, there is no
attempt to drive such learning into becoming a functioning.
The next example is taken from NMP 2 Mathematics for SecondarySchools(Blackett, N
et al (1987, p36)) (see Figure 16).
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5 Angles
Take note-

A

B

Angles measuring
less than 90'

Angles measuring
between 90' and 180'

Angles measuring
between 180' and 360'

are called acute angles

arecalled obtuse angles

are called reflex angles.

ShapeA has 1 reflex angle and 3 acute angles.

Describe the angles of shapes B, C and D in the same way.

2

ýýýý
Draw a shape with

a) 4 angles. 3 of them acute and the other obtuse.
b) 5 angles.2 of them right. 2 acute and the other reflex.

36 8

Figure 16: NMP 2 Mathematicsfor SecondarySchools,p36.

The box asksstudentsto use memoryin order to know the meaningsof the words
'acute', 'obtuse' and 'reflex', as well as the words themselves.Some imagesare offered
in terms of two examplesfor eachof the words. Theseexamplesare of fixed, static
drawings and so to beenseenas examples,there will have to be certain things stressed
(for example their relationship to right anglesand straight lines) and other things ignored
(suchas the length of the lines). The definition of thesewords are given in terms of the
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angles 90°, 180° and 360°. These are given as numbers rather than as drawings. Thus, for
each of the drawings to be compared with these numbers of degrees, a student will have
to translate them from the numbers to mental pictures, or to translate the drawings into
numbers of degrees. The first question presented asks the students to practise this
knowledge. The challenge is at the same subordinate level as the original learning. The
second question asks the students to use their creativity to draw two shapes given the
constraints of the types of angles they are to include. In this case their original learning
is to be made use of in constructing these shapes. However, these tasks will only be at a
higher subordinate level if a student's main attention is with the creation of the shape
rather than the naming of the angles themselves. A task is only at a subordinate level
above some content, C, if someone's attention is taken away from C whilst C is still
subordinate to the new task. I suggest that the exploration offered in question 3 is of a
higher subordinate level to the naming of angles. However, with 35 situations to be
explored, students will be staying at the same subordinate level (albeit a higher
subordinate level to the naming of angles) for a long time. Consequently, further
progress does not appear to be expected.
The third example comes from SMP 11-16 Book R2 (see SMP (1986, p16)) (see Figure
17).
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4 Equationsand formulas(1)
A Inverse operations and balancing
'Add 3', 'subtract 5', 'multiply by 2', 'divide by 6' are all examples
of operations, or things we can do to numbers.

Eachof theseoperations hasan inverse or 'undoing' operation.
For example, to undo the effect of dividing by 6, we have to multiply by 6.
'Multiply by 6' is the inverseof 'divide by 6'.
We can show this in a diagram; z stands for any starting number.
Start with
xx

Divide by 6

Multiply
1111

The result is
again

by 6

We canwrite the samething in symbols:
6x6

is the same as x.

We shall needto useinverseoperations in this chapter, which is about
solving equations.
Here are some examplesof equations:

7x = 91

5p -2=

38

9 =1.7

In eachequation the letter stands for an unknown number.
Finding the value of the letter is called solving the equation.
The method used to solve equations is based on two important ideas:
inverse operations and balancing. Balancing means doing the same
thing to both sides of an equation, so that the two sides stay equal.

Worked example
(1) Solvethe equation 7x = 91.
The left-hand side meansthe sameas xx7.
To undo the effect of 'x 7' we divide by 7.
We do this to both sides, to balance the
equation.

7x=9I
lx =ql
17
x-

We cancheck the result fits the equation.
16

13

CSK ;W ktn x- 13,
7x=7x 13=91

Figure 17: SMP 11-16Book R2, p16.

In this page, a numberof words or phrasesare introduced: 'operations', 'inverse',
'equations', 'solving', and 'balancing'. A studentis told that eachof theseoperations
hasan inverse. Presumablya studentwould have to believe this as a fact and so this asks
the studentto use their memory.The examplesof operationsand of inversesare few and
consequentlythere is little information for a studentto abstract a sound understandingof
eachof thesewords. This is equally true of 'equation', where no definition is given and
there are only three examplesfrom which to abstract what is common to them. There
may be a numberof possiblecommon elements,such as they each have a letter, and so
there is no guaranteethat a studentwill form an understandingwhich will fit '3+2=5'
asbeing an equationas well. There is an assumptionthat eachof the equationsmay be
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interpreted as involving operations. For example, the equations given as examples do not
have a multiplication sign shown whereas a few lines above there is an expression with a
multiplication sign. Thus, without previous mathematical knowledge, a student might
have difficulty in progressing further.
Earlier, the notion of inverse was shown as a diagram and as an expression using
symbols. A student may be able to form an association between these so that with one
form might come another. However, no help is given to assist the establishment of that
association.
The student reading this page is told that the method to solve equations involves the
ideas of inverse operations and balancing. A student is not being asked to be creative to
develop ways in which an equation might be solved, instead they are being presented
with a process to remember. A student is also told that doing the same thing to both
sides of the equation means that the two sides remain equal. Once again, like most of
this page, a student is presented with a fact and so is in a position of using memory in
order to hold that information. They are presented with little other material to make use
of their other powers.

7.3 Conclusions
Most grown children no longer practice the powerful learning
skills they once utilized so well, the very skills that enable them to
be on top of things.

Gattegno(1986, p128)

The three selectionsfrom thesetext books are typical of much prepared work for
mathematicsclassrooms,and give the impression of studentsbeing asked to make
extensiveuseof their memory and to practise within the same subordinatelevel as that
of the mathematicalcontent they have been asked to remember. There is occasionally
reliance on previous mathematicalknowledge, without which continuation through the
pagesmight prove difficult for a student. Studentsare encouragedto follow instructions
of what to do and how to do it, thus creativity is rarely called upon. Their powers of
abstraction,extraction and associationare also rarely called upon, and when they are,
there is little material for the studentsto work on. Thus, I assumethat there is no
expectationfor thesepowers to be used since there is little material on the page to
stimulate their productive use. For this reason, I am little surprised by Gattegno's
observationquoted above. Dewey called for children's powers to be enhanced,not
ignored, by the subject matter:
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What is needed is not an inventory of personal motives which we
suppose children to have, but a consideration of their powers, their
tendencies in action, and the ways in which these can be carried
forward by a given subject-matter. (1975, p62)

Ways of presenting mathematics to students, such as are in these text books, do not
encourage or help those students to use the very powers which have proved so
productive to them in their early learning. Instead, there is a reliance on memory, which
I have already indicated is an expensive way to hold information in terms of personal
effort and time. Gattegno says that:

First, we need to stop detouring people and forcing on them the
wholly inadequate techniques of memorization and routine
employment. Second, we need to develop ways of working that
keep individuals in contact with their creative powers. In other
words, we need to create the educational methods that give
everyone the chance to extend freely the very successful
spontaneouslearning of early childhood. (1986, p128)

There needsto be a different balancein the powers studentsare askedto employ in their
learning. Gattegnosuggeststhat:
We cannot savetime by being instructed, but perhapswe can save
time by recognizing and utilizing more effectively the various roles
of the various powers of our self made evident in our various
learnings. (1973, p58)

Having recognised such powers in the last chapter, I will discuss the utilisation of those
powers in the coming chapters such that personal time can be saved in the learning
process. Effort needs to be saved as well since, even if the approaches offered from
these text books are successful in terms of students holding the required information, it
will have been with an unnecessary expenditure of personal effort due to it being
achieved through such great use of memorisation. It is also possible that the approach
will not be successful for a number of students since reliance on memory gives the
opportunity to forget.

Vygotsky talks of developmentalgrowth with regardto the zoneof proximal
development:
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What is the zone of proximal developmenttoday will be the actual
developmentallevel tomorrow - that is, what a child can do with
assistancetoday she will be able to do by herself tomorrow. (1978,
p87)

I propose a development of that theme by saying that what a student can do with
This transition requires the
conscious effort today, they can employ effortlessly tomorrow.
decisions to be made as to
student to develop meaning for this something, since there are
for this something to be employed. Also, there is a need to make
when it is appropriate
what was a conscious act into an automatic act. Brownell has used the phrase meaningful

habitation, which encompassestheseideas:
I have adopted the phrase "meaningful habitation. " "Habitation"
describesthe almost automatic way in which the required response
is invariably made; "meaningful" implies that the seemingly
simple behavior has a firm basis in understanding. The particular
word or phrase for this last step in meaningful learning is
unimportant; but the idea, and its difference from "memorization, "
are important. (1956, p133)

The difference between memorisation and meaningful habitation is significant on two
counts. Memorisation fails to assistsomething becoming automatic since that something
is being retained as a conscious activity when automatism requires the avoidanceof
consciousactivity. Secondly, memorisation treats something as if it was arbitrary and
hencedoesnot assistthe developmentof meaning. Thus, methods such as those used in
thesetext books fail to assistthe desired progressionof learning by focusing on the use
of memory. In the coming chapters I will show how the effective use of powers of
children and the employment of functionalisation and imagery can help develop
progressionin learning and meaningful habitation of skills.
Hughes finishes his book, Children and Number. Difficulties in Learning Mathematics,
by discussingthe difficulties for teachersto find sufficient time and resourcesto give
new and important ideasto children:
Clearly there is a challenge facing us. We have on our side,
however, a strength which is often underestimated: the immense
capacity of young children to grasp difficult ideas if they are
presentedin ways which interest them and make senseto them. It
is not always easy to design situations which meet these criteria
but, as I have tried to show in this book, the attempt to do so is
usually worthwhile. If we can redesign our educational
environments in the same way so that, instead of nullifying and
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ignoring young children's strengths, we are able to bring them into
play and build on them, then I am confident that we will be able to
meet the challenge currently facing us. (1990, p 184)

I suggest that such approaches as are offered by these texts books are nullifying and
ignoring young children's strengths namely the powers of children, of which they made
before
such good use
entering a classroom. In the next three chapters I will outline a set
of principles which can guide a teacher to work with students such that the learning
environment can bring into play and build on the strengths they had as young children
and not put such emphasis on the use of memory. Hughes calls for the need to change
educational environments but does not detail how this can be done. I will add more
substanceand detail to this aim by producing principles by which a teacher can assist
students to make greater use of their powers.

7.4 Backwards and forwards
I have analysed some pages of three text books in terms of the powers of children which
are called upon. I have found that few powers are called upon and that there is an
emphasis on the use of memory, along with repeated practice at the same subordinate
level, as a way of holding the information contained on the page. These are, of course,
only three text books of the many which are available. Furthermore, I have taken only
one page from each of the texts. There are many text books and other pages I could have
used as examples. However, I decided that to do more than this was not necessary since
this is not a thesis primarily concerned with the analysis of current text books in the UK,
but rather with the powers of children and the way students are asked to hold
information. Consequently, the purpose of this chapter has been to demonstrate that there
is room to improve and extend the ways powers of children are called upon in
mathematics lessons, and that other ways of working are required to adjust an over

relianceon memory.
In the following three chaptersI will develop a theory of how imagery and
functionalisationcan be usedin learning and teaching mathematics,and how an
environment can be createdwhich enablesstudentsto make extendeduseof their powers
asthey learn mathematicsin terms of awarenessesrather than facts to be memorised.As
I progressthrough the chaptersI will develop principles which assistthe above, which I
call the principles of economy. To do this, I describe three areasof practice, one in each
chapter, which are examplescontaining many of the principles of economy. I wish to
stressat this point that I have deliberately kept the examplesof practice to a number
which is small but still sufficient to demonstratethe principles involved. Thus, these
three are representativeof a numberof other examplesof practice which I could have
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included. The only reason I have not included more is that they would not add further to
the development of the theory and thus would unnecessarily lengthen the thesis.
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8 Towards economy: practice and theory 1

8.1 Introduction
For me, the development of theory has gone alongside the development of my practice as
during a
a teacher. At times, I have found myself doing something, in the moment
lesson, which appeared to be particularly productive in terms of helping a student learn.
My action was not one I had considered beforehand. On reflection I have sometimes
been able to interpret what happened in a way which has informed my theory. At other
times, I have used theory to plan considered actions in the classroom. This interrelationship between myself as a practitioner and as a theorist has been important to me
as each has informed the other. In this chapter, I attempt to demonstrate this by, firstly,
describing a way in which I have developed a particular well known image so as to use
children's powers; and, secondly, to continue with the development of my theory
heading towards some general principles of economy. Several of the summary statements
from chapters 3,4 and 5 will feed into this chapter and, when reference is made to them,
the statements will appear as footnotes with an indication of which section they came
from.

This pattern of practice and theory will continue over the next three chapters. The three
examplesof practice, one in eachchapter, are chosento illustrate both a developmentin
my practice as a teacher, and to give an example from which the theory can be
developedfurther. Only a few examples of practice are given since I believe that these
are sufficient to construct my theory which formulates principles of economy. Different
or more examplescould have been given but thesehave not beenincluded for the sake of
economy. Thus, eachexample of practice is given as an exemplar rather than a
particular. In this first example of practice, I follow on from the previous chapter by
contrasting how a text book presentsa well known geometric image with some ways I
have developedthe image to provide more opportunities for studentsto make extensive
use of their powers.
The theory is developed across the next three chapters and so the theory sections
can be
considered as a whole whilst each section will relate to the example of practice presented
in that chapter.
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8.2 Practice 1: Parallel lines

Figure 18: Drawing of two parallel lines and a transversalline.

In the early 1980's, I heard from Laurinda Brown about a starting point for a lesson.
This consisted of a drawing of two parallel lines with one transversal across them (see
Figure 18). She related to me that Dick Tahta had used this starting point with a class
and worked with the students where they were asked to justify statements they made
about this drawing. I heard that some of the students had, amongst many other things,
talked about one angle rotating on top of another, or translating from one point to
another. This came at a time when I was beginning to become aware of my own imagery
and the fact that I could imagine movement within static drawings (see Hewitt (1986)).
The drawing itself is a standard one which is contained in several text hooks.
I began to consider what movements I would make to help me see connections between
angles in certain situations. I produced a short 8mm film containing a number of
movements of lines and angles, and during 1984,1 developed some of these movements
into a computer film (unpublished) with the help of a programmer attached to the
Resources for Learning Development Unit in Bristol. Here, I wish to concentrate on one
particular movement related to the drawing above.

Considerone of the parallel lines moving up and down but always remaining parallel to
its original position. Now imagine an angle indicated betweenthis line and the
transversalline. As the line moves, the angle goeswith it (seeFigure 19).

Figure 19: Drawings representing the movement of one of the parallel lines.
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At some time during this movement, the line becomes coincident with the second parallel
line.

When I have shown this movement to students,it has been as part of the above film (or
Thus,
computer program) which involves many different movementsand situations.
from
when studentstalked about what they saw in the film, they were extracting parts
the complexity with which they were presented.The fact that a part has beenextracted
meansthat it is positioned within a situation which extendsbeyond the particularity of
that part. This gives the possibility for that student to be aware of a more general
situation whilst considering the particular. Compare this with Figure 20 showing a page
from ST(P) Mathematics3A (Rostock, et al (1985, p44)):

3CONGRUENT
TRIANGLES
THE BASIC FACTS
These facts were introduced in Book 1:
X;
ýý

angles on a straight line add up to 180°;

angles at a point add up to 3601;

vertically opposite angles are equal.

When a transversalcuts a pair of parallel lines, various angles are
formed and:

corresponding angles am equal;

alternate angles are equal;

interior angles add up to I80'.

44

Figure 20: ST(P) Mathematics 3A, p44.
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Here, a student is presented with a particular drawing and a general statement. In order
to relate the two, the student has to consider what is the generality of the drawing. The
fact that they have not extracted this drawing from a dynamic situation, where the
movement offers the generality, a student is stuck with needing to generalise from the
particular. Even if a student is successful with this, Mason (1993a, p3) points out that
the generalisation they consider may not be the generalisation the teacher, or author of
the text book, intended.
Students use their sense of truth within the mathematical essenceof same/difkrent in
order to state assuredly that the angle remains constant whilst the line moves in the film,
and from the different positions of the moving line, use abstraction to state that the
certain angles are equal. I have found that students make these statements with ease and
certainty when presented with the film21 . In this way a geometric property becomes
known because students use images where they establish the property for themselves.
Thus, there is less reliance on the need for this property to be remembered. If it is
forgotten, the images can be recalled and worked on anew. In this way knowledge is
generated rather than memorised22. In contrast, the text book presents the general
statement as if it is something to memorise rather than a mathematical awareness.

An additional considerationis that the film presentsthe moving dynamicsof a
mathematical situation through the same sense as that which a student uses in
manipulating their own visual images. Thus, there is no requirement for a student to
translate from one sense to another. Again, this contrasts with the statement in the text
book Whena transversal cuts a pair of parallel lines which requires the reader to
translate the written words into what they mean in terms of the picture presented. The
film offers no need for translation.

8.3 Theory (1)
The ability to work with images enables a learner to explore a situation by observing the
consequencesof certain freedoms and constraints. In the case of the parallel lines above,
the freedoms include the movement of lines, the constraints include keeping a line
parallel to its original position. By exploring the freedoms within the constraints through
movement, a learner can see a continuum of particular caseswhich gives a sense of the
generality of those particular freedoms and constraints. Consequently, one drawing can
be viewed as a frozen frame from the movement encapsulating the generality and as such
a particular drawing becomes an exemplar of the generality. It is important to have the
21 {Movement

allows all possibilities to be considered and properties noted which might otherwise be difficult within a few
particular examples} - 4.2.2; {The given examples can be positioned within the noted properties} - 4.2.2
22 (Generate knowledge
rather than memorise it} - 4.2.3
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different
generality first since a different set of freedoms and constraints will produce a
generality. For example, a new set of freedoms and constraints may allow the
'transversal' to be the are of a circle of any radius and of any centre. In which case
Figure 18 is a case where the circle has infinite radius. With this new sense of generality
(which I suggest the reader gains from exploring their own image for a while), the angles
be the same, in
where the circular arc crosses the two parallel lines will not necessarily
fact the arc may not even cross one or even both of the lines. Thus, awarenesses can
freedoms and
only be gained within a particular sense of generality and each set of
images
constraints produce their own particular generality. Movement and the use of
be
allows the particular generality to be construed which means that awarenesses will
imagery along with an
placed within the context of an agreed generality. The use of
understanding of a particular generality means that a learner can generate movements and
look at them afresh rather than having to memorise a particular drawing. Other
in
generalities can be explored through what if.. exercises where the learner can be
control of defining their own set of freedoms and constraints.
PRINCIPLEOF ECONOMY: use imagery and movement so that a warenessescan be gained
within a context ofgenerality.

The careful construction of a dynamic, moving image can lead to asking studentsto use
their powers and mathematicalessencesto becomeaware of mathematicalcontent, and
to seeit, not as a mathematical fact to be memorised, but as an awarenessof something
which can be noticed within the context of generality which they are capable of
generatingthemselves.In order to have the opportunity to gain an awareness,there
needsto be sufficient material available for the learner to use their powers of extraction,
abstractionand association.The dynamic movement of an image can offer such
quantities of material, or a static image may also hold sufficient complexity for
children's powers to be called upon. Learners are used to dealing with a complex
environment in many aspectsof their life. Examples include growing up surroundedby
people using soundas part of an, as yet unknown, language; playing computer games;
and learning to drive. Wheeler pointed out that all of the skills we have learned involved
meetingcomplexity at the outset, and said that when we want to teach a child a skill, we
must offer enoughof the complexity to werk on from the beginning; (1970, p28). Yet
complexity is often avoided in classroomswith this resulting in studentsnot being
encouragedto use their powers.
For example, explanationsare offered, or statementsmade, rather than studentsbeing
encouragedto use their power to abstract meaning. The properties listed in the text book
can all be abstractedfrom awarenessesgained from observing the film or computer
program mentioned in the last section. The text book gives separatedrawings for each
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property, thus the properties are presented in isolation rather than coming from a whole,
such as a film, where each property can be extracted if required. Working with the
whole and extracting whenever there is a desire to attend to a particular aspect, means
that the properties remain linked and connected with each other. The desire to itemise
and reduce the mathematics curriculum to 'manageable' units, denies students the
opportunity to use their powers, the very things they have used to gain such impressive
learning throughout their life.
PRINCIPLE OF ECONOMY: offer sufficient complexity for learners to have the material
necessary to make use of their powers.

Towards the end of section 8.2,1 made use of the word translation. I do so in a way
which is similar to Janvier who states:

By a translation process, we mean the psychological processes
involved in going from one mode of representation to another, for
example, from an equation to a graph. (1987, p27)

However, I add the possibility of moving from one sense to another, such as the
processesinvolved to change an instruction or example received through one sense, into
meaningful physical or mental action in a different sense. Lesh uses translation in a
similar way to Janvier whilst also considering possible changes in senses:

has difficulty translating from real situations to
... a child who
written symbols may find it helpful to begin by translating from
real situations to spoken words and then translate from spoken
words to written symbols; (1987, p36)

However, I will also considerthe possibility of the mode of representationremaining the
same,as with the physical act of playing a particular shot in squash23
- the learner is
attemptingto repeatthe samephysical action. However, the visual impact of watching a
demonstrationor hearing instructionshave to be changedinto appropriatetiming and
activation of muscles.Thus, I would describe sucha demonstrationor instruction as
requiring a translation from the visual senseto the kinestheticdomain of activating
muscles,even though the samemodeof representationis involved.

23 {Redace the

need for a learner to traoalate from one medium to another) - 3.2.4
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An example, of the need to translate within mathematics, is of a teacher who tells a
student that a square is a four sided plane shape which has all its sides and angles equal.
A student would have to translate the words they heard into some personal image of a
shape which conforms to such criteria. Here the translation is from the hearing of
someone else's words to the creation of a personal picture. In this case, the
representation has changed from words to a mental picture as well as from the sense of
hearing to that of seeing. Bruner gives an example from his experience where some
children were unable to make the translation from the sense of hearing to the activation
of muscles. In this case, as what often happens in a classroom, the teacher repeats what
they said, only louder! There can be a lack of appreciation that the job of translating is

not a trivial one:
I heard a sailing instructor a few years ago engage with two
children in a shouting match about "getting the Tuff out of the
main"; the children understoodevery single word, but the sentence
made no contact with their muscles. It was a shocking
performance,like so much that goes on in school. (1966, pl0).

These examples, along with Janvier's, demonstrate my usage of translation as involving
either going from one mode of representation to another, or going from one sense to
another, or both.
This notion of translation is linked to the dynamics of the Neutral Zone24. Anything a
teacher does or says25, does not go straight into a student's understanding, it becomes
material26 for which a student will have actively to develop meaning in order to have an
understanding of what is being asked of them. Even if this is achieved, the student will
have to work on translating that into their own thoughts or actions.
PRINCIPLE OF ECONOMY: reduce the need for translation.

If a teacherwants to help a student to do something of which they have no knowledge at
present, one way is to tell them through explanation or demonstration which leads to the
needfor translation as mentioned above. An alternative is to work with what a student
can do27and help them move towards a desired goal by attempting to focus their
attention on certain aspectsof what they can do and not on other aspectsof what they

24 {Neutral Zone} 4.2.5
25 {Offerings}
- 4.2.5
26 {Material}
- 4.2.5
27 {Pay
attention to what you can do rather than what you cannot do) - 3.2.4
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can does.A teacher can act as an editor and/or amplifier of certain aspects of what the
student can do29and, because the teacher is working with what the student does, this
reduces the amount of translation the student needs to do. In this way a teacher can
attempt to help a student become aware of certain aspectsof what they can already do.
A teacher can ask a group of students to share some of the images they recall from
seeing a film such as the one I described concerning parallel lines. What the students
share are their own images, which may or may not be similar to sequencesin the film,
and these constitute the material with which the teacher has to work. The teacher does
not work on the film images but works on the students' images. Once shown, the film
has performed its function of stimulating the students to have mathematical images
which can then be worked on. When a student does share their image either in terms of a
verbal statement or a drawing, then they are revealing some awarenessesthey have.
After all, they cannot state what they are not aware of. Thus, it is these awarenessesa
teacher can work with, and with pedagogic skills, the teacher can work with the
awarenesses, which are contained within the offerings given, to help students gain new
awarenesses.

I recall a colleague, Adrian Underhill, sayingat a meetingin Bristol in 1983, something
similar to My task as a teacheris to attend to the learner. Thelearner's task is to attend
to the mathematics.This relatesto Dewey who said:
The problem of the pupils is found in subject matter, the problem
of teachers is what the minds of pupils are doing with this subject
matter. (1933, p275)

Also, Wheeler said:

He [the teacher] must use every means he can find to focus the
attention of the children on the problem, and this means that he
must efface himself from their attention. On the other hand, the
children will be at the centre of his attention becausehe must study
them to know how to help them keep to their task. (1970, p27)

PRINCIPLEOF ECONOMY:use pedagogical awarenesses to work with the learner's
matherm tica 1a warenesses.

28 {Affecting
attention is possible} - 4.2.6
29 {Teacher
as amplifier} - 4.2.8; {Teacher as editor) - 4.2.8
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In order to work in this way, a teacher needs to pay attention to the awarenesses and
abilities students demonstrate at that moment in time. Since the teacher is working with
have to
what the students are doing or saying, they will not know what material they
work with unless they pay attention to the students30. There is an immediate problem
here for the writers of text books since they will not know in advance what a particular
set of students may be saying or doing. The medium of the written page cannot respond
to the thoughts and actions of the reader. Thus, written material is of limited value.
One role written material can play is as an initiator of an activity or conversation. Even
then there may be the question what level do I pitch it at? What abilities can someone
assume students have? One set of abilities are the powers of children which students still
possess. Another set of abilities are children's awareness of mathematical essences which
they have come to know through their everyday learning. Whether particular
mathematical content can be assumed is another matter. The possibility of students being
unable to engage, because they have forgotten some mathematical content, can he
avoided by approaching the desired mathematical content through evoking children's
powers and relating to mathematical essences31. The use of film offers the possibility for
students to gain an awareness about corresponding and alternate angles directly from
working on the film without the need for knowing about previous mathematical
knowledge such as the number of degrees in a triangle or a straight line, or having to be
able to measure accurately using a protractor. Thus, the film offers a direct entry to
angle properties, and it is a pedagogic awareness that leads to the consideration of using
a film. I wish to contrast this with an awareness of other mathematical content which can
form the foundation for learning these angle properties (such as number of degrees in a
straight line,... ). This latter approach I refer to as approaching teaching as a
mathematician since reference is constantly being made to other items of mathematics
which will need to be known in order to learn new mathematical content. Approaching
mathematical content as a pedagogue can mean avoiding the need to remember previous
mathematical knowledge and offering a direct entry to the desired mathematics using the
powers of children and mathematical essences32
.

In a recently published text book, Mathematics Leve18 (Holderness (1992, p14)), ratio
is approachedfollowing a section on fractions (see Figure 21):

30 {A teacher is in
a position to make pedapo is decisions when they become aware of what their student is aware of} 5.2.2
-.
31 {Approach mathematics through powers
used in early learning rather than previous mathematical content} 3.2.5
32 {Questioning
my understanding of an area of mathematics as a pedagogue and not as a mathematician} 4.2.9; {What are
the pedagogical roots of a piece of mathematics? } - 4.2.9
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14

FRACTIONS AND RATIOS

A ratio is a way of comparing the sizes of two quantities
egA
quantity divided in the ratio 23
(read as 2 to 3)
means that the 1st share is of the 2nd share,
and the 2nd share is times the 1st share
Ratios have no units. they are just numbers

Examples
I

Express the amounts of Cl 40.60p
First express them as a fraction

as a ratio in its simplest form

and then write that fraction

as a ratio

7

Ei 40

140p

60p

60p

__ 60

3

The ratio is 73

3

2

Express 30 cm. 1
2.5 m as a ratio in its simplest form.
.5m,
Since there are 3 quantities we cannot write them as a fraction
30 cm ;15m2.5
30 150 250 =3
1525
m=

3

Divide 60 kg in the ratio 23
First divide 60kg into 5 equal parts (since 2+3=
60 kg -5=
12 kg
The 1st share is 2x 12 kg = 24 kg
The 2nd share is 3x 12 kg = 36 kg

4

Increase 2.5 m in the ratio 11

10

The new amount is ;ö of 25m=x

5

5)

250cm = 275 cm = 2.75 m

Decrease 36 kg in the ratio 49
The new amount is 3 of 3.6 kg =

4

04
x, 3.61cg =16

kg

Figure 21: MathematicsLevel 8, p14

Ratio is explained by using the mathematical content previously mentioned in the earlier
pages of the book. Thus, for a student to be successful at ratio on this page, they would
have to remember the previous work on fractions. This I describe as approaching the
mathematical content of ratio as a mathematician, in the sense that it is based on the idea

of mathematicalcontent being built up from previous mathematicalcontent.
In contrast, I developed the following activity (see Hewitt, et al (1987b)) which
approaches ratio requiring minimal previous mathematical knowledge but which calls
upon the mathematical essencesof order, inverse and same/difference. I attempted to
approach the teaching of ratio by creating an activity which gives direct access to
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operational activity in the area of ratio without the need for students to remember
previously encountered mathematical content. Thus, I approached this task as a
pedagogue. This fictitious account of a lesson is based on my experience of giving
several similar lessons to students of different ages and is included for the reader to
contrast the approach to ratio with that given in the text book above.

I begin by asking for someoneto help. Howard offers. I ask him what table he is
really good at and he replies the 5 times table.
DH:

Let us practise: 3.

Howard: I don't understand.What am I meant to do?
DH:

You said you were good at the 5 times table. So let's practise it. I'm
saying 3.

Howard:

15. (Said with some uncertainty)

DH:

8.

Howard: 40. (More confident)
DH:

5.

Howard: 25.

This continues for some time. I ask the whole class what is happeninggoing from
me to Howard. They reply times 5.
Now let us try it the other way round. You start (speaking to Howard).
Howard: 7.
DH:

DH:

Ow! Now you have made it difficult for me. Say a number that makes
it easy.

Howard looks confused. Others in the class help by telling him he has to say
somethingin the 5 times table.

Howard: 20.
DH:

4. And another.

Howard: 45.
DH:

9. Is this right? (To the whole class.)

This continues for a while. I then ask what is happening
going back from Howard
They
dividing
by 5.
to me.
reply
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DH:
Class:
DH:
Class:

What happenedfrom me to Howard?
Times 5.
What happenedfrom Howard to me?
Divide by 5.

I then ask for someone else to help me. John volunteers and says he's good at the
7 times table.

John:

Right. Let us practice this: 8.
56.

DH:

2.

John:

14.

DH:

1.

John:

7.

DH:

I ask the class if this is right and what is happening going from me to John. They
reply times 7. We then practice coming back from John to me and the class tell
me that it is dividing by 7.

Now the work really begins, we start by carrying on a bit longer:
John:
DH:

70.
10.

John:

49.

DH:
7. (Now I turn and look expectantlyat Howard.)
Howard: (Pause)...What? (He has a slightly confusedlook. )
DH:
I said 7.
Howard: Oh, 35.
I look expectantlyat John.
John:

63.

DH:

9. (Looking at Howard)
Howard: 45.

booking again at John.
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John:

14.

DH:

2.

Howard:

10.

John:

21.11

DH:

3.

Howard:

15.

write '21' on the board)
[I complete on the board '21: 15'1

This continues with the notation going on the board as they say their numbers,
then...

John:
DH:

42.

DH:

What is Howard going to say?
30' is written on the board l
30.1'42:

Class:

(To the whole class) Don't say anything but do you know what I will
say?

I can now withdraw from the central role I played although the class will still
make reference to the number I would say. They can make the journey from
Howard to John or John to Howard by maintaining the image of going through
me. My freedom allows me to watch individuals closely and work on those that
may not look comfortable or confident.
After a while I bring in a third person (usually someone who looks the least
confident, if they are willing). Kath chooses the 9 times table, and I work with
her in the same way I did with the others so that she is comfortable with
journeying from me to her and back again. Then on the board I write:

Howard

:

John

: Kath
9

-

45

57:

Kath starts:
Kath:

45.

--

I point to me but put a finger over my mouth so that everyone thinks
what I will
saybut does not say it. I point to John.
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John:

35.

:

35

45

35

: 45

I point back to me and then to Howard.
Howard: 25.

25

We continue playing, with different people starting and varying the order. More
people are brought in, different tables chosen. Calculators are given out so that
we are not restricted to easy numbers. Since the attention has always been on the
inherent algebra of the situation (i. e. the process), there is no difference whether
we start with 45 or 617.9074, we still do the same. Likewise we are no longer
restricted to whole number tables. Gradually less is said, the tables become less
connected to particular people and questions are asked through the notation
(which has been learned as a consequence of the activity). For example:

72:

3.6
23.7

: 5.13

:?

One power of this activity is that it is devoid of context. Because of this fact, I
can now put it in any context I wish:

Simplechangeof units including foreign currency:

Francs
9.77

?

: Pounds
1

17.50

Or, percentage:

Original amount
100%
312

Or, scales:
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V. A. T.
: 17.5%
?

Dollars
1.62

Map
1

: Real life
50 000

5.2cm :?

PRINCIPLEOF ECONOMY: view mathematical content through the eyes of a pedagogue
rather than a mathematician. This means considering mathematical content in terms of
children's powers, mathematical essences, and awarenesses.

With both of the two situations described above, the film concerning parallel lines, and
the ratio activity, students can come to know the desired mathematical content through
awarenessesfrom the situations rather than having to be told by a teacher. Thus, the
above principle involves creating an activity whereby the content can be obtained
directly from awarenessesobtained from engaging in the activity with little or no
reliance on previously encountered mathematical content. Mathematical essences can be
called upon since students have experiences of these within their daily lives. In this way,
mathematical content can be approached in a number of possible orders since each item
of mathematical content on a syllabus need require little or no previous mathematical
content"
PRINCIPLEOF ECONOMY: reduce the need for a learner to remember previously
encountered mathematical content.

8.4 Backwards and forwards
In this chapter i took a well known image and consideredhow the use of that image
could be developedso as to make use of children's powers.
In the next chapter, I take another well known idea but describe in detail the way in
which I have developed a precise and calculated way of working with students which not
only makes use of the powers of children but also drives some of the students' learning
into functionalisation.

33 {Mathematical
sophistication does not imply learning difficulty}
- 3.2.5. {Without attention to the powers of children, we
way be seduced into basing the order, approach and progression of out teaching on mathematical
sophistication} 3.2.5
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9 Towards economy: practice and theory 2

9.1 Introduction
This activity is based on a well known and used idea. However, I have adapted and
developed the idea, in terms of the way I work with students, as a consequence of my
theoretical considerations on the principles of economy. This way of working uses many
last chapter and also develops strategies to drive some
of the principles mentioned in the
functionings. Parts of a lesson are described in
of the learning students do into becoming
detail and analysed in terms of children's powers called upon and the way in which I
in which I work in this
work towards functionalisation. The precise and calculated way
lesson is the result of many lessons of using this idea with many students of different

agesand abilities.
As with the previous chapter, this particular lesson is used as an exemplar in order to
demonstrate some of the principles of economy in a practical classroom activity, and also
is a
as a vehicle to develop my theory further. Thus, section 9.3, Theory (2),
continuation of the development of my theory from the last chapter, as well as analysing
3,4
aspects of this particular lesson. Several of the summary statements from chapters
and 5 will feed into this chapter and, when reference is made to them, the statements will
from.
appear as footnotes with an indication of which section they came

9.2 Practice 2: Think of a number
Somethingis done to an unknown number and the result is stated. The task for the
studentsis for them to find the original number. I began considering the potential of this
activity after hearing Gattegno (at a seminar in London, 1982) say that he would expect
studentsto be able to articulate how they arrived at finding the original number if the
casepresentedwas arithmetically accessibleand involved about two operations (see Fyfe
(1957) for someoneelse who has been influenced by Gattegno with regard to this
activity). I tried this out on a number of classesand found this to be true. Since then I
have beendeveloping and refining ways in which I can make use of this fact to help
studentsdevelop algebraic awarenessesand gain confidence with formal notation in as
little time as possible. The following quotesare taken from a lessonin 1990 with a
middle set year 9 (13-14 year olds), sectionsof the lesson form part of the Open
University video Working mathematically on symbols in key stage 3 (OU (1991)).
During the lesson, I tried to draw attention to the processesinvolved in finding the
unknown number.
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I'm thinking of another number. OK? I add three, then I times by two, and
I get 14... Think of a number, I add three, I times by two. and get 14...

I

DH:

2

Naome?
Naome: Four. (DH looks at several individuals and each says four)
DH:
I think ofa number... (hand placed by ear).

3

4
5

Class:

Four.
1add three...

6

DH:
Class:

Seven.

7

DH:

Times by tyro...

8
9

Class:
DH:

14.
So doesit work? (straight face).

10

Class:

Yes.

11

DH:

Wonderful. But how can you get my number from what I said, because I

12

Sam:

said... what did I say?... I said... add three, times by taro, and get 14.
How can you find out my number from what I just said? Sam?
You divide 14 by two and take three from the end.

13

DH:

Say it just once more.

14

Sam:

15

DH:

You divide 14 by two and you take three off the numberyou get when
you've done that.
OK. We'11do that. Say it again.

16

Sam:

You divide 14 by two...

17

DH:

18
19

Class:
Sam:

20

DH:

(Clicks fingers) Which is? (to class)
Seven. (DH points to Sam)
And you take three off that.
Which is?

21

Class:

Four.

22

DH:

Does that work?

23
24

Class:

25

Yes.
OK. Right. And what did I say? Whatdid I end up sayingagain? I said
DH:
I'm thinking ofa number and... Go on Shona.
Shona: Times by two.

26

DH:

27

Shona: Add three, times two... equals 14.

28

DH:

29
30

Naome: 14 divided by two, take three.
DH:
And what did I say?

31

Shona:

32

Naome)
Naome: 14 take... divide by two and then take three.

Sayit again.
And what are you going to do to find out my number?

Think of a number, add three, times by two, equals 14. (DH points to
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Think of a number, add three, times by 2, equals 14.

33

Shona:

34

Naome: 14...

35

DH:

36
37

Shona: Think of a number, add three, times two, equals 14.
Naome: 14 divided by two, take three, is four.

38

DH:

Now, whilst this is going on. I'm going to ask the rest ot'you to tell me
what is different about what I said and what you did to werk it out. OK?

Ah. Shh! Don't give away the answer. Hang on. Right. What's different?
Say it again (to Shona). Sorry you're going to get really bored by this.
Right, go on.

39

Shona: Think of a number, add three, times by two, equals 14.

40

Naome: 14 divided by two, take three.

41
42

Think of a number, add three, times by two, equals 14.
Naome: 14 divided by two, take three.

43

DH:

44

Ben:

Go on Ben.
Four.

45

DH:

Sorry?

46

Ben:

Four.

47

DH:

Right, the number's four. OK. What is different about what I said and

Shona:

what Naomeis saying about how to work it out?
48

Ben:

49

DH:

Turning it around the other way.
Turning what around?

50

Ben:

The numbers.

51

DH:

OK. Can you just say the numbers?Shona.

52

Shona:

53

DH:

Think of a number, add three.
Right, just the numbers.

54
55

Shona: Three... two... 14.
Naome: 14... two... three.

56

DH:

57

Shona: Think of a number, add three, times two, equals 14.
Naome: 14 divided by two, take three.

58

So that's right is it? OK. Right. Is that right? Uha. And what else is
different? The whole lot again (to Shona).

59
60

DH:

What else is different? What else is different? Jo.

Jo:

61

DH:

Insteadof... you got divided and take away insteadof add and times.
Right, so can you just say the... which one did Shonasay?

62

Jo:

63

DH:

64
65

Shona: Add three.
DH:
Just say the three bit (to Naome).
Naome: Take three.
Jo:
So it is the opposite.

66
67
68

DH:

Add three, times two.
OK. Sojust say the three bit.

Uha. And what other number... say the other (to Shona).
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69
70

Shona: Times two.
Naome: Divide by two.

71

Jo:

It's the opposite again.

Before considering some of the detail, there are some general observations I wish to
make. The questions I asked focused attention on the processesinvolved in finding my
number. By asking such questions I wanted to affect the students so that their attention
would become focussed on things which were significant to these processes. Throughout
the lesson, my questions generated responses from the students and it was these
responses, or offerings, I worked with. The offerings also became the material which
others in the class could work with34. Each offering gave me some indication of what
that individual was aware of, and this informed decisions I made as to what I might or
might not do next35. It also meant that I was working with their awarenessesby using
my own awarenesses36.
Here, I begin by presenting the problem and attention is on the answer (line 2). 1 check
this answer out with the class (lines 3-10). Then I shift attention from performing the
arithmetic to the operations themselves (line 11). Here, I appeal to someone's notion of
inverse. I have an expectation that someone in the class will be able to articulate the
inverse operations, as Gattegno had suggestedand as my experience has borne out. This
articulation (line 12) concerns the particular situation I presented. The fact that Sam
could do this successfully does not mean that she is aware of what she has done37and can
use those generalisations in more complex situations. Thus, my task is to help students
reflect on that doing to develop new awarenesseswhich can be applied to more complex
situations3s.

A checkingprocessis gone through (lines 15-23) again which gives an opportunity for
other studentsin the class to be sure that this processdoes successfullyarrive at my
'unknown' answer(which is now known to be four).
I set up Naome and Shona to repeat the process I said when presenting the problem and
the process Sam did in getting to the unknown number. This provides material for the
class to work on when engaging in the task I set in line 35. This task requires students to
use their notion of difference with this material and to do this they will need to extract

parts of what Naome and Shonaare sayingand comparethem.

34 {Offerings} 4.2.5; {Material}
- 4.2.5
35 (A teacher is in
a position to make pedagogic decisionswhen they become aware of what their student is aware of} - 5.2.2
36 {Wortring
with awareness) - 5.2.2
37 (Our knowledge
consists of more than that which we might be able to articulate) - 3.2.4
38 (Successfbily do, followed
by reflecting on that doing) - 3.2.4
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Ben articulates an awareness that the numbers are turned around (lines 48 and 50). This
indicates a difference and also indicates a samenesssince Ben refers to 'the' numbers, the
same numbers.
I used the material Naome and Shona provided by acting as an editor39 in order to shift
attention onto what Ben had just talked about (lines 51-53). I used the technique again in
lines 63,65 and 68 to place attention on Jo's awareness of the operations changing.
Ben's awareness is concerned with order and Jo's is concerned with inverse operations.
Thus, they are working with mathematical essences.
I continued the lesson by making use of Jo's awareness by applying it to other particular
numbers. In this way I am amplifying the attention that has been placed in the changing
of the operations4° . This amplification of attention in the operations has the consequence
of keeping attention away from the number involved.

72.

DH:

So, ifI do times two, you're going to... ?

73. Jo:

Divide by two.

74.

IfI

DH:

were to add seven, you are going to? (to class) I'm going to add

seven. Whatare you going to do?
Take seven.
If l add 49?

75. Girl3:
76. DH:
77. Boy2:

Take 49.

78.

If I add 73?

DH:

79. Girl4:

Take 73.

80. DH:
81. Girl5:

If I add59.2?
Take59.2.

82.

DH:

If 1add 73.9?
83. Several: Take 73.9.

84. DH:
85. Class:

If I were to add 0.0000.3?
Take 0.00003.

86.

87. Class:

If I were to add S9million?
.
Take 59 million.

88. DH:

If I add 7.3.

89. Class:

Take 73.

90.

DH:
91. Class:

If I add 59.2?
.
Take 59.2.

92.

If I add beta?

DH:

DH:

39 (Teacher as editor) 4.2.8
40 {Teacher
as amplifier} - 4.2.8

93.

Class:

Take (away) beta.

94.

DH:

If I add gamma?

95.

Class:

96.

DH:

Take gamma.
If I times by 72?

97. Class:

Divide by 72.

98. DH:

If I timesby delta?
Divide by delta.

99. Class:

Attention was on what is different - the changing of the operations, and not on what
stays the same - the number. Thus, the number becamejust some word or words which
were repeated after the operation had been changed. This placement of attention meant
that I could say 'beta' or any other word and it would be repeated. The generalisation
which was established was that the number does not matter in terms of what you do. At
this stage I could get the students to 'do' the inverse correctly when Greek letters
appeared since their attention stayed with an awareness they had of the operations.
A few minutes later the lesson continued as below. During this part of the lesson the
following equation was gradually created on the blackboard:

6

142. DH:

[2(x+

3)-5+721
3

= 100

I'm thinking of a number. Oh dear, what am I going to do with this one?
Oh yes, I'm going to add three, times by two, take away five... divide by
three... add 72... Got a problem with this? Do you want me to write down
what I am doing?

143. Class:
144. DH:

Yes.
OK. So.... let me see... I am thinking of a number(writes 'x' on the
board)... I add three (writes ' +3')...

then I'm going to... multiply by
(writes brackets round the expression so far)... two (writes '2' in front of
the brackets)... then I am going to take away five (writes '-5')... then I am

going to divide by (writes a line underneath the expression so far)... three
(writes 'Y below the line)... then I'm going to... (makes a noise whilst
going along the division line from left to right, writes '+' following on
from the division line and makes a different double noise whilst the
addition sign is being written) add... 72 (writes '72' after the addition
sign)... then I'm going to multiply by (writes brackets round the
expression so far)... ummm... six (writes '6' in front of the brackets)...
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and I get (writes ' =' to the right of the expressionso far)... umm... 1(X)
(writes '100' to the right of the equals sign)... Soyou are going to?...
145. Shona:
146. Girl5:

Think of a number, add three, times by two, take...
Five.

147. Shona: ... five, divided by three, times six, add 72, equals 100.
I think I said add 72 and then times by six.
148. DH:
149. Shona:

Oh yeh... add 72, times by six, equals 100.

As the lessoncontinued, the following equation was gradually written on the board
below the original one:

3

1072

+5
-3=x

2

OK. So, how am I going to work out my number? Gemma.
151. Gemma: 100 divided by six.
(Writes '100') 100. (Points to '100' in the original equation)
152. DH:
150. DH:

153. Gemma: Divide by six.
154. DH:

Aha. And you're dividing by six because... (writes a line underneath the
'100' and then '6' underneath that line)

155. Gemma: Because it was times six. So you... (unclear)... divide by six.
So that's that done. (Points to '6' in original equation)
156. DH:

157. Gemma: Yeh. Then take 72.
Aha. (Writes '-72' to the right of the division line) OK. And after that,
158. DH:
I've done that. (Covers '72' in original equation)
159. Gemma: Times three.
Because1...
160. DH:
161. Girl8:

Divided...

162. Gemma: Divided three...
So you're going to...
163. DH:
164. Gemma: ... so it's times three.
165. DH:
Timesby... (Writes brackets round the expression so far and writes '3' to
the left of the brackets) Right. (Covers '3' in the original equation) Weare
left with this. (Hugs '2(x + 3) 5' in the original equation)
166. Gemma: Divide it by two... oh no...
That's what I thought.
167. Girl9:

168. Gemma: Add five.
169. DH:
Go on.
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170. Gemma:Add five. Divide it by two.
171. DH:
172. Girl9:

Sorry... add... (Writes '+' to the right of the brackets)
Five.

173. Gemma: Five. (DH writes '5' to the right of the addition sign)
174. DH:
Right. So that's that done.

175. Gemma:Divide by two.
176. DH:
Aha. (Makes a noise whilst drawing a line underneaththe expressionso
far) Divide by two. (Writes '2' underneath the division line)
177. Gemma: Take three.

178. DH:

Right and... (Makes noisewhilst going along the division line from left to
right, and a different noisewhilst drawing '-') take...

179. Gemma:Three.
Three (Writes '3' to the right of the subtraction sign) And I end up with...
181. Girl 10: A number.
180. DH:

182. DH:
(writes ' =' to the right of the expressionso far) Whatdo I end up with?
183. Several: Four.
184. DH:

Gosh you worked that out carefully. I hadn't worked that out... Well I end
up with the number I was thinking of, whatever that is. And when I said

"I'm thinking of a number", what did I write down? WhenI first started
off saying "I'm thinking of a number", what did I write down?

185. Student2
: 'x.
186. DH:

.

Right. (Writes 'x' to the right of the equalssign) So 1 end up with
whateverthat numberis. (Bangson the 'x' in the equationjust written)
And we could work it out and find out what it is. Has anyonegot a

calculator?
187. Several: Yes
188. DH:

Doesanyoneneeda calculator?
189. Several: Yes.

By this stage,the task for many of the studentshad shifted to describehow to get my
number rather than attempting to statewhat the number was. For somestudentsthere
was still someattention on the latter (line 183). I help to shift their attention away from
this by choosing to ignore suchattempts(lines 184-186). The fact that the suggestionof
four was incorrect, and possibly a carry over from the previous activities, was not a
factor in my choice to ignore it. I would have ignored a correct answeras well.
In line 142 I begangiving a list of operationsI did to my number. In my mind, this
particular list of operationswas an exampleof a generalcase. I indicated this implicitly
by my comment Oh dear, what am I going to do with this one?and by the hesitationsI
madebetweensaying what I was doing to my number in line 144.1 was indicating that I
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in
was making this up as I was going on. This is such that there is a sense of the general
this particular example. The example is exemplary, or paradigmatic (Freudenthal
(1980)), containing a sense of the general, rather than a particular case. Freudenthai
(ibid, p198) criticised times when children where given ... a shower of exercises instead
of one that hits the mark. However, by gaining a sense of the arbitrariness of the
operations mentioned, the example in the above lesson contains a sense of the general
and so becomes paradigmatic. An additional point is that the availability of calculators
(lines 186-189) means that I do not have to be concerned with potentially 'difficult'
calculations even when the students turn their attention to carrying out the operations.
This allows me the freedom to make up operations and not have to be concerned whether
the students will have the ability to perform these calculations either mentally or with
paper and pencil.
The ability to describe the process was something which several members of the class
had shown confidence with. In line 142,1 deliberately gave a list of operations which
were too long for the class to remember (at the beginning of the lesson I had stated that
they wouldn't need to do any writing so they could pack things away). This created a
need to have a way of recording the list of operations. By not allowing them to write
anything, I provided the one record of what I said with the equation written on the
board. Thus, this formal notation became the only means they had to hold on to what
had been said. Vygotsky (1978, p38-39) identifies two types of memory. He calls
natural memory the retention of actual experiences, and mediated memory where there is
use of signs to assist remembering. The notation provided on the board acts as a
mediating agent for them to recall the operations and their order.
The task for the class remained the same - to say what they would do to get my number.
Although many people in the class knew what to do, they needed to be aware of what
had been said and in which order. Thus, they had to use the formal notation in order
successfully to carry out the task. The notation became subordinate to the task. The
attention remained with the task of saying what they would do in order to find my
number. Although the focus remained with the task, the focus went through the
subordinated notation on the way to the task. Thus, although there was attention on the
notation, that attention was still focussed on the task at a higher effectual level. There
were never questions of the sort what does that line mean? or why didn't you write the
multiplication sign? which would have indicated that the focus of the attention was on
the notation.

As the lessonprogressed,new tasks were set which still required the formal notation to
be subordinated.With the use of calculators, the studentscarried
out the calculations to
find out my number. This involved them interpreting the notation to know
what
had
be
done
to
in
Still
later
calculations
in the lesson, I stopped saying
and which order.
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what I was doing to my number and just wrote the notation on the hoard instead. As I
wrote, I asked them to say what I was doing to my number. At each stage the notation
was playing a subordinate role.
Introducing the notation as something which was subordinate to a task at a higher
effectual level, and which always remained so, meant that interpreting formal notation
was practised whilst attention was elsewhere on the main task41. This helped drive the
interpretation of formal notation into becoming a functioning. Thus, this was where the
learning for life was taking place. The really productive learning during this lesson was
concerned with formal notation, not the solving of linear equations. The solving of
equations was not being driven into functionalisation because it was not being made
subordinate to a task at a higher effectual level.
In 1985,1 taught a mixed ability year 8 (12-13 year olds) class. For about two weeks we
spent time working on solving linear equations. The first lesson had been similar to the
one detailed above. The next academic year, the year group were split into sets and one
boy, Paul, had gone into set three out of four and was being taught by another member
of the department. In the summer term of that year I met Paul when he had been sent out
of his class. He had no work to do so I asked him whether he had done any algebra this
year. He said that he hadn't. So I thought I would find out how many of the ideas from
the previous year had remained with him. I gave Paul the following information written
on a piece of paper, asked him to solve it for me, and left the room.

32

3x+6

6

+8=y

7

y=20.8

On returning I found that Paul had written:

7
73

13]
+6

2

-8=x

The following conversationtook place:

DH:

If 1 double and add one, what are you doing?

41 (Attention is
placed at a higher level to that which is to be learned} - 5.2.3
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Paul: Halving and taking one.

DH:

I've got a number. I times it by two, add one and get five. Do you know what my

Paul:

number is?
I take one and divide by two.

That's not what you said before.
Paul: Ah... I know...

DH:

Paul began writing again and I left the room. When I returned I found that Paul had now
written:

17y

t7

81
+ 6
32
-6
3=x

One year on from doing such work, Paul was having partial success at the perceived task
of solving the equation, but what he was quite confident with was interpreting and
writing what he wanted within formal notation.
The think ofa number lesson is not isolated. I develop the work to consider what might
happen if I had not started with 'x' in an equation such as:

3(x +54)-7+2=

14

but had started with '4', or '3', or '2', or '(x + 4)'. 1 consider equations which contain
a variety of letters, sometimes with no numbers at all. Another development involves
simultaneous equations, where there are two numbers I am thinking of and the students
are trying to find them out. The details of such a lesson are included in appendix 2, but
here I will only mention the fact that some of the students were trying to solve the
simultaneous equations algebraically. In doing so, there was sometimes the need to rearrange equations before they arrived at one which was in a form which they could
solve. Thus, they were having to subordinate the manipulation of the notation in order to
he in a position to carry out the desired task of finding my numbers. This subordination
drives the manipulation of equations into becoming a functioning, and the manipulation
of equations subordinates the reading and interpreting of the notation. Thus, the latter
becomes two subordinate levels away from the main focus
which helps drive that further
into functionalisation.
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A final comment about this lesson concerns the use of sound and movement. At times I
wished to draw attention to the fact that something has been written on the board in a
particular way. For example, in line 144,1 made one sound whilst I was going along a
division line from left to right, and another double sound as I wrote an addition sign at
the end of the line. The movement is to draw attention to the placing of the addition sign
and the use of sound is offering an aural image associated with this placement. Although
it did not happen in this lesson, there have been several lessons I have taken where some
students have ended up making equivalent noises as they write parts of an equation. The
recalling of the aural image can bring with it the association of the movement and
placement of symbols. I will develop this aspect further in chapter 10.

9.3 Theory (2)
Throughout this lesson, care was taken as to the placement of the students' attention.
This is not something which a teacher has control42, however, a teacher can attempt to
affect where the students place their attention by using techniques such as editing (lines
51-71) and amplifying (lines 72-99). Attention can also be affected by questioning. If
someone is attempting to answer a question, then their attention may become placed in
what they perceive as relevant to that question. Thus, the placement of the students'
attention can be affected by the choice of questions which are asked. For example by
asking the question how can you get my number from what I said... ?I encouraged
attention to be shifted away from finding my original number, and towards the
operations involved in getting to the number43. The placement of attention is crucial to
many of the principles of economy of learning and teaching mathematics44.

There were a numberof times during this part of the lessonwhen somethingnew was
being introduced to the students.The two occasionsI will consider hereare (a) the
introduction of 'beta' and (b) the introduction of formal written algebraicnotation. Both
of theseare arbitrary and so needto be given to studentsin someway45 When both of
.
thesewere introduced, I had attemptedto have the students'attention somewhereelse.
(a) With respect to 'beta', I was amplifying the awareness that the operation was
changing, and with attention on the operation that meant that attention was away from
the numbers themselves. The sense that the number stays the same and it is only the
operation which needs attention, means that any number-name could be said and they
would know what to do. Attention was taken away from the number-name to such an
42 {Affecting
43 {Affecting
44 {Where

atteutiou cannot be guaranteed} - 4.2.6
attention is possible} - 4.2.6

attention is placed is crucial to what learning may take place} - 4.2.7
45 {provide that
which is arbitrary} - 4.2.3
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extent that any word could be said, such as 'beta', and the students would have their
attention on the operation, change that, and repeat the word, 'beta', afterwards. Thus,
the introduction of the letter came after there had already been established an awareness
that the name stays the same, and this was partly achieved by shifting the students'
attention away from the number-names and onto the operations. In this way, there was
nothing special about 'beta', the generality had already been established and any word
could have been said at that time.
The build-up to this part of the lesson (lines 72-99) involved accepting 'correct' replies
from those that offered them, and gradually having more of the class feeling confident
that they could join in with replies which would be accepted. At this stage all that can be
established is that the vast majority of the class, if not all of them, could respond in a
way which was acceptable. I had taken their attention away from the number-names and
introduced 'beta' such that they were likely to respond 'correctly'. Thus, the aim for me
was to get the students to be able to respond 'correctly' when arbitrary numbers and
letters were involved. This is a process of enculturation, with students coming to know
what is accepted within their social environment. In this case I play a role of accepting
some things and ignoring others. Once students are responding 'correctly', there is the
possibility of them reflecting on what they are now able to do, and it is this reflection
which offers the opportunity for them to become aware of, for example, how letters may
be used, or how the mathematical essenceof inverse can be applied to arithmetic
operations. A new awareness can come from reflecting on what they can already do;
they cannot reflect on what they cannot do. Thus, there is a need to be able to do
something first in order to be in a position to reflect on it afterwards46. Whatever
understanding someone has may be in terms of knowing what needs to be done and how
to do it. Meaning and understanding can be developed through the process of reflection
on this doing. Dewey suggests that some understanding and meaning is required before
reflection, as an act of thinking, is possible:

We reflect in order that we may get hold of the full and adequate
significance of what happens. Nevertheless, something must be
already understood, the mind must be in possession of some
meaning that it has mastered, or else thinking is impossible.
(1933, p139)

I suggestthat I can know something in terms of the physical movementsit involves, or
the soundsrequired, and in this senseI have meaning for this something. However, I
may not be aware of how it relatesto other things, or why there are certain responses
from others when I do this something. However, I
am still in a position to reflect on
46 {Successfullydo, followedby

reflecting on that doing) - 3.2.4
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these experiences once I am able to do this something. Thus, I am in a position of being
able to develop meaning because my ability to do this something enables me to explore,
to generate experiences which can be reflected on.
(b) The second introduction of something new, which I mentioned, was formal notation.
This occurred first at lines 142-144. The notation was not introduced until the students
appeared to be confident with the process involved in solving such linear equations.
Thus, the students knew what to do once they were given a set of operations on the
original number. I kept the attention on the task of finding my number by the fact that
this followed on from similar activities and I asked such questions as So you are going
to? (line 144) and So, how am I going to work out my number? (line 150). By keeping
the attention on the task of finding my number, it was kept away from the notation itself.
Yet, the notation was required in order to carry out this task. The list of operations was
deliberately too long for anyone to be able to remember them, this forces47the students
to subordinate the notation in order to carry out the task of saying how they would find
my number. The notation was all that was available for them to know what the list of
operations had been. Thus, it might be seen as an apparent paradox that I am claiming to
keep the attention away from the notation whilst the notation needs to be attended to in
order for the main task to be completed. However, the apparent paradox disappears if
you consider attention to involve more than merely looking at something. The notation
needs to be looked at and studied sufficiently in order to gain the information required
for the main task. The attention remains with the main task and informs which aspect of
the notation is looked at and studied. In this way students look through (Mason (I 993b))
the notation to work on their main task. Dewey comments that

be answered,an ambiguity to be resolved, sets up
... a questionto
an end and holds the current of ideasto a definite channel... The
nature of the problem fixes the end of thought, and the end
controls the processof think ng. (1933, p15)

Attention on the task drives the reading and interpretation of the notation. Thus, the
successful reading and interpreting of the notation is assisted by the fact that the person's
attention is not focussed on the notation per se but is needing the notation for what they
are attending to48. Dewey gives an example of sensory development where attention is
best placed on tasks to subordinate the use of senses:

Sense perception does not occur for its own sake or for purposes
of training, but because it is an indispensable factor of success in
47 {Forcing

awareness} - 5.2.3
48 {Learning is
not always taking place where the observable attention is} - 3.2.3
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doing what one is trying to do. Although it is not designed for
sense-training, this method effects sense-training in the most
economical and thoroughgoing way. Various schemes have been
devised by teachers for cultivating sharp and prompt observation
of forms, as by writing words (even in an unknown language),
making arrangements of figures and geometrical forms, and having
pupils reproduce them after a momentary glance. Children often
attain great skill in quick seeing and full reproducing of even
But such methods,
complicated meaningless combinations.
however valuable as occasional games and diversions, compare
very unfavorably with the training of eye and hand that comes as
an incident of work with tools in wood or metals, or such activities
as gardening, cooking, or the care of animals. Training by isolated
exercises leaves no deposit, leads nowhere; (1933, p249-250)

The fact that something is being subordinated means that it is also being practised.
However, the practice is carried out whilst progress is being made. Thus the practice is
not practice per se but is more productive for two reasons. Firstly, progress is being
made at the same time and secondly, practice through progress will drive that which is
being practised into becoming a functioning.
PRINCIPLEOF ECONOMY:place attention in an activity which subordinates the desired
learning. This means that something is practised whilst progress is made at a higher
subordinate level (practice through progress).

A seriesof lessonscan develop a progression of subordinations such that something
which is introduced in one lessoncan become subordinatedto a task, then subordinated
to somethingwhich is itself subordinatedto another task,... Such a situation was
indicated in the simultaneousequation lesson mentioned in the last section, where the
reading and interpretation of notation is subordinatedto the manipulation of equations
which is subordinatedto the task of finding my original two numbers. This progression
of subordinationsdrives the reading and interpreting of notation into a functioning something which a learner knows so well that they hardly have to give it any conscious
thought.
PRINCIPLEOF ECONOMY: use successive levels of subordination to drive
function lisa tion.

When the formal notation is introduced to students, their interpretation
of the symbols
and positioning of the symbols will involve coming to know how the
operations are
represented. Additionally, for the task of finding my number, they
will have to be aware
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of the order of the operations as well. As I am speaking to the students, telling them
what I am doing to my original number, there is an inherent order which comes through
the fact that speech is said in time. Thus, one operation is said before another. However,
with an expression such as:

612(x+

3)-5+72]
3

= 100

all the symbols exist within our field of vision at the same time. So, there is a choice
about what we might attend to first. One possible order could come from our experience
of reading. So, for someone in the UK, they might place an order of left to right on the
expression. However, the order of the operations on my original number is not the order
of the symbols as read from left to right. Thus, students have the task of placing an order
on this expression as well as reading the operations themselves.
The fact that time places an inherent order on things can be made use of. In line 144,1
repeated the list of operations and wrote the expression on the board in the same order.
Thus, the expression was being written in the order of the operations and not from left to
right. This I will say more about in the next chapter with regard to the construction of
the computer program GRID Algebra (Hewitt (1992)). Another use of time within this
line is the fact that I wrote the symbols at the same time as they were being said. Thus,
what is already known (the words describing the operations) occurs at the same time as
what is new (the written notation on the board). The use of simultaneity in this way helps
establish an association between the two49. Thus, students are being asked to make use

of this power as part of the activity.
PRINCIPLEOF ECONOMY:use simultaneity to help establish desired associations.

9.4 Backwards and forwards
In this chapter I have described how a well known idea can be developed in the detail of
how a teacher works with the students during the activity. I have described how the way
of working with the students can not only ask them to make use of their powers but also
mathematical essencescan be called upon, in this case order, inverse, and
sameness/difference. I have considered the placement of attention and its role in helping
something to become introduced and used immediately, thus subordinating the new,
which in turn helps drive the learning of the new into becoming a functioning. Within

49 {Simultaneity}

- 5.2.1;

{Association}
- 5.2.1
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this scenario,somethingis learnedby firstly achieving the doing of it, followed by
reflection on that doing.
In the next section, I will describe a computer program which I developed to include,
within its structure, several of the principles of economy.
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10 Towards economy: practice and theory 3
10.1 Introduction
In the last two chapters a number of principles of economy have been developed and a
final part to my work in this study has been the practical application of writing a
computer program, GRID Algebra (Hewitt (1992)), which incorporates principles of
economy within its structure. In this section I will describe how several of the principles
have been incorporated. In particular I will relate aspects of the program to some of the
teaching techniques I discussed in the previous chapter regarding Think of a Number.
One challenge for me in developing the program was the fact that the program could be
used by anyone and so I had to try to incorporate as many of the principles of economy
as I could into the structure of the program so that these principles would still exist no
matter how the program was used. As with Think of a number, I decided to tackle the
area of algebra, with which I had observed students having difficulty and which others
have described as a difficult area for students to learn (for example, see Tall and Thomas
(1991)). In particular, I had observed lessons where students had been working with
confidence and success at tasks such as finding the area of specified rectangles. Towards
the end of the examples set, there would be a rectangle that had ' x' as the length of one
of the sides, instead of a number. When students arrived at this rectangle, they became
confused and wanted to know what 'x' was. The teacher would attempt to give an
explanation but this often did not appear to help. As Thom has stated The 'meaning' of
an algebraic symbol is established with difficulty or is non-existent (1973, p207). And
Freudenthal commented:

With the upmost patience teachershave tried to engrave in their
pupils' minds that letters in algebra mean something, that no
formula is meaningful unless the meaning of its components is
told, and that algebra is not a meaninglessgame with 26 letters. It
was to no avail. (1973, p290)

After repeated failed attempts at trying to explain the meaning of an 'x', i have seen
students' confidence diminish to such an extent that some students no longer felt sure
about what they were doing with examples, which had all numbers and no letters
present. It appears to be important how the notion of using a letter is introduced. Thus,
my first interest was in the introduction of letters to arithmetic.
My second interest was with formal notation. From my experience in the classroom I
know that students are capable of creating their own notation. Yet there is a standard
notation which is used within the mathematical community. Thus, there can be a tension
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between the valid and productive activity of students developing notation, and the shift to
using a socially endorsed notation so that they can share in the mathematical
communications of the world at large.
Within Think ofa number I gradually developed a way in which I worked with the
students so as to make such a lesson as productive as I could. As I did so, my theories
about learning and teaching developed along with my practice. In contrast, GRID
Algebra was an application of those theories. Think ofa number relies on the teacher
acting in certain ways in order for the notation to become functionalised, so the
challenge I gave myself with GRID Algebra was to incorporate several principles of
economy into the structure of a computer program. I developed the program between
April 1990 and December 1991.
I suggest that one difficulty students have with formal notation is that there is no
apparent reason for why things are written as they are. I say no reason because an
equally valid but different notation could have developed. It is a convention rather than
something to be discovered as an obvious way of representing arithmetic. Thus, formal
notation needs to be given to students in some way. Just as it is not something to be
discovered, it is also not something to be explained because there are no reasons for why
this choice of notation should be preferred over all other options. Thus, I decided that
notation had to be given and not explained. This is similar to the situation where a young
child is faced with adults using a particular language. It is given in the sense that it is
part of the environment the child grows up in; and it is not explained but used. Thus,
what is of significance is the environment offered by the computer program and the way
that environment behaves when someone is engaging with it.
The structure in this chapter will be based on Practice and Theory as with the last two
chapters. The Practice will be concerned with the design of the computer program GRID
Algebra. It will begin with a description of the program and will then have sub-headings
which refer to each of the principles of economy developed in the Theory sections of the
last two chapters. In each sub-heading I will discuss the design of the computer program
in relation to that particular principle of economy. The Theory section will continue the
development of my theory from the last two chapters in the light of my experiences of
designing the software. This development will bring to light additional principles which
have not been mentioned so far. Several of the summary statements from chapters 3,4
and 5 will feed into this chapter and, when reference is made to them, the statements will
appear as footnotes with an indication of which section they came from.
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10.2 Practice 3: GRID Algebra
10.2.1 Brief description of GRID Algebra
In this section 1 will describe some basic aspects of the computer program. Many other
facilities exist and a photocopy of the accompanying booklet is included in appendix 3.

GRID Algebra is basedon a rectangular grid of cells (seeFigure 22). In each cell a
number, letter or algebraic expressioncan be placed. The contents of the cells is based
on the times tableswith:
the 1st row containing the I times table;
the 2nd row containing the 2 times table;
the 3rd row containing the 3 times table;... etc...

1

1

2

3

4

5

2

2

4

6

8

10

3

3

6

9

12

15

4

4

8

12

16

20

5

5

10

15

20

25

6

6

12

18

24

30

Figure 22: GRID Algebra with 6 row grid and numbersadded.

Initially, the cells appearblank. All the numberscan be placed in if required. Also, there
is a numbersdrawer where single numberscan be collected and placed into a cell.
Likewise, single letters can be collected from a letter drawer and placed in a cell.
Additionally, expressionscan be enteredinto cells with the use of a 'calculator'.
Expressions(when using this word, I will include single letters or numbersas much as
expressionsusing letters and numbers)can be picked up and draggedby the mouseeither
to the right, left, up or down. Each direction is associatedwith an arithmetic operation:

right is concernedwith addition
left is concernedwith subtraction
down is concernedwith multiplication
up is concernedwith division
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The expression changes automatically as it is moved according to the direction and the
number of cells moved (see Figure 23). Since the fourth row is the 4 times table, each
movement to the right in that row is associated with an addition of 4. In row 2, it would
be an addition of 2. Going from the 5 times table to the I times table involves division
by 5.

1

X-1

x

2

x+2

2x

2x+2

3
4

25
5

3(x+2)
4

4+4

4+4+4

5

25

r6-

Figure 23: GRID Algebra: some examples of expressions obtained through movements
on the grid.

In this way, considerable work can be done on the arithmetic connections between
numbers, the inter-relationship between algebraic expressions, as well as links between
algebra and number.

10.2.2 Use imagery and movement so that awarenessescan be gained within a

contextof generality (see8.3)
Algebraic expressions are created in GRID Algebra by the learner using the mouse to
pick up numbers or letters and moving them horizontally or vertically about a grid. This
involves the learner physically moving their hand in a way which relates to the
movements on the grid. In this way, both physical (through the movement of the mouse)
and visual (through the movements on the screen) dynamics are involved in the creation
of algebraic expressions. So, I have offered an image to which students could relate
(moving horizontally and vertically) whilst still engaging students directly with formal
algebraic notation in the form of expressions which appear on the screen.
The expressions remain on the screen after the movements have been made. Thus, they
can represent the physical and visual dynamics that took place at one time. Equally,
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expressions which were created by someone else in a prepared grid, or expressions
entered by the calculator, have the possibility for a learner to enter into and reconstruct
the potential physical and visual movements they represent. Equally, a learner can
imagine journeys taking place on the screen and consider the expressions which would
appear if such journeys took place. Thus, there are three elements in the dynamics
between the written algebraic expression and the imagery of physical movement and
visual perception. The first is when both occur simultaneously when a learner is moving
expressions about the grid; the second is when a learner is given an expression and
considers the associated movement; and the third is when they imagine possible
movements and consider the associated expressions. Particular imagery is developed
through the first of these, and is used by the second and third through challenges in
which a learner is involved within the grid structure.
A learner, through exploring movement within the grid, can gain a sense of the
generality of the grid in terms of relating movements they make with the expressions
they see. Thus awarenessesgained are placed in the context of possible movements on
the grid.

10.2.3 Offer sufficient complexity for learners to have the material necessaryto
make use of their powers (see 8.3)
A learner can drag expressions around the grid in any way they choose through a
combination of horizontal and vertical movements. Each time an expression is dragged
and dumped, the expression changes according to the movement performed and the new
expression appears in the appropriate cell. This new expression can then be dragged and
dumped in another cell with the expression changing once more. This can continue with
each new movement, either vertically or horizontally, representing an arithmetic
operation which is expressed within the notation of the new expression. Thus, three such
movements will produce expressions with three arithmetic operations such as:

3+4-2-1

(see Figure 24)

3x+6
2

(see Figure 25)

or
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13

3+4-2-1

4-

3+4-2

3+4

1

Figure 24: GRID Algebra: example of three movements in row 1.

1
2

x
3x+6

3

2

4
5
6

3x

3x+6

Figure 25: GRID Algebra: example of three movements on 6 row grid.

When making a journey from cell x to cell y in the following example (see Figure 26),
some expressions can be generated from making journeys which involve only two

movements:

2(x+3) (seeFigure 27)

or

2x+6 (seeFigure 28)

Ix

2y
Figure 26: GRID Algebra: grid presentingtask of going from x to y.

1x

x+3

2

2(x+3)

Figure 27: GRID Algebra: one possiblejourney involving two movements.
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1x

2

2x

2x+6

Figure 28: GRID Algebra: another possiblejourney involving two movements.

Other journeys, which begin and end in the same positions as those above, may involve
several more movements:

(see Figure 29)

212x±2+
2ii+2

or

2(x+4) - 6+
2
1 +4
222-1

(seeFigure 30)

11
2

2( 2I

.:

I)

+z

Figure 29: GRID Algebra: a journey involving six movements (the intermediate
expressions are not included for the sake of clarity).

1

L4-y

2

I

Figure 30. GRID Algebra: another journey, this time involving ten movements
(intermediate and final expressions are not included for the sake of clarity).
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Complex expressions can be generated simply as a result of movements, without the
requirement of understanding such expressions. Thus, a complex environment can be
created through a learner exploring what can be done on the grid. The material which is
created through this exploration is the algebraic expressions appearing in the cells along
with the accumulation of imagery which occurs as a consequence of their creation.
A situation can develop in which a learner becomes involved in a world of complexity
where they see the consequencesof their actions in the algebraic expressions created.
They can generate as much material as they require since the generation of expressions
only requires them to make physical movements with the mouse. They are then in a
situation where they can make use of their powers in order to make senseof the
complexity within the computer environment. I am not suggesting by this that a learner
be left to their own devices on first meeting the program, but that elements exist within
the program to allow for complexity to be generated easily. There is a significant role for
a teacher to present challenges or appropriately prepared grids which offer particular
structures for learners to explore.

10.2.4 Reducing need for a learner to remember previously encountered
mathematical content (see 8.3)
GRID Algebra does not require the learner to rememberpreviously encountered
mathematicalcontent sinceit is an environment which doesnot require the learner to
enter information in order to proceed. If a learner cannot rememberaddition facts, GRID
Algebra is a program a teachercould useto help the learner to becomeawareof the
symbol ' +' in relation to the movementsmadewith the mouseand the numbers
appearingin the grid. In other words, knowledge not rememberedcan be worked on
anew through awarenessesgainedwhilst exploring the grid environmentwithin the
program. It is an environmentdesignedto respondto what a learner doesby informing
them, through algebraicnotation, of the movementsthey have madewith the mouseor
the calculationsthey have enteredin the calculator. Thus, it is always possiblefor
someoneto proceedand generatematerial by making movementswith the mouse.This
material is then available for them to work with by using their powers. It is a program
which is designedfor awarenessrather than memory. There is no requestfor a learner to
rememberbut there are severalopportunities for a learner to gain awarenesses.

10.2.5 Reducing the need for translation (see8.3)
One aim for the computer program is for learners to become familiar and confident with
understanding and interpreting formal notation. Whilst moving around the grid, the
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expressions which appear in the cells are written in standard formal notation. Thus the
operations which take place through the movements are presented immediately in a
desired form of formal notation. This can help reduce the need to translate an
understanding of the operations into formal notation at another time. Work related to the
teaching of algebra through other computer media, notably LOGO and spreadsheets (see
Pozzi (1991), Sutherland (1992)), all use a notation which is different from that used by
mathematicians and scientists in the community. Translation of the understandings
learners have developed through the use of these other computer media, into the use and
interpretation of formal notation, will be necessary.
There is, however, another translation which is involved in GRID Algebra, and that is
the translation between the three elements of movement, operations and notation. A
learner can make movements over the grid and know what they have done in terms of
the movements themselves. They can also know what they have done in terms of the
operations which are associated with those movements. Additionally they can know what
they have done in terms of the notation which appears on the screen.
As an example I relate a time (20th February 1993) 1 was working with two year 11
students who were in a hospital school. Their teacher had reported that both of them had
found work concerned with algebra difficult and, before my visit, the teacher had spent
some time with them working with GRID Algebra. At one point, I had a grid with
numbers in each cell and had made a journey from one of the numbers and finished in a
cell in row 6. Afterwards, I rubbed out the expression 3(2) which appeared as an
intermediate step in one of the cells. Thus, there was no evidence of the journey I had
made. Whilst I was doing this, the two students, whom I will call Nigel and Ben, were

looking away from the screen.
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Figure 31: GRID Algebra: problem grid for Nigel and Ben.
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They were presented with the grid in Figure 31, and the task for them was to say what I
had done.

N:

That's times. The two...

B:

You've picked the two down and brought it down to the six and then you've moved
it across to the twelve. So what you've done is you've pulled it down to there and

N:
B:
N:
B:

went across to there.
Yes, so three times two equals six.
Three two's are six. Six and six...
Is twelve.
is twelve.

Both of them only have the notation, 3(2) + 6, and its position on the grid to look at.
Thus, their statements indicate the interpretation they had of the written notation with
regard to the grid and the other numbers on the grid. Nigel states immediately That's
times. A question with regard to this statement is what is times? There is no
multiplication sign within the notation, yet he recognised that there was 'timesing' going
on. His interpretation of the notation is concerned with the arithmetic operations. Ben,
however, makes statements which are concerned with the movements which may have
taken place and does not mention arithmetic operations in his initial sentences. This is an
example of the dynamic which exists between the movements, arithmetic operations and

the formal notation.
There is the possibility of a translation being required between comments about the
movements on the grid and the arithmetic operations, and vice versa. This is a
consequence of offering the image of the grid and the structure within it. Thus, I have
not succeededcompletely in avoiding translation in this respect. However, I have
avoided other possible demands on translation by having the learner work directly with
notation. There could have been demands to translate from other forms of representation,
for example other computer notation systems as mentioned earlier, or practical materials
such as Cuisenaire rods.

10.2.6 Use 1&dagogicalawarenessesto work with the learner's mathematical

(see8.3)
awarenesses
There is nothing that can be written into a computer program which can control the
awareness of a teacher. Indeed, nothing can control the learner's awareness either. At
best, awarenessesmight be influenced by what does or does not happen on the screen
and what is emphasised within the software. Thus, the program can act as an editor and
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amplifier. One decision I made was not to have the computer accept anything
inconsistent with the structure of the grid. If something is entered into a cell, either by
the calculator or from one of the drawers, which is not consistent with the rest of the
current grid, then the colour of the expression is different to accepted expressions and
there appears a little 'dustbin' by the side of it. There are choices about how the learner
might be informed that their expression is not going to be accepted in this cell. For
example, a loud noise might come from the machine. Or, some words could appear such
as WRONG! These two options would act as an amplifier. However, I decided to have
the program act as much as possible like an editor instead by having the expression
disappear as soon as the learner begins to do anything else. Thus, I want the learner to
be informed that the expression is not going to be accepted, however I do not want to

make a big fuss over it.
I want the learner's awareness to be concerned with operations rather than calculations.
Thus, the program never carries out a calculation, and the fact that the program is
concerned with movements encourages a learner's awareness to be with their associated
operations. Attention with the calculations would divert attention to the arithmetic rather
than the algebra of operations. Additionally, as with Think of a Number in the last
chapter, attention taken away from the numbers and onto the operations can encourage
general statements to be made which are independent of the starting number. The
awareness of the irrelevance of the starting number allows the possibility of a letter being
used to start with and so can help with the introduction of Y.

.

As for the awareness of the teacher, this is not something the program makes any attempt
to influence except for the fact that the program is deliberately designed so that there is
no explicit set of challenges with which a learner is presented when they sit at the
machine. Thus, there is an implied requirement for a teacher to make pedagogic

decisionsabout how they will use the program with their class.

10.2.7 View mathematical content through the eyes of a pedagogue rather than
a

mathematician(see8.3)
Studentsalready demonstratethat if they move their hand to the
right and want to return
it to the position it was before, then they move their hand to the left. Furthermore, they
move it to the left the samedistanceas they had moved it to the right. It is only this
mathematicalessence,as an awareness,which is required to be related naturally to the
grid environment in order for the studentsto be engaging in inverse in a mathematical
context. As they perform theseactions, they can use their powers to note the association
of right with addition and left with subtraction. This, along with the use of
sameness/difference,can lead to the articulation of what inverse is about with respectto
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addition and subtraction. No explanations are required, only an awarenesscoming from
reflecting on what they can already do and what happens on the screen as they do it.
The program is designed so that it is only these mathematical essencesand powers of
children which are required to relate to the inverse of more complex journeys involving
all four arithmetic operations. Although the expressions may appear complex, they are
associated with a journey which can be visualised and, as a consequence, the inverse
journey can also be visualised. Once associations are formed between movements and
operations, the inverse journey brings with it the inverse collection of operations in their
appropriate order.
The mathematical essenceof sameness/difference is used by associating the idea of same
position and different position with the notion of equivalent expressions and different
expressions depending upon whether they appear in the same cell or not.
The mathematical essenceof order is used by making it only possible to move in one
direction at a time. In this way, one operation is carried out before another can begin.
This sets up a natural order in time which can assist in the reading of the expressions. A
learner can observe the fact that as an expression is created through a succession of
movements, the different operations are not written in order from left to right. However,
through the image the learner obtains by physically carrying out the journey and
watching what happens on the screen, they can re-create their journey and read the final
algebraic expression with the knowledge and direct experience of order. For example,
the generation of the two expressions:

2(X
44

and

2(X4 6)
-4

are carried out by the same physical movements for 2(x+6) (see Figure 32), however,
the generation of the rest of each expression is generated by the carrying out of
movements in a different order. The first expression will involve moving to the left first
and then moving up (see Figure 33). The second expression will require moving up first
before moving to the left (see Figure 34). The expressions end up in different cells and
consequently are not equivalent.
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Figure 32: GRID Algebra: initial movementswhich are common to two different
expressions.
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Figure 33: GRID Algebra: remaining movementsfor one of the expressions.
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Figure 34: GRID Algebra: remaining movementsfor the other expression.

The program only allows movement in one direction at a time and so a learner is forced
into making one movement before another. Thus, time places a natural order on the
carrying out of the physical movements, and this natural order is associated with the
algebraic expressions appearing on the screen. In this way, GRID Algebra uses a natural
awareness of order in time to place an order in the operations involved in algebraic
expressions.
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Thus, the program is designed to call upon powers of children and mathematical essences
and as such has been created from pedagogic reasoning rather than consideration of
levels of mathematical knowledge.

10.2.8 The placement of attention (see9.3)
Although this heading is not a principle, the placement of attention is a fundamental issue
with regard to the principles of economy. Thus, I have decided to give this issue a

sectionof its own.
I have mentioned that I have observed many students have difficulties when a letter such
as 'x' is introduced in a mathematics lesson. The appearanceof 'x' sometimes results in
students being confused when up to that point they were clear and confident about what
they were doing. Reflecting on such situations, I have become aware of where the
students' attention is being asked to be placed. In the lesson I discussed about finding
areas of rectangles, the task has been to calculate the answer, the area of the rectangle.
Yet, what is being asked with the introduction of 'x' is for the students not to place their
attention into the answer but to place their attention in the process of getting the answer.
This sudden demand for the student to shift attention is one element of the difficulty they
experience. The desired algebraic statement is concerned with the generality of the
process involved in finding areas, it is not involved in the generality of the answers.
Thus, I ask the question, if you are interested in one, why place attention in the other?

In designing GRID Algebra I tried to keep attention in the processesrather than answers.
Thus, there are no answersgiven and no answersrequired by the program. Furthermore,
the active part of the program for a learner is the moving of the mouseas expressionsare
draggedfrom one cell to another. These movementsare associatedwith operationsrather
than their results. Thus attention is in the processeswhich can lead to studentsgaining
awarenesseswithin the domain of operationsrather than answers.
The introduction of 'x' has been of interest to me due to the difficulties many students
have. In Think ofa number in 9.3, the fact that a student's attention is taken away from
the particularity of numbers and into the generality of operations gives the opportunity
for a letter to be introduced. In the case of Think ofa number, the numbers and
operations were being said. With attention in the operations in finding the inverse, the
particularity of the number-names became unimportant since all that had to be done with
them was to repeat them. It was at this time that the word 'beta' could be said, rather
than a number-name, and this appeared to be accepted without difficulty.
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With GRID Algebra, the numbers and operations are not being said but are being
expressed in formal notation. However, as with Think of a number, I wanted to place
attention away from the particularity of the numbers. Attention cannot be diverted on its
own.

For the next 5 minutes, do not think about e

s.

This is an example of me drawing your attention to something which I do not want you
to pay attention to. People to whom I have given this exercise, report thinking ofeggs
straight away.
As soon as you said it, I thought about eggs.

For the next ten minutes... not thinking about eggs came to my mind.
For a lot of that period I was reading and in the first 15 minutes I was reading it didn't
make any difference I was... about twice every minute or so... I'd think about not
thinking about eggs.

They seemedto be successfulnot so much by attempting to suppresstheir thoughts but
by putting their attention into something else. For one person it was having a
conversationabout his mother, for another it was listening to jazz and reading a book.
but I wasn't trying not to think about eggs. I was reading... and had somejarf on the
...
tape deck ..
Thus, with GRID Algebra I encourageattention to be placed elsewherein the area of
movementand operations. This serves two functions. This first is to place attention
where algebraicawarenessescan be found. The secondis to take attention away from the
particularities of the starting number or answer. It is the moving around the grid which is
the focus of attention, not what you move around the grid. There are two 'drawers'
available in the screen,one containing numbers and the other containing letters, where
the symbol can be picked up and placed in a cell on the grid. Once the attention is in
aspectsof moving something around the screen, then that something could come from
the letters drawer as much as the numbers drawer. Just as in Think of a number when the
number-namebecomesjust a word that is said and you could say 'beta' just as well, so
with GRID Algebra the written number becomesjust a symbol and so 'x' would do just
as well.
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Valerie Walkerdine said:

Formal academic mathematics, as an axiomatic system, is built
precisely on a bounded discourse, in which the practice operates
by means of suppression of all aspects of multiple signification.
The forms are stripped of meaning, and the mathematical signifiers
become empty. (1990, p96)

It is when the number-names and the written numbers are stripped of their meaning and
these signifiers become empty that 'beta', or 'x', or whatever, can be introduced.
In April 1992,1 ran a session at the joint conference of the Association of Teachers of
Mathematics and the Mathematical Association entitled Towards fluency with algebra
which involved using GRID Algebra. One of the participants, Gill, commented that she
wanted to take a number and drag it round the grid and look at the expressions obtained.
However, she did not want the original number to become confused with the operations
performed on it. She decided to use '7' since she was not going to add, subtract,
multiply or divide by seven. Her group ended up with various expressions on the grid
involving ' 7'

.

It appears that Gill used ' 7' as if it was an Y. Gill talked of the symbol 'T no longer
.
representing the number seven but as a symbol which would not be confused with the
other symbols which would be generated as the '7' was dragged round the grid.

Here, the ' 7' as usedby Gill is closer to the formal academicmathematicsWalkerdine
talks of, than the 'x' as viewed by the studentsmentionedabove. The symbol '7' may
signify the number seven,seventhings, etc, but suchsignifications have beensuppressed
in Gill's case,and it is this suppressionwhich enablesGill to work with '7' in a
powerful way. The students,from the areaof rectangleslesson,were obsessedwith the
questionof what 'x' might signify. Whilst this obsessionremainsand they are in the
processof developing meaningfor 'x' rather than 'stripping it of meaning', they are
unableto use 'x' as part of a formal system.
For the students, it is not a matter of suppressing meanings, since they have not yet
developed meanings. However, the ' x' remains the focus of attention as they try to
develop their meaning. For Gill, along with the suppression of meanings came an
attention elsewhere. She wanted to attend to the operations taking place with the
dragging of the '7'. She chose '7' in order that the symbol would not be confused with
other symbols generated from these operations. It was these other symbols that were the
focus of her attention, along with the imagery of the journeys over the grid. She was
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attending to the meaning of the other symbols, the journeys made on the grid and the
process carried out on the object 'T.

The placementof attention has beena crucial aspectof the designing of this computer
program.

10.2.9 Place attention in an activity which subordinates the desired learning (see

There are two intentions of the program I wish to discussunder this heading.
(a) The first intention of the program is to help students become comfortable with using
and interpreting formal algebraic notation. With this in mind I made notation the only
thing which appears on the screen within the grid. Thus, it is the notation which has
within it the story of what has happened in terms of journeys and operations. In fact the
notation provides the link between the movements on the grid and the arithmetic
operations.

Movementson grid < -------- > Symbolic expression < ------ > Arithmetic operations

There is a needfor somethingto provide this link since a grid which only contains the
numbers(seeFigure 22) does not contain sufficient information to establish this link.
Addition could have been a movementdown as much as a movement to the right.
Likewise, multiplication could have been a movement to the right as much as a
movementdown. The connection is an arbitrary one, it is only the notation which
informs you of which structure is imposed on the grid. Thus, all conversation about the
operationscomes from the notation which appearsin the cells.
The activities I suggestin the accompanying booklet to the program (see Appendix 3)
focus attention on various tasks to do with the movementsand operations on the
grid.
Throughout many of the activities, the notation is the only information which appearson
the screento help the students with their task. So formal notation can be met for the first
time and immediately subordinated in consideration of questions related to the grid and
movementsround it. In this way, studentspractice interpreting the notation whilst their
attention is on higher order tasks which require the subordination of the notation. Thus,
written into the program is the notion that formal notation will be practised through
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progress on other tasks. This practice through progress will help the functionalisation of
notation.
(b) The second intention for the program was to help with the introduction of letters. In
the program letters are available to be taken from the letter 'drawer' and placed on the
grid. The only thing which can be done to these letters is to move them round the grid.
Thus, the letters, and indeed the numbers, are subordinated to the task of moving
something round the grid. With the attention in the moving rather than what is being
moved, the use of letters is subordinate and so helps the functionalisation of their use in
expressions.

Order of operationsis anotheraspectwhich is subordinatedsince the creation of
expressions depends upon either making movements or entering the expression via the
calculator. With regard to the movements, these are accepted one direction at a time and
thus one operation at a time. Consequently, the written expression is created in the order
of the operations rather than an order of left to right. Entering expressions in the
calculator also requires the operations to be entered in the order they are performed. In
fact the calculator is designed to assume that the entries made are in the order that they
are carried out, and they are displayed with this assumption. Thus, if the expression

2(8-9)+6

were to be enteredinto the calculator, it would have to be enteredin the following order:

I->

I

I
->

I

I2

->

->

I->

+I

->

In fact, it is usual with using GRID Algebra to be thinking in terms of the order of the
operations, rather than the order of left to right, because the activity of movements round
the grid are carried out, and define, the order of the operations. Entry of expressions in
the calculator is required to be done in the order of the operations, which means that the
order of operations becomes subordinate to the requirement of entering expressions. This
subordination helps students to be able to look at algebraic expressions and interpret
them in terms of order. This helps students to overcome what Tall and Thomas call the
parsing obstacle:

is considerable cognitive conflict between the deeply
... there
ingrained implicit understanding of natural language and the
symbolism of algebra. In most Western civilisations, both algebra
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and natural language are spoken, written and read sequentially
from left to right. There are exceptions to this, for instance,
numbers in some languages may exhibit a reversal... However,
this is nothing compared with the subtle rules of precedence which
occur in algebra. For instance, the expression 3x+2 is both read
and processed from left to right, however, 2+3x is read from left
to right as "two plus three x", but computed from right to left,
with the product of 3 and x calculated before the sum. This
difficulty of unravelling the sequence in which the algebra must be
processed, conflicting with the sequence of natural language, we
term the parsing obstacle. (1991, p125-126)

I have noticed that the demand for operational order (the order of calculation) within
GRID Algebra does affect the way in which some people write expressions on paper after
using the program for a while. I have observed expressions such as the one above being
written on paXr in the order 8, -, 9, brackets, 2, +, 6. Thus, this also helps with the
parsing order by the fact that someone may write on paper, as well as read, in the order
of calculation rather than a left to right order.

10.2.10 Use successivelevels of subordination to drive functionalisation (see 9.3)
Activities using GRID Algebra can be devised such that the notation is subordinate to
those activities. As an example, consider an activity where students are asked to take
different routes from one cell, 'x', to another cell, 'y', and look at the expressions which
have ended up in the 'y' cell. After several journeys have been made, the students are
then asked to use the calculator to enter other expressions which would be accepted in
this cell. Consideration of 'simplest' routes can lead to discussion of the distributive law

when two expressionssuchas:

2(x+3)

2x+6

are the result of two 'simple' routes. Likewise, the reversejourneys can lead to
considering:

Y_3
22

This new awareness of distribution could then be
subordinated into the following
activity:
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12(x - 6)+8
2

A cell has the above expression in it. The task is to reduce the
number of numbers above the division line by one, whilst obeying
the following rules:
I2-

Only numbers are allowed to change
All operations must remain the same

This new expression is to be entered into the same cell and be
accepted.
Repeat the process, having one number fewer above the division
line each time. Continue until there is only 'x' above the division
line.

3

(x

12+4

l1 3

I

The aboveexpressionis in anothercell. This time the task is to
enter an expressionin the samecell with one less number within
the bracket. Samerules asbefore. Repeatthe processuntil there is
only 'x' inside the bracket.

This is an example of how something, such as order, can be subordinated to a task which
can bring a new awareness, such as distributivity, which in turn can be subordinated to a
new task. Thus, the original awareness of order can become driven into becoming

functionalised through successivelevels of subordination. Such a seriesof activities and
lessonswill obviously be dependantupon the teacherand the studentsinvolved, but this
asan exampleof how GRID Algebra lends itself to such levels of subordination.
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10.2.11 Use simultaneity to help establish desired associations (see 9.3)
There are associations between the possible movement round the grid and arithmetic
operations. Moving to the right is associated with addition; to the left is associated with
subtraction; downwards with multiplication; and upwards with division. As I mentioned
in section 10.2.9, these are arbitrary associations and it is only the notation which
informs you of them50 could have attempted to inform the user of the program by
.I
having a statement appear on the screen to say what the associations are. However, this
would have required memory and translation. Instead, I have used simultaneity by
having the notation changing appropriately at the same time as movements are taking
place. Furthermore, the notation appears in the cell corresponding to the movement
which is taking place. Thus, there is simultaneity in time and space between movement
and the notation. This helps establish the associations between the movements and the
notation.
Additional to this association, there is the association between the notation and the
arithmetic operations. For example, the fact that '2(5+3)' means adding five and three
and then multiplying by two. These associations can come from relating the notation
with the numbers that appear in the grid (if the option NUMBERS is chosen). I made the
decision to help establish an association between brackets and multiplication by having
an option NOTATION where every time an expression is dragged down, brackets appear
round it and a number appears in front. This is standard when expressions such as 'x + 4'
are multiplied. However, it is not standard when the expression is either a number or a
single letter. I felt that this association is generally worth establishing even though there
are exceptions, since the exceptions can be dealt with separately. I will discuss further
the idea of structure first, exceptions later in section 10.3 below. The other notation
option will result in the exceptions being written as they usually appear (e. g. '2y' rather
than '2(y)', and '3x5' rather than '3(5)').

In GRID Algebra you can only move in one direction, horizontally or vertically, each
time. This meansthat, if you consider one stage in a journey to involve picking up an
expression,dragging it, and dumping it in another cell, then each stagewill involve
exactly one operation. Thus, there is an associationbetween the number of stagesand the
number of operations.
The calculator is designedto make use of simultaneity by showing the form of the
notation with eachkey which is clicked. For example, not only does '3' appear when
that number is clicked on, but also brackets appear when the multiplication sign is
clicked (dependingupon the NOTATION option chosen)and a line will appear tinder the
50 {Experiencing knowledge the
of
arbitrary in the course of my actions) - 5.2.3
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expression entered so far when the division button is clicked. The principle of
simultaneity is also respected with regard to order. The order of entering an expression
into the calculator must be the order of the operations within the expression.

10.3 Theory (3)
Formal algebraic notation of arithmetic operations is something which is established
within a culture. It existed long before any of us were born and is still used in written
communication of mathematics. In this respect it has similarities to established
languages. In contrast to convention, young children demonstrate the ability to invent
sounds and combinations of sounds in an attempt to communicate. I recall holding a
child, of about one and a half years of age, who said a collection of sounds and noises
whilst pointing out the window and turning his head to me as if to seewhether I had
understood. I perceived considerable emotion within what he said. I also felt totally
inadequate as to how I might reply. Children are perfectly capable of using sound to
communicate, the trouble is that within the community there are a particular set of
sounds which are used in communication. If the child is to succeed in communicating
then they not only have to have something which they want to communicate but they also
need to learn an established language through which to communicate. Likewise, students
are quite capable of inventing their own notation (Billington and Evans (1987), Brown
(1990)) but there is a need to learn formal notation if they wish to read and communicate
with an established community. Since both language and notation are arbitrary, it would
be complete luck if a single person happened to invent those particular forms without
being informed of them in some way. A young child is informed of language by it being
spoken in the environment within which they are engaged. If it wasn't provided then that
particular language would not have been developed by the child. This is demonstrated by
the fact that children do develop the language within the environment they grow up.
Thus, if it is desirable for students to use formal algebraic notation, then it must be
provided for them. Everything which is arbitrary will need to be provided51 since
otherwise the fact that something is arbitrary means there is choice, and a student may
well choose an alternative. This can be useful in some respects, namely helping someone
become aware that something is only a convention, or if the focus of a lesson is more
concerned with someone developing their ideas. However, if there is a desire for
something arbitrary, such as formal algebraic notation, to be learned, then a student
making other choices does not help towards the learning of this particular notation. In
this senseit is not a productive use of time or effort. Also, Ginsburg makes a comment
about a gap between formal written methods and a child's informal knowledge of
arithmetic:

51 {Provide that
which is arbitrary} - 4.2.3
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They (childrenl usually count on their fingers to get a sum.
Methods like this work easily and well. Next children are taught
various written procedures for accomplishing the same purposes.
Unfortunately, they often fail to understand the necessity or
rationale for written methods. Nevertheless, they are imposed on
them and in school they are required to use them. The result is not
only a bizarre written arithmetic, but a gap between it and
children's informal knowledge. (1977, p125)

The fact that GRID Algebra provides the written notation, and it is this formal notation
which is the material with which students develop their informal methods of operation
and manipulation, means that an equivalent gap within algebra is not created in the first
place.
PRINCIPLEOF ECONOMY:provide that which needs to be given. namely the arbitrary.

The particular symbols '2', '3', and '5' are arbitrary and thus need to be provided.
is not arbitrary within the structure of our number
However, the statement '2+3=5'
system. Students can become aware of this fact which connects the numbers together and
so it is not a necessity for this fact to be provided for them. An awareness which results
in '2+3=5'

can be applied to other situations which can bring a collection of other
statements connecting numbers together. However, if '2 +3= 5' is presented as a fact to
be memorised without an awareness, then there is nothing else to be gained. Memory is
a means by which certain information can be stored, however, without awareness there
can be no application to other situations. This is one reason why memory has limited
value in terms of economy. The other reason is that memory is expensive in terms of
personal effort and time52. It is for these two reasons that memory needs to be kept to
where it is needed and used no more than that.
PRINCIPLEOF ECONOMY: restrict the use of memory to that which is arbitrary.

Formal algebraic notation is something which is arbitrary and thus something which is a
candidatefor the use of memory. However, I have indicated in 10.2.9 how, within
GRID Algebra, the notation is subordinatedto challenges and activities since it is the
only information which appearson the screen. Hence memory can be assistedby the use
of subordinationto help drive something which is arbitrary into becoming a functioning.
This meansthat it is possible to reduce the demands
on personal time and energy further
52 {Memory is
expensive} - 4.2.3
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by subordinating the arbitrary at a time when it is first provided, and thus using
functional i sation to assist memory.
In 1989,1 observed a Spanish lesson at my school. During part of the lesson, the class
were asked to stand up and move in particular ways according to the Spanish words the
teacher called out. I did not know any of these words before this activity, but I still
joined in. A single word was said and I noticed the class turn their heads to the right. I
turned my head the same way. As we continued, there was little time between one word
and the next. This meant that there was not sufficient time for me to reflect for a length
of time on the word I had heard. I found myself following what the students did, initially
by copying them since I did not know the words. Then, as some words were repeated a
second and third time, I began to move at the same time as the students. The speed at
which the words were said meant that I had to act, there was no time to ponder. After a
while, I found myself knowing the words in a way which did not require translation into
English. I heard and I moved. I could not say that I ever made a conscious effort to
remember the words, yet quite quickly they became words I knew sufficiently to respond
appropriately within the social setting I was placed. I had a feeling of learning the words
without the demand of memory53.I cannot say what the words are now but this is not
surprising considering I have had no further practice since that time, but it does not alter
the fact of how quickly and efficiently I was able to respond to the words appropriately
at the time.
The words were introduced and simultaneously subordinated to the task of moving in an
accepted way. For me, the accepted way was defined by doing the same as the rest of the
class. The task was to make these movements at the same time as the students or even

quicker. This is an exampleof somethingwhich is arbitrary but to which I was able to
respondappropriately without having to consciouslymemorise54.
Imagery can also offer help to memorisationwhen what is to be retained is arbitrary. As
an example, consider part of the Think of a Numberlessondiscussedin chapter9. In line
144 of the transcript of that lesson,I was gradually writing algebraic notation which
representedwhat I was doing to my number:

144. DH:

OK. So.... let me see... I am thinking ofa number(writes 'x' on the
board)... I add three (writes ' +3' )... then I'm going to... multiply by
(writes bracketsround the expressionso far)... two (writes '2' in front of
the brackets)... then 1 am going to take away five (writes '-5')... then I am
going to divide by (writes a line underneaththe expressionso far)... three

53 {Le

rninx without the need to remember} - 3.2.3
54 {Attention
remains with the activity rather than the need to remember arbitrary knowledge} - 5.2.3
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(writes '3' below the line)...

then I'm going to... (makes a noise whilst
going along the division line from left to right, writes '+' following on
from the division line and DH makes a different double noise whilst the
addition sign is being written) add... 72 (writes '72' after the addition
sign)... then I'm going to multiply by (writes brackets round the

expressionso far)... ummm... six (writes '6' in front of the brackets)...
and I get (writes ' =' to the right of the expressionso far)... umm... 100
(writes '100' to the right of the equals sign)... Soyou are going to?...

Having written the dividing by three, I am about to continue writing the expression by
adding on 72. What I do is to make a noise as I slowly go along the division line and
then make a double noise as I write the '+' sign. The noises are offered as aural images,
and they are said at the same time as I am writing the '+' sign. Thus, I use simultaneity
to help form an association between the sounds and the particular aspect of written
notation. If students recall the aural image, then the association can draw attention to the
particular way in which that aspect of notation was written. That is why I make three
sounds, each one is associated with one line -a long sound for travelling along the
division line, and two short sounds for the addition sign. In several lessons where I have
offered such images, I have observed that students do recall the image since i hear them
making sounds themselves whilst they are working on their own. Furthermore, these
sounds are not made at random times but are made at the same time as they carry out the
associated actions or writing, in their book.
The positioning of the '+' sign is a convention and is thus arbitrary. However, the
offering of an image combined with an association to this convention, gives the
opportunity for memory not to be relied upon. I do not ask students to memorise the
position of the '+'

sign. Instead, the recalling of the image brings with it the association

with the convention.
The use of imagery with association has been used by a number of people who have
developed impressive memory. Luria (1969) researched the techniques used by the
Russian mnemonist Sheresheveskii. The primary techniques involved turning the
arbitrary data to be memorised into a story-line involving vivid images. Each piece

of
data had an associated image. Sheresheveskii used to be able to recall the images,
and
images
the
the
data.
Techniques
imagery
came
associated
along with
using
along with
association have been suggested in various books concerned with improving memory,
see Finkel (1993) for example. It is not uncommon for images to be used by teachers to
help students memorise something. One example I have
seen used is shown in Figure
35.
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Figure 35: Image usedfor rememberingvariations of the sine ratio.

I have seen this used by a number of teachers to assist students who have difficulty
manipulating algebraic expressions. This is designed to help with the trigonometric
equation:

Opp
Hyp

sin

If I wish to remember what sin 0 is equal to, then I can look at the triangle and see that
the other two (Opp and Hyp) are positioned such that Opp is above Hyp and so the
above equation is as it is, with the Opp above the Hyp. There are times when the
Opposite side may be unknown and the equation needs to be re-arranged. I can avoid
that task of re-arranging by looking at the triangle and seeing that the other two (sin 0
and Hyp) are next to one another on the same line, so the appropriate equation has them

like this:

Opp = sin 0x Hyp

Likewise, the equationto find the HypotenusehasOpp abovethe sin 0:

Hyp =

Opp
sin 0

The image is used as an aid to memory where the position in the triangle is associated
with the position within an algebraic equation. However, there are some severe
limitations to the use of this particular image. The image does not attempt to help an
understanding of the algebraic processesinvolved in the manipulation of one form of the
equation to another. Indeed, there is a senseof there being three separate equations
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which can be obtained from attending to each of the three sections in turn. This is
different to the idea of there being one equation which can be manipulated into different
forms. Each form of the equation is not arbitrary, an original form is an expression of a
mathematical property, and subsequent manipulations are the result of an algebraic
awareness of inverse. Thus, these equations are expressions of awareness whereas the
image offered ignores the possibility of them being an expression of awareness but put
them at the level of something which is arbitrary - something to be memorised. This
runs against a principle of economy of only using memory for that which is arbitrary.
The original image of the triangle can be recalled but there is a need either for a
mathematical awareness to place the correct expressions in each of the sections of the
triangle, or there is a reliance on memorisation for this as well.
Imagery combined with association can reduce the need for memorisation of the
arbitrary. Those things which are not arbitrary can be known through awareness by
employing powers of children. However, awareness can only bring a learner to the
decision that something is arbitrary, not what that arbitrary thing is. It is at such times
that the use of memory is to be considered. Since memory is expensive in terms of
personal time and effort, I have shown that there are ways in which the potential
demands on time and effort can be reduced by using either functional 1sation, or imagery
combined with association instead.
PRINCIPLEOF ECONOMY: reduce the need for memorising the arbitrary by using
fiunctionalisation, or by using imagery combined with association.

Formal algebraic notation is arbitrary and so there are no reasonswhy the notation
must
be like it is. Explaining the form of notation to a student is not appropriate. Explanation
of an arbitrary decision might give a student the impression that there are reasonsfor
why somethingmust be how it is, when this is clearly not so since it was an arbitrary
decision. Explanationsin such a situation can lead to a waste of a student's time
and
by
their
effort
shifting
attention onto possible reasonswhich do not exist. A student can
becomeconfusedby the apparentcontradiction of someonegiving explanations for
what
appearsto be arbitrary. A responseto this confusion is to ask the question why? This
question can obstruct their ability to accept and use the arbitrary. For example, attention
being placed on why a door is called door can obstruct the acceptance
and use of the
word. Examplesof such arbitrary things in mathematicsare:

Cartesianco-ordinates;
number of degrees in one complete turn;
notation;
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number-names;
'answers' to arithmetic problems being written on the right of the '='

sign;

I am not saying that there were not reasons at the time for the particular choice made.
For example there were reasons why the unit of turn divided one revolution into 360.
However, there is no reason why there must be 360 units in a complete turn. In today's
environment of decimalisation, students may well consider that 100 would he a more
sensible choice. The question why 360? is interesting, and I am not suggesting that it is
not a valuable question to pursue. However, I am stating that it is not a question which
helps someone's ability to use and interpret degrees. To this aim, pursuit of the question
why 360? is uneconomic at the time when the desire is for students to learn to use and
interpret degrees. Thus, an attempted explanation, which shifts attention onto the
question is also uneconomic to this aim55.
If explanations are given with regard to things which are not arbitrary, then this is an
attempt to transfer meaning to a student which is not possible due to the dynamics of the
Neutral Zone56. The development of meaning can only be the responsibility of the
students themselves57. Furthermore, such attempts to explain can lead to the 'explanation
trap' 58where students become passive and stop using their own powers.
PRINCIPLE OF ECONOMY: avoid explanations.

I have included number-names in my list of those things which are arbitrary. Not only
are the names, such as six and two, arbitrary but also there is a arbitrary structure placed
on these words to generate sixty two, for example. I said in 3.2.5 that the order in which
the names are learned is significant in terms of economy of learning. For example,
having learned the names from one to nine, learning ten will only give a child the
possibility of knowing how to say one more number. However, learning -ty means that
they can say six-ty two or nine-ty seven or... Thus, there becomes an issue of economy in
how the number-names may be learned.
In section 10.2,1 mentioned that GRID Algebra offers the option NOTATION to have
brackets appear every time something is multiplied even though there are exceptions to
this rule. Here, I develop further the argument for structure first, exceptions later with
regard to the structure in the number-names.
SS (No

explanations} - 3.2.4
56 {Neutral "/.
one} - 4.2.5
57 {lt is the learner
who develops meauiug} - 3.2.3.
58 {The
explanation trap} - 4.2.1
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Karen Fuson gives the structure of the English sequence of number words from one to
one hundred as:

(a) a rote list of twelve words;
(b) words 'thirteen' through 'nineteen' repeat the early number
words 'three, four,..., nine' but the irregular 'thir-' and 'fif-'
obfuscatethis pattern;
(c) a decade pattern of x-ty, x-ty one, x-ty two,..., x-ty nine in
which the x words are regular repetitions of the first nine
words for 'four' and 'six' through 'nine' but are not regular
for two, three or five (i. e. for 'twenty, 'thirty', and 'fifty).
(1991, p28)

From this list, we can count the number of words which the children will need to
remember in order to say the number-names up to one hundred.

(a) gives us 12 words;

(b) involves repeating some of the words in (a) and so are not new words to
be remembered. However, the ending '-teen' does count as one, and so
will each of the irregularities 'thir-' and ' fif-' . This gives a further 3
words.
(c) involves some of the words in (a) again. The new words are '
-ty' , along
irregularities
the
'twenty',
'thirty',
'fifty'.
with
The spelling
and
difference of 'forty' to 'four-ty' is not counted
as an exception since
Fuson is concerned with the saying of the words rather than the
writing of
them. Thus, there are an additional 4 words here.

This gives a total of 19 words. Including 'hundred' would give 20 words.
This agrees with Caleb Gattegno who states in a footnote, with
reference to the
following table:

123456789
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

We can count exactly the "burden to the
memory" represented by
what actually needs to be remembered for the full sequence to be
generated. On the first line, "one", "two", "three", "four", "five"
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"six", "seven", "eight", "nine", or nine signs; on the second line,
"ten", "twenty", "thirty",
"fifty",
"-ty" of five signs, plus
"eleven", "twelve", "thirteen", "fifteen", "-teen", or another five;
and on the third line, "a hundred" - or twenty sign-sound
combinations altogether. (1971, pl H)

However, in Gattegno (1988, p10), he had reduced this to 18 words by becoming aware
that the number-names for 13 and 30 both use 'thir-'. Thus 'thirteen' and 'thirty' only
require the one word 'thir-' along with '-teen' and '-ty'. Similarly for 15 and 50.
Gattegno does not consider the word 'and' at this stage. This may be due to the fact that
numbers can still be said without the use of the word. It may also be considered that
'and' will be learned within the acquisition of the English language and, when that is
achieved, it can be incorporated within the number-names. For the moment I will stay
with the 18 words, although it will make no difference to my argument if 'and' is
counted. The main point is that all the number-names up to 'nine hundred (and) ninety
nine' can be achieved through remembering only 18 words.
The way in which this is achieved is to generate number-names from the 18 words. Such
generations involve saying one name after another (e.g. 'six' and '-ty'). After this
generation has been done once to achieve 'sixty', the ability to say one after the other
can be used again to generate 'sixty-five', and another twice for 'two hundred sixtyfive'. This ability is one which children already possessand demonstrate as they engage
in exploring the sounds they can make. Thus, it is not something which requires further
cost in terms of what the learner has to remember. It is only the 18 words which are
required to be remembered, although there is work involved in gaining the structure
behind the number-names.
In appendix 1, I give an account of some work I did with Idris (3 years 10 months) on
21st April 1990 for 15 minutes. This was only 13 days after my encounter with Helen
and Mark (see 3.2.5) and I had been thinking about the idea of working on rules before
dealing with exceptions59 Idris could say the number-names with confidence up to the
.
However,
mid-twenties.
although he could say 21,22,23, he was not able to say 31,32,
33, or 41,42,43. By working on the structure of the number-names using the computer
program Countet60, and ignoring exceptions, Idris was able to say all the names from
'one' to 'ninety-nine' within the 15 minutes.
ldris's mother, Linda, had not been present when I had worked with Idris and only knew
that I had done some number work with him. A few weeks later, she reported an
incident she had with Idris whilst waiting at the cheese counter in a supermarket. The
59 {Rules first,
e%cepliooslater} - 3.2.5
60

Counter is available as patt of Some Lessons In Mxlhen»tics
Teachers of Mathematics, 7 Shaftesbury Street, Derby.

With A Microcomputer
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2 (SLJMWAM2) from the Association of

system at the counter was for a customer to take a ticket with a number on it and wait for
their number to be displayed. Linda asked Idris what number was being displayed. He
replied fivety-eight. Linda told him that it was said fifty-eight. idris would not accept this
and they had an argument as to how 58 was said. Linda reported to me that although he
had not accepted fifty-eight at the supermarket, he was soon saying all the numbers up to
99 correctly without her having had any further discussions with him about the numbernames. You may recall, from your own experiences, children applying rules within
language such as the past tenses of irregular verbs. There is a period of time when the
rule dominates and is applied to irregular as well as regular verbs despite adult
correction. Then, suddenly, the exceptions of the irregular verbs are said in their
conventional, irregular form. It appears that the rule is established before exceptions are
dealt with.
The meeting of exceptions is a disturbance and a cost has to be paid in order to
remember these exceptions. The disturbance Idris felt reveals that the saying of 58 was
viewed as an exception and thus the overall structure was present for Idris in the majority
of the number-names. Idris had managed to discover that there were exceptions and what
those exceptions were by listening to the way other people say numbers and by finding
out the reactions others have to the way he says the number-names (as with the cheese
counter incident).
Exceptions will always have to be learned independently because of the fact that they are
exceptions. However, the rest can be learned within a structure which will make greater
use of what children can do and make less demands on memory. The exceptions interfere
with the structure as a whole and thus it is the structure which needs to be engaged with
first.

If the number-namesare presentedin numerical order for children to learn then there are
so many irregularities in the first 20 number-names, that children have little choice but to
employ memory for each name. Furthermore, the irregularities are such during the
'teens' that there is little assistanceto help children link the number-nameswith the
written symbols. For example, even though nineteen obeys a teen-rule, the nine is said
before the teen, yet '9' is written after the 'P. The lack of a structure
within the
number-nameswhich relatesto the structure of written symbols is in contrast to some
other languages,such as Chinese, where they are closely related. Fuson and Kwon
(1991) have indicated that this could account for observations that English
speaking
children have extra difficulty with some of their number work compared to Chinese
speakingchildren. Approaching the English number-namesinitially through overall
structuresmay be economic in terms of later learning as well, when number namesare
related to work with written symbols.
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PRINCIPLE OF ECONOMY: work on overall structures first, leaving exceptions until later.

I designed GRID Algebra so that students can generate material without the requirement
for them to remember any previously encountered mathematical knowledge. At the same
time I wanted the program to be a mathematical environment in which students could
engage. One way in which I did this was to have mathematical notation appear whenever
students performed movements with expressions on the grid. Thus, a physical movement
produces a mathematical expression. At first a student may not have an understanding of
what appears on the screen. Yet, what appears on the screen is only a consequence of the
decisions and actions they make61
Hawkins commented that The adult's function, in the child's learning, is to provide a
selective feedback from the child's own choice and action (1969, p23). The computer
program takes on this function and provides feedback which is selective in the sense that
feedback is in terms of formal algebraic expressions and where only 'correct'
expressions are allowed on the grid. Furthermore, all that appears on the grid is a
consequence of a student's own choice and action.
The expressions which appear are not random (although they may appear so initially to a
student), they conform to a strict structure which is consistent with some algebraic
properties of arithmetic. A desire to gain control62 in this environment means to gain
control of the algebraic expressions which appear on the screen. To gain control of the
algebraic expressions means to gain control of some algebraic properties of arithmetic.
In order to be in a position to engage in the challenge of gaining control of an
environment then that environment must have inherent within it the possibility for it to
be controlled. In other words the environment should not be randomly governed so that
it behaves largely independent of what a student may do. Furthermore, feedback of
actions or decisions taken are required since control requires informed decisions and

actions.
In a classroom this feedback may be in the form of marked exercises that a student has
completed. When I have taken some time before marking a piece of work, I have noticed
that the student requires some time and effort to remind themself of what the work was
about and what they had done. The feedback I gave them on such occasions has not
appeared to be as useful to them as other occasions when I have given feedback sooner.
It is another indication of the effectiveness of simultaneity that feedback is more
productive the sooner it is given after the actions themselves. In fact, one positive aspect
61 {E;xptriencinR the
consequencesof their actions} - 3.2.1; {Seeing the consequencesof their decisions} - 5.2.2
62 {Gaming
control) - 3.2.1
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of computers is that they are capable of giving immediate feedback. For example, LOGO
is a computer environment which gives immediate feedback to the commands given by
students.
One type of feedback can be informing a student whether what they have done is right or
wrong. This gives the student limited information with which to re-consider their
decision or action. At present, I am trying to juggle three balls when one ball is
occasionally thrown from behind my back, passing over my head and caught in front. As
I attempt to throw the ball from behind my back I get much more information than
whether it was right or wrong. I see exactly the flight of the ball and whether it arrives
too much to the right or left, or whether it arrives too far forward for me to catch and
continue juggling. I get this information through being able to observe the reality of what
the consequence of my throw was. I have set my own challenge of what I want to do
with that ball, that of catching it in front to join the two other balls to continue the
juggle. Whether the throw was right or wrong depended upon the challenge I had set
myself. Thus, as long as I am clear about my challenge, and I am informed of the
consequences of my actions, then I am capable of deciding myself whether the throw was
right or wrong. More importantly, I have far more information than right or wrong with
which to improve my later actions. Papert (1980, p22-23) talked of the fact that learning
involves making mistakes and going through a process of de-bugging. If LOGO did not
reveal on the screen the consequences of students' decisions then de-bugging would not

be possible.
Dewey talks of the important role consequencesplay in the developmentof meaning:
We may sum up by stating that things gain meaning when they are
used as means to bring about consequences(or as means to
prevent the occurrence of undesired consequences),or as standing
for consequencesfor which we have to discover means. The
relation of means - consequence is the center and heart of all
understanding. (1933, p146)

By informing someoneof the consequencesof their actions immediately, the
consequences
can drive improvements in actions (or means), and actions (or means)can
be explored to learn consequences.Either way the dynamic goes, accounting for the
relationship betweenactions (or means)and consequencesis at the heart of developing
meaning.
PRINCIPLEOF ECONOMY: enable students to see immediately the
consequences oftheir
decisions.
actions and
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10.4 Backwards and forwards
I have described how the development of the computer program GRID Algebra has
incorporated within its structure the principles of economy identified in chapters 8 and 9.
Further development of my theory has also identified some additional principles to those
already identified. The following chapter will present the conclusions from this study,
which will include a list of these principles as a summary.
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11 Conclusions

11.1 Introduction
In this chapter I present the conclusions to my thesis starting with a list of the principles
of economy in learning and teaching mathematics which have been developed over the
last three chapters. It is important to realise that these principles, presented without the
examples from which they were generated, could be read as over general statements and
easily interpreted as bland injunctions. The force of this thesis is to provide:

(a) accountsof situationsto which the reader can relate in terms of their own
experiences;and
(b) exerciseswhich help the reader to awarenesses.

It is from both of these that the principles were derived. Thus, although a bare list is
provided as a form of summary, the principles should not be read in isolation to the
work which has generated them. As Elliott stated: General rules are guides to reflection
distilled from experience and not substitutes for it (1991, p50). In this case the
experience is both my own which is described throughout this thesis, and also the
reader's, whose experiences I have called upon to relate to aspects of this work.

I have written, in brackets after each principle, the section where the principle was
stated.

11.2 Principles of economy

-

View mathematicalcontent through the eyes of a pedagoguerather than a
mathematician.This meansconsidering mathematical content in terms of children's
powers, mathematicalessences,and awarenesses(8.3);

-

Use pedagogicalawarenessesto work with the learner's mathematical awarenesses
(8.3);

-

Reducethe needfor a learner to remember previously encounteredmathematical
content (8.3);

-

Work on overall structures first, leaving exceptions until later (10.3);
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Offer sufficient complexity for learners to have the material necessary to make use of
their powers (8.3);
Avoid explanations (10.3);
Reduce the need for translation (8.3);

Enable studentsto seeimmediately the consequences
of their actions and decisions
(10.3);

-

Use simultaneity to help establishdesiredassociations(9.3);
Use imagery and movement so that awarenessescan be gained within a context of
generality (8.3);
Place attention in an activity which subordinates the desired learning. This means that
something is practised whilst progress is made at a higher subordinate level (practice
through progress) (9.3);

-

Use successivelevelsof subordinationto drive functionalisation (9.3);

-

Provide that which needs to be given, namely the arbitrary (10.3);

-

Restrict the useof memory to that which is arbitrary (10.3);

-

Reducethe needfor memorising the arbitrary by using functionalisation, or by using
imagery combined with association(10.3).

11.3 Conclusions
This thesis has shown that learning and teaching mathematics can be viewed in terms of
the personal effort and time a student is required to provide in the learning process. This
establishes the principle of economy, to minimise the amount of time and personal effort
given by a student, and to maximise the amount of their learning63 Economic teaching
.
is that teaching which assists economic learning. The principles of economy which are
listed above are principles for a teacher in order that their students can have a learning
environment which supports the productive way students worked when they were very
young.

63 {Economy is
concerned with time and effort spent for the learning gained} - 4.2.2
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I have analysed several events which have been significant in the development of my
theory, in order to identify powers children possess and use as part of daily human
activity in coming to know and gain some control over the world that surrounds them.
I have identified three ways in which information is held and demonstrated
that memory is the most costly of these in terms of economy. Yet it is memory on which
text books often rely as a way to support learning. Due to the relatively large amounts of
personal time and effort required to memorise something, one principle is for memory to
Additionally,

be restricted to that which is arbitrary. Those things which are not arbitrary are the
concern of awareness. They can become known to a student through the use of the
for a teacher is to devise an
student's powers and the student's sense of truth. The task
activity of sufficient complexity that provides the material with which a student can use
their powers to gain this awareness.
Teachers cannot give their students awareness. All a teacher can do is to make offerings.
These offerings can (a) provide material which a student can use their powers to work
on, and (b) attempt to affect a student's attention. None of these two can be guaranteed
since both require the active involvement of the students themselves. I have developed
the idea of a Neutral Zone, a fictitious zone in which all offerings, from students and
teachers, are placed. These offerings become potential material for other people,
however, the potentiality only becomes an actuality through the active involvement of
someone choosing to place their attention appropriately. Thus, the dynamic of the zone is
such that it requires a positive action from someone to contribute to the zone, and a
positive placement of attention from someone to relate to another's contribution (or,
indeed, to reflect on their own contribution). All aspects of communication require
someone to actively do something, whether it is talking or hearing, showing or seeing.
The arrows do not represent the physical dynamics of the photons of light or sound
waves, but represent the personal energy in the form of attention which is required for
communication to take place. This attention can result in talking, listening, etc. There is
nothing passive about the process of communication. As a consequence, my image of the
Neutral Zone has arrows coming from each person to the zone (see Figure 37). This
contrasts with a traditional image of a student receiving information from a teacher (see
Figure 36). Figure 37 shows several arrows going into the Neutral Zone, since there are
likely to be contributions made by other people as well as a teacher, even if those people
are not particularly directing their contributions towards the student. For example,
someone in the room may be turning round to someone behind them, or another person
may be tapping their pen on a desk. Some contributions may be potential distractions for
the student. However, the student may decide to place their attention in these distractions
rather than the teacher's contributions.
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Figure 36: Traditional image of student receiving information.
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Figure 37: Dynamics involved in communication through the Neutral Zone.

A traditional style of teaching involves a teacher explaining something they want the
students to do. The idea being that the students will know what they have to do by
listening to what the teacher is saying. In such a situation, there is often a need for the
student to translate from listening to an explanation to carrying out the doing. This
translation is due to either a difference in the mode of representation, or the need to go
from one of the student's sensesto another, or both (see Figure 38). I have described a
way to avoid the student making such translations by the teacher working with the
material the students offer, rather than the teacher producing their own material, via
explanations, which the students would then have to translate into their own actions. By
acting as an editor or an amplifier, the teacher is only asking the students to do a subset
or an elaboration of what they have already done. Thus, there is no requirement to

translate(seeFigure 39).
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(The dotted lines happenat a later time to the solid lines, and the student's dotted line

happensafter the teacher'sdottedline).

Gattegno's(1971) list of powers of children was unstructured. I have modified his list
and provided a structure which relates these together (see Figure 14 in chapter 6). In this
structure, will, a senseof truth, and creativity are used to direct attention, which
producesstressingand ignoring as a consequence.The result of this stressingand
ignoring can be either extraction, abstraction, or association depending upon the
material which was stressedand ignored. It is the last three of these which I have chosen
to describe aschildren's powers. As young children go about their everyday learning,
these powers are employed continually. I have linked children's powers with the
mathematicssyllabus of schoolsthrough the notion of mathematicalessences,which are
the manifestationsof these powers in the domain of mathematics. Sameness/ditterence,
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order, and inverse are employed within daily learning as a young child, and are also
employed within all areas of mathematics. These essences, along with the powers, are
available for students to use in their mathematics lessons. They have been employed
through the student's life in their learning as a human being, and so are functionings.
The main problem which prevents students using these powers in mathematics lessons is
the fact that the students have learned through years of attending lessons that these
powers are rarely called upon. Instead, students have experienced countless hours of
being told things which they are then expected to memorise. As a consequence, students
have learned to adapt to the expected discourse within a lesson. Thus, although these
powers and mathematical essencesare always available, students may take a while to
become used to a different set of expectations and discourse within a mathematics lesson.
Mathematics is often described in a structured way similar to building walls with bricks.
A brick of a certain level is placed on bricks of lower levels. Likewise, a certain level of
mathematical content is described in terms of previous levels of mathematical content.
This metaphor is one which has been adopted by some people within mathematics
education by assuming that because mathematics is described in such a way, that implies
it is to be learned in a similar way. Consequently, the learning of new mathematics relies
on the previously learned mathematics of lower levels to be remembered and understood.
This creates so many problems in the classroom with students having forgotten the
mathematics (since it is often asked to be memorised) of the lower levels on which the
new mathematics is to be built. This means that the lesson cannot progress since the old
mathematics has to be re-visited and built again before progression can take place. In
fact, it is sometimes the case that a succession of layers of mathematical content need to
be re-visited. In such casesa teacher might describe the lesson as one where they had to
go right back to basics. The throwing away of this building bricks metaphor would help
the advancement of economic learning and teaching of mathematics. Each new area of
mathematics can be considered in terms of an environment which will call upon
children's powers of extraction, abstraction, and association (and the manifestation of
these powers as mathematical essences), instead of remembering previously encountered
mathematical facts. Then, new mathematics is encountered as an awareness within this
environment gained through the use of children's powers. In this way, Bruner's claim
that:

be taught effectively in some intellectually
... any subject can
honestform to any child at any stageof development.(1960, p33)

can be viewed as quite possible within mathematics since a new area of mathematics does
not need a set of previous mathematics lessons for students to have learned all the
mathematics of the lower levels. Instead an environment can be constructed such that the
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new mathematicscan be gained through an awarenesswhich only requires the use of
children's powers.
I have demonstrated that memorisation of the arbitrary can be assisted or avoided by the
use of functionalisation, or by the use of imagery combined with association. Indeed, it
is functionalisation which appears so strong in the dynamics of early learning. Without
the ability to drive something into becoming a functioning, there would not be sufficient
spare energy in terms of attention for new challenges to be engaged in. Growth in
learning requires attention to be freed from the old to be available to meet the new.
Functionalisation is the processes of driving something into unconscious mastery. I
repeat the quote from Whitehead Civilisation advances by extending the number of
important operations we can perform without thinking about then (1925, p59).
Functionalisation drives this process and is a powerful way in which young children
learn. The old dictum of practice makes perfect does not describe adequately the way in
which I observe young children practice. Rather, they continue to progress whilst
practising by finding challenges which subordinate a newly acquired skill. The writers of
text books, and the planners of many mathematics lessons, have not learned from this as
most of the exercises they provide ask students to practice at the same subordinate level,
basing their hopes for learning on the idea of practice makes perfect.

It is through functionalisation above all else that I seea way forward for the learning of
mathematicsto becomemore efficient in that more mathematicscan be learned more
thoroughly in less time and with less effort. I have produced a theoretical framework to
accountfor the transition from meeting something new into that something becoming a
functioning. This processof functionalisation is described through the notion of levels of
subordinationand practice through progress. The placing of attention in a task at a
higher subordinatelevel to the desired learning can drive that learning into becoming a
functioning. To assistfunctionalisation further, successivelevels of subordination can
take place with eachone driving the original learning increasingly into something which
no longer requires consciousconsideration.
The viewing of learning and teaching mathematicsin terms of economy is not just an
academicexerciseof observation. I have demonstratedthat creating resources,planning
lessons,and ways of working with students,can be basedon the idea of economy. The
establishmentof the principle of economy which appearsin the title of this thesis has led
to the production of a set of principles to assistthe development of economy in the
learning and teachingof mathematics.
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Levi-Strausscommented:
What makes a steel ax (sic) superior to a stone ax is not that the
first one is better made than the second. They are equally well
made, but steel is quite different from stone. In the same way we
may be able to show that the same logical processes operate in
myth as in science, and that man has always been thinking equally
well; the improvement lies, not in the alleged progress of man's
mind, but in the discovery of new areas to which it may apply its
unchanged and unchanging powers. (1963, p230)

Students of all ages have the powers they used so effectively as young children, yet many
teachers organise their lessons in such a way that these powers are not called upon. The
principles I have produced are guide-lines to apply our 'unchanged and unchanging
powers' to mathematics classrooms. The same powers used on the 'stone' of our early
learning such as walking and talking, can be applied to the 'steel' of mathematical
content such as multiplication tables and calculus. I have shown that many commercially
prepared materials do not apply the powers of children to the school mathematical
content

Many of the principles are concernedwith the placementof attention, either as a
statementof where it would be desirablefor attention to be placed or whereit is not
desirablefor attention to be placed. The importanceof attentionhas beenrecognisedby
Mason and Davis (1988) (also, see Mason(1989)), who havebeenconcernedwith the
shifting of attention. Here, I havebeen more concernedwith the placementof attention.
The significanceof attention meansthat an entry for mathematicseducatorsinto the
issuesof economycan be madethrough an attentionto the issueof attention. Where is
the teacher'sattention placed?Where is a student'sattention placed?How can attention
be shifted?Where might it be shifted to?
In the light of increasing pressures and demands on teachers to improve the level of
students' achievements in mathematics, I have established economy as a powerful
perspective through which to view the dynamics of learning and teaching mathematics. It
can lead to more productive activity in mathematics classrooms through students working
in ways which have proved so productive in their early pre-school learning.
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12 Further questions relating to study
in the light of the work I have carried out in this study, there are questions which have
arisen for me which did not exist when I began my work. It is the nature of learning that
increased awareness brings with it as many questions as answers. I will consider here
some questions which are relevant to the work I have done in this study but which I have
not explicitly tackled. Many of the questions have come as a consequence of the learning
I have gained through doing this work. Other questions are ones of which I was aware
before engaging in this study, but I have not directly addressed them in this work.
One issue I have had in mind throughout much of this work is that of motivation. I
decided not to make explicit reference to motivation as I felt that would have directed me
away from the particular task of this study. However, one observation I wish to express
now is that when students are in an environment where their powers are being used and
challenged, I notice that they are fully involved and engaged in the activity. It appears
that motivation is not an issue in such circumstances. Thus, I have a conjecture that,
when their powers are called upon, students are sufficiently engaged and no additional or
external motivation is required. By external I mean motivation which is generated
separately to the activity itself. Examples of such external motivation include giving
marks or grades for work, rewards, and punishments. The relationship between
motivation and the demands placed on students in terms of their powers is an area of
possible future work.

I chosea particular classification of children's powers which identified extraction,
abstraction, and association. I said at the time that there might be other classifications
which could have been made. I have found theseparticular classifications to be helpful
when considering what principles might be involved in teaching economically. Are there
other choiceswhich would be more beneficial to future developmentof teaching
economically?
I have used the word awarenessthroughout this thesis without going into explicit detail
as to the preciserole of awarenessin the learning process. Gattegno statesthat only
awarenessis educable,which placesawarenessat the centre of education. My work has
been mainly concernedwith creating situations whereby there is opportunity for students
to gain new awarenessesrather than being placed in situations where they are only being
asked to memorise. I have described how these new awarenessescan be forced into
becoming functionings and I have briefly mentioned that during the functional 1sation
processthere are opportunities for reflection on what is known, which can lead to further
awarenesses.This role of reflection is one which raises further questions. There has been
someattention given to reflection (see 9.3), however, the question I raise here is
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concerned with when it is appropriate to ask a learner to reflect. A possible implication
from my work is that the primary focus might be on helping someone to be able to do
something first, through such methods as functionalisation, and that reflection at this
stage may not be of benefit. It is a secondary matter to ask that person to reflect on what
they can now do. This can sound traditional, however, I believe that it is clear from this
thesis that the methods involved in helping someone to do something are far removed
from such notions as following instructions. As I have mentioned earlier, something can
be understood in terms of an action or a process, something which is done, the
significance of which can be gained through reflection. I believe that the role of
reflection in the process of functionalisation is an important area for further work.
As part of my work I have developed the computer software GRID Algebra as an
example of a resource which is based on principles of economy. The issue for me within
the context of this study was what could be written into the software itself. I have
indicated that effective use of the software will depend upon the teacher and students and
that this is intentional. Thus, the actual use made of GRID Algebra in the classroom has
not been tackled here. Further work relating to the use of this program, and
incorporating principles of economy, would be welcome.
There is the important question of how a teacher educator might work with students if
the educator considers the principle of economy to be important. Thus, how might the
principles of economy be applied to the situation of working with students on the
principle of economy?
Finally, this thesis has been concerned with the learning and teaching of mathematics,
and most of my examples and research have come from mathematics classrooms.
However, I strongly believe that there are implications for my study in other areas of the
curriculum. I am calling for the teaching of mathematics to be based on powers which
students have used in their everyday learning since being a young child, and that the use
of these powers produce economic learning. Students have these same powers in other
curriculum classrooms as well. Thus, there is the question of how the principles of
economy can be applied to other subject areas, and to what extent the principles might

changeaccordingto the particular natureof those subjectareas.
I identified mathematicalessencesas thoseroot elementsof mathematicswhich students
havealso met through the use of their powers in everydaylearning. Are there essencesin
other subjectareasand, if so, what are they?
This thesis has built on much of the work Gattegno, in particular, has done. However, I
am aware that it is only a stepping stone towards more productive ways of teaching in
classrooms. For me, this study has both refined my practice as a teacher and enabled me
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to articulate the theoretical underpinning of principles leading towards economic learning
and teaching.
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